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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS REAL WORLD?

Real World is the portal to a wider world of English language knowledge and resources 
specially designed for Spanish secondary learners. It provides teenage students with  
the ability to communicate well in English and to pass exams at a good level. Just as 
importantly, it boosts their confidence to participate as educated citizens in the global  
community, with all its unique challenges and opportunities.

Real World is the fruit of a collaboration between two leading companies in the fields of 
media and education: the BBC and Pearson. The BBC brand is synonymous worldwide 
with the concepts of trust and quality in their news and entertainment programmes, while 
Pearson is the world’s leading education company for all ages and stages of learners. 

Real World is the direct result of extensive research and analysis of learners’ needs and 
wants, translated into a comprehensive set of authentic, interactive and reliable materials 
in both print and digital formats. This wide ranging research revealed three key learning 
objectives that were common to all learners, their teachers and parents:
1  Success at school – students can move to the next level of their careers by  

passing exams.
2  Motivation – students can continue their English learning beyond school.
3  Confidence – students can acquire the skills which will help them make sense of the 

ever more pressurised digital world.

WHAT IS THE REAL WORLD METHODOLOGY?

We all know that teenagers can present a special challenge for teachers and parents. 
They are transitioning from children to adults, at the same time as they are dealing with 
the competitive pressures of exams. They are coping with parental expectations as well 
as the distractions of social media and the digital age. This is a time when they need 
security and support as well as encouragement and inspiration. Bearing all this in  
mind, we designed the course to be: 

Authentic: language is presented through relevant and intriguing real-life content, from 
the humorous situations in the drama videos, through the real people interviewed for  
the videos to the clips taken from actual BBC programmes to create the BBC Culture 
videos. Content has been carefully chosen to inspire and challenge teenagers, and the  
style in which it is presented reflects the way that today’s teens access information and 
entertainment: from the internet, using personal devices such as tablets, laptops and 
mobiles.

Interactive: moving to a much more personalised and adaptive approach, Real World 
does not just provide static content but also multiple opportunities to investigate and 
interact with that content through productive activities and projects. By interacting with 
the content rather than merely practising the target language, students acquire the 
language at a deeper cognitive level. English becomes the tool through which they 
access a wider world of knowledge, skills and experience rather than just another  
subject on the curriculum.

Reliable: ‘It’s all very well to be inspired and have fun, but our students need to pass their 
exams!’ we can hear teachers say, and passing the exam with a good score is the key 
learning outcome of Real World. The rigorous syllabus built around the Global Scale of 
English (see page 15) provides the right language, at the right level, with the right amount 
of practice and the right sort of assessment along the way to bring students up to the 
level required to pass their end-of-school exams.  
Organised on the principle of Assessment for Learning (see page 15), the in-course 
testing and assessment package provides over 600 test activities per level, covering  
both language and skills.
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14 Unit 1

Vocabulary: countries and 
nationalities, family, personality 
adjectives, clothes and footwear

Grammar: possessive ‘s, can
for ability, adverbs of manner, 
have got

In this unit, you will learn

Read an article about appearance 
and personality.

Listen to a conversation 
about clothes.

Greet and introduce people.

Write a short description 
of a person.

In order to

Project

A fact file about a famous 
child prodigy

Fantastic 
people

1

14

My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie, Rita (my mum’s sister), is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle, Antoine (my dad’s brother), is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter, (my cousin Ana), is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.

A C

E F
J

B D

K

H I

G
L

MAsha

My multinational family
 Culture video: 

Child prodigies

Interviews 

Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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1 1.13 Look at the photos. How many people 
are there in the family? Read the text and write the 
names of the people A–L.

A Abe

England – 1 English France – 2 (…) Ireland – 3 (…)
4 (…) – American Argentina – 5 (…) 6 (…) – Japanese
Scotland – 7 (…) 8 (…) – Polish Germany – German
Italy – Italian Holland – Dutch

Vocabulary A  Countries and nationalities P. 148

2 1.14 Complete the Vocabulary A box with 
countries and nationalities from the text. Listen and 
check. 

aunt brother cousin daughter father 
grandfather/grandpa grandmother/grandma 
husband mother sister son uncle wife

Vocabulary B  Family P. 148

3 1.15 Study the Vocabulary B box. Write the words 
in the correct group. One word can go in both groups. 
Listen and check. 

aunt (…), (…) 

(…), (…) 

4 Find other words in the text for these words. 

1 aunt auntie
2 mother (…)
3 father (…)
4 grandfather (…)
5 grandmother (…) 

Possessive ’s
We use ’s to talk about our family members, 
names, appearance and possessions.
Asha’s mother is English.
Gus’s hair is grey.

OUT!
Watch

5 Study the Watch Out! box. Rewrite the sentences 
using ’s. Look at the photos on page 14. Who says 
these sentences? 

1 The name of my mum is Sonia.
My mum’s name is Sonia. (Asha)

2 The name of my brother is Antoine.
3 The name of my husband is Gus.
4 The son of my sister is a baby.
5 The mother of my husband is Japanese.
6 The sister of my wife is married to Henri.

6 1.16 WORD FRIENDS  Write the 
words in the correct column. Some 
words can go in more than one 
column. Listen and check.

big blonde blue brown dark
green grey long old red
short slim small tall young

Eyes Hair General 
appearance

big big

7 Look at the photos on page 14 and 
correct the sentences. 

1 Asha’s hair is blonde.
 Asha’s hair isn’t blonde. It’s dark.
2  Asha’s eyes are blue.
3 Ana is old.
4 Henri’s hair is long.
5 Tommy is big.
6 Gus is young.

8 In pairs, talk about the people in 
the photos on page 14. Ask about their 
nationality and appearance.

A: Is Cara French?
B: No, she isn’t. She’s Irish.
A: Is her hair long?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s short. Is Rita Italian?

9 Write eight sentences about people 
in your family. Then compare with a 
partner.

My aunt Justine is my mum’s brother’s 
wife. She’s from Montreal.
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UNIT 1 Time for cultureOVERVIEW OF THE COMPONENTS

STUDENTS’ BOOK WITH ONLINE AREA

• Nine units with 80–100 hours of teaching material, including a Starter Unit
• One lesson per page with one skill focus on each
• Clear lesson objectives described using simple language (‘Talk about …’,

‘Use have got to …’) and drawing from the Global Scale of English (GSE)
• Video (drama and BBC Interviews with every unit; plus six BBC Culture clips

after Units 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8)
• Three Real English sections of functional language for real-world

situations after Units 3, 6 and 9
• Language Summary summarising key vocabulary and grammar and

Revision after every unit
• Six extra lessons about the Andalusian culture
• Grammar and Vocabulary Time sections with additional grammar and vocabulary 

practice at three levels of di�  culty for every Grammar and Vocabulary lesson
• Pronunciation practice for a range of pronunciation areas

Online Area (powered by MyEnglishLab)
• Extra online practice to review and recycle what has been learned in 

every unit
• All Students’ Book videos
• The audio from the Workbook
• Reference material for self-study
• Students access the activities and the supporting material through a code 

printed on the inside front cover of the Students’ Book

ETEXT PREMIUM

• The full Students’ Book and Workbook in digital format
• All audio and video embedded into the exercises

• Reference material such as Grammar References, glossaries, tips 
and strategies for self-study

WORKBOOK 
• Additional practice to consolidate and extend course content
• Grammar and Vocabulary practice at the three levels of di�  culty 

to cater for mixed-ability classrooms
• Check Time section to encourage students to refl ect on their 

own learning
• Reference material plus additional practice to reinforce 

the content learned in the units

VOCABULARY APP

• Vocabulary practice of each unit using fun and motivating activities

1.5 1.5 1.5 LISTENING LISTENING LISTENING Identify detail in a conversation about clothes
Identify detail in a conversation about clothes
Identify detail in a conversation about clothes
Identify detail in a conversation about clothes
Identify detail in a conversation about clothes
Identify detail in a conversation about clothes

1 1 1 

2 2 2 

3 3 3 

VocabularyVocabularyVocabulary Clothes and footwear Clothes and footwear Clothes and footwear Clothes and footwear Clothes and footwear Clothes and footwear P. 148P. 148P. 148

4 4 4 

5 5 5 

666

7 7 7 7 7 7 

A: Your sunglasses are great! 
A: Your sunglasses are great! 
A: Your sunglasses are great! 
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!

 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !
 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !
 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !
 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !
 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !
 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)

111
222 333

444

The NewportThe NewportThe Newport LOOKLOOKLOOKLOOKLOOKLOOK

SHARESHARESHARE

CHECK TIME

Check Time
62

Check Time Answer Key pages 71 - 72

5 Write negative sentences and questions. 
1 Gina’s got a nice dress for the party.

✗

?
2 You’ve got two brothers.✗

?
3 Pete and Tom have got a new car.

✗

?
4 We’ve got an English test today.✗

?
5 I’ve got a problem with my computer.

✗

?
6 Grant’s got a black jacket.✗

?
7 Ian’s sister’s got long hair.✗

?

Writing

6 Join and rewrite the sentences with and or 
but.
1 We’re from Spain. We can’t speak Spanish.

We’re from Spain but we can’t speak 
Spanish.

2 I’ve got white hair. I’ve got blue eyes.3 They can dance. They can’t sing. 4 You can’t speak Dutch. You can speak 
English.

5 He’s got two brothers. He's got one sister.6 She's my hero. She's my best friend.

Vocabulary
1 Write the countries and nationalities.

1 My friend Pat is from Ireland. She’s                      .

2 My cousin Jake is from the USA. He’s                      .

3 My grandad is Italian. He’s from                      .
4 My aunt is from Poland. She’s                      .
5 Our teacher is French. She’s from                       .

6 My uncle is German. He’s from                      .
2 Write the family words.1 My father’s sister is my                                               .

2 My sister is my mother’s                                             .

3 My mother is my father’s                                           .

4 My father’s mother is my                                           .

5 My brother is my mother’s                                         .

6 My mother’s husband is my                                      .
3 Choose the odd one out.1 pink

red green slim
2 boots shoes hat trainers 
3 sunglasses T-shirt sweater shirt 
4 jeans dress trousers shorts
5 small tall blonde brave
6 friendly grey funny cleverGrammar

4 Make sentences using can.1 you /  speak / German / ?
2 my sister / not / walk / ten kilometres3 we / learn / Spanish / at my school4 A: your brother / play / football / ?  
B: yes / he

5 where / we / buy / new trainers / ?6 our teacher / not / find / our homework7 A: you / do / this excercise / ?B: no / I

8 they / not / help / us

UNIT 1
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Check Time

Check Time Answer Key pages 71 - 72

1 Complete the words.1 Put this on your toast or bread: b
2 Use these to make an omelette: e
3 This red sauce is good on chips: k
4 You can make wine from these: g
5 Put this in coffee: m6 This is a nice and cold dessert: i c

7 Buy these in a tin: b b8 Use this to fry food: o2 Match words 1–8 with words a–h.1 a cheese
2 a frying
3 orange
4 breakfast
5 a chocolate6 a hot

7 fast
8 fish

a cereal
b food
c fingers
d milkshake
e pan
f juice
g dog
h sandwich3 Choose the correct answer.1 Where’s the       for my cereal?a fork

b plate c bowl
2 First,       the eggs in some water.a boil

b beat c fry
3 Don’t put a lot of       on your food – it isn’t

good for you.a milk
b brownies c salt

4       the bacon with the eggs.a Boil
b Fry

c Cut
5 Can you help me       up the potatoes?

a cut
b add c beat

6 Find some big       . There’s a lot of food!
a forks

b pepper c plates
7 We can       a cake for Jack’s birthday.

a bake
b fry

c beat
8 Let’s drink some      .a crisps

b cola c celery
9 Chocolate       cookies are my favourite.

a crisp
b oil

c chip

Vocabulary

Grammar
4 Choose the correct option.1 There’s / There are a cake on the table for Gary.

2 Is / Are there any biscuits for me?
3 There isn’t a / any frying pan, so we can’t have 

fried eggs.4 There are some / any glasses on the table and 
there’s some / any juice in the fridge.

5 Is / Are there a good website for vegetarian 
recipes?

6 There isn’t / aren’t any sausages.5 Complete the sentences with one or two words in 

each gap.
1 How                         money have you got?
2 There isn’t                       cola in this glass.
3 How                             people are at Tom’s party?

4 Are there                             cheese sandwiches? 

I can only see chicken ones.5 There’s                             bottle of milk in the 
fridge. Can you get it, please?6 There                             many restaurants in our 

town – only two.7 There are                             bottles of cola – two, 

I think, but there isn’t                             lemonade.

8 There’s                             much ketchup on my 
chips. I can’t eat them.9 I haven’t got                             oil in the pan to fry 

three eggs.0 There are a                             of sausages to cook!Writing

6 Join the sentences in the recipe with a word from 

the box. Sometimes more than one option is 

possible.

after finally first then nextThe perfect cup of tea1                        , boil water then leave for 3 minutes.

2                        , pour the water into a teapot.
Add a teaspoon of tea for each person.

3                        , pour the tea into a tea cup.
4                        , add milk and sugar.
5                        , drink with a biscuit or a cucumber 

sandwich.

1

UNIT 1

UNIT 2
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CHECK TIME

5 Write negative sentences and questions. 
1 Gina’s got a nice dress for the party.

✗

?
2 You’ve got two brothers.✗

?
3 Pete and Tom have got a new car.

✗

?
4 We’ve got an English test today.✗

?
5 I’ve got a problem with my computer.

✗

?
6 Grant’s got a black jacket.✗

?
7 Ian’s sister’s got long hair.✗

?

Writing

6 Join and rewrite the sentences with and or and or and
but.
1 We’re from Spain. We can’t speak Spanish.

We’re from Spain but we can’t speak 

We’re from Spain but we can’t speak 
Spanish.Spanish.

2 I’ve got white hair. I’ve got blue eyes.3 They can dance. They can’t sing. 4 You can’t speak Dutch. You can speak 
English.

5 He’s got two brothers. He's got one sister.

Vocabulary
1 Write the countries and nationalities.

1 My friend Pat is from Ireland. She’s                      .

2 My cousin Jake is from the USA. He’s                      .

3 My grandad is Italian. He’s from                      .
4 My aunt is from Poland. She’s                      .
5 Our teacher is French. She’s from                       .

6 My uncle is German. He’s from                      .
2 Write the family words.1 My father’s sister is my                                               .

2 My sister is my mother’s                                             .

3 My mother is my father’s                                           .

4 My father’s mother is my                                           .

5 My brother is my mother’s                                         .

6 My mother’s husband is my                                      .
3 Choose the odd one out.1 pink

red green slim
2 boots shoes hat trainers 
3 sunglasses T-shirt sweater shirt 
4 jeans dress trousers shorts
5 small tall blonde brave
6 friendly grey funny cleverGrammar

4 Make sentences using can.1 you /  speak / German / ?
2 my sister / not / walk / ten kilometres3 we / learn / Spanish / at my school4 A: your brother / play / football / ?  
B: yes / he

5 where / we / buy / new trainers / ?6 our teacher / not / find / our homework

UNIT 1

CHECK TIME

1 Complete the words.1 Put this on your toast or bread: b
2 Use these to make an omelette: e
3 This red sauce is good on chips: k
4 You can make wine from these: g
5 Put this in coffee: m6 This is a nice and cold dessert: i c

7 Buy these in a tin: b b8 Use this to fry food: o2 Match words 1–8 with words a–h.1 a cheese
2 a frying
3 orange
4 breakfast
5 a chocolate6 a hot

7 fast
8 fish

a cereal
b food
c fingers
d milkshake
e pan
f juice
g dog
h sandwich3 Choose the correct answer.1 Where’s the       for my cereal?

 for my cereal?a fork
b plate c bowl

2 First,       the eggs in some water.
 the eggs in some water.a boil

b beat c fry
3 Don’t put a lot of       on your food – it isn’t

 on your food – it isn’t
good for you.a milk

b brownies c salt
4       the bacon with the eggs.a Boil

b Fry
c Cut

5 Can you help me       up the potatoes?
 up the potatoes?

a cut
b add c beat

6 Find some big       . There’s a lot of food!
a forks

Vocabulary

Grammar
4 Choose the correct option.1 There’s

2 Is / Are
3 There isn’t 

fried eggs.4 There are 
there’s some5 Is / Are there a good website for vegetarian 

recipes?
6 There isn’t

5 Complete the sentences with one or two words in 

each gap.
1 How                        2 There isn’t                      3 How                            4 Are there                            I can only see chicken ones.5 There’s                            fridge. Can you get it, please?6 There                            town – only two.7 There are                            I think, but there isn’t 8 There’s                            chips. I can’t eat them.9 I haven’t got                            three eggs.0 There are a                            

Writing

6

1

UNIT 2

1

8

Fantastic  
people 

 1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities 

1  Complete the names of the countries.

2  Write the nationalities for the countries in Exercise 1.
1 American
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
0

3  Find eight family members in the wordsearch. 
Look ⇐, ⇓, ⇗ and ↘.

Z N R T E A M H T I E R
O Z N S N S U N I U R E
E V A L G O F O G D A C
R F D E U N C L E A D T
K L N A V S E O T U L R
B I S S B U E N S G T R
H S C U H R U Y R H E H
Z W I F E A O B O T S A
S S K A L J I T S E K K
N N L A P K M I H R U L
F M Q C O U S I N E J S
S T F Q L T N Z D H R O

1

 6 a n   

  3 c t n

7   t y

  5 ol d

  8 r n e

  1 the USA
  2 r a d

4   r ny

 10 r n i a

9   n l n   

VOCABULARY
Countries and nationalities | Family | 
Adjectives of appearance | Personality 
adjectives | Clothes and footwear

GRAMMAR
Possessive 's | can for ability |
Adverbs of manner | have got

READING
An article about appearance 
and personality

WRITING
A short description of a person
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 1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities 8  Complete the word puzzle. What’s 
the hidden word?

1d a u g h t e r
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 Gary is Sonia’s dad. Sonia is Gary’s 
daughter.

2 I’m from France. I’m  .
3 My grandpa's hair isn’t long and dark. 

It’s short and  .
4 They’re Irish. They’re from  .
5 My hair isn’t short. It’s  .
6 My sister is Katy and my 

 is Dan.
7 My aunt is my uncle’s  .
8 Yumiko is from Japan. She’s  .
9 Helena isn’t short. She’s  .

The hidden word is:  .

9  Choose the correct option.

My 1friend’s / friends name is Eva. She’s fifteen 
years 2young / old and she’s 3France / French. 
She’s 4from / of Paris. Her brother’s name
5is / are Christophe and he’s ten. Her 
6daughter / sister, Marie, is a baby. She’s six 
months old. Eva is 7tall / long and her hair is 
8blonde / big. She’s a good friend.

4  Look at the diagram and complete the 
sentences with the correct words.

1 Jack is Mike’s brother .
2 Tina is Pam’s  .
3 Helen is  sister.
4 David is  husband.
5 Gemma is Mike’s  .
6 Gary is Jack’s  .
7 Jim is Gary’s  .
8 Gemma is Tina’s  .

5  Read the sentences. Add ’s or an apostrophe (’).
1 My  cousin’s  friend  is  English.
2 Jack  dad  car  is  Japanese.
3 James  dog  is  black.
4 Ella  mum  is  Rita.
5 My  brothers  names  are  Pete  and  Mark.

6 WORD FRIENDS Choose the correct option.
1 Dan’s hair is young / long.
2 The girl’s hair is blonde / big.
3 Tom’s eyes are blue / tall.
4 My sister is slim / green.
5 The teacher is long / short.

7  Find and correct the mistakes in the sentences.
1 Jack is my friend brother.

Jack is my friend’s brother.
2 Hans is Germany.

3 My granny is young. She’s ninety-four.

4 Lukes car is from the USA.

5 Your hair is small.

6 My sister husband is Charlie.

7 Eva is from Argentinian.

Jim

Sue

Gary

Gemma

Tina

Mark

Helen

David

Pam

Kate

Jack Mike
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world
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Fantastic 
people

VOCABULARY
Countries and nationalities | Family | 
Adjectives of appearance | Personality 
adjectives | Clothes and footwear

GRAMMAR
Possessive ’s | can for ability | 
Adverbs of manner | have got

Grammar: Welcome to my life!

Speaking: She’s famous

 Culture: 
Child prodigies

1

14

My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie Rita (my mum’s sister) is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle Antoine (my dad’s brother) is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter (my cousin Ana) is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.

A C

E F
J

B D

K

H I

G
L

MAsha

My multinational family

 
Interviews 

 
Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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Fantastic 
people

VOCABULARY
Countries and nationalities | Family |
Adjectives of appearance | Personality 
adjectives | Clothes and footwear

GRAMMAR
Possessive ’s | can for ability |
Adverbs of manner | have got

Grammar: Welcome to my life!

Speaking: She’s famous

 Culture: 
Child prodigies

1

14

My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie Rita (my mum’s sister) is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle Antoine (my dad’s brother) is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter (my cousin Ana) is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.

A C

E F
J

B D

K

H I

G
L

MAsha

My multinational family

Interviews 

Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about family and nationalities
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1.1 VOCABULARY

Lesson learning objective
Students can talk about family and nationalities.

UNIT 1 Time for culture

29 

Unit contents

Vocabulary
• Countries and nationalities
• Family
• Adjectives of appearance
• Personality adjectives
• Clothes and footwear

Grammar 
• Possessive ’s
• can for ability
• Adverbs of manner 
• have got

Communication skills
Greeting and introducing people

Basic competences
• Linguistic: page 15 (Exercises 2, 3 and 6), page 16 

(Exercise 2), page 17 (Exercise 5), page 18 (Exercise 3), 
page 19 (Exercise 4), page 21 (Exercise 5)

• Digital: page 25 (Project Time)
• Learning to learn: page 23 (Check Time)
• Social and civic: page 20 (Speaking Time)
• Initiative and entrepreneurship: page 16 and 17 (And 

you?), page 20 (Speaking Time), page 21 (Writing 
Time), page 25 (Project Time)

• Cultural: page 16 (Exercise 1), page 17 (Exercise 2), 
page 21 (Exercise 1), pages 24–25 (Exercises 1–6)

29 

Lead in: topic introduction

Write the word family on the board. Tell students to think 
about their family and to write in their notebooks the 
names of as many family members as possible. Set 
a time limit and, when the time has finished, elicit how 
many names students were able to write. Explain that later 
in the lesson they will work with their lists of family members.
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Real World 1 • End of Year Test

Name:                              
                   

                             
                   

Class:                              
                   

USE OF ENGLISH

3 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.

Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.

Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!

0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

4 Complete the short dialogues with these words 

and expressions. There are three extra words and 

expressions.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem

of course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

0 What would you like to 

eat?

A burger, please.

1 I can’t stand Maths. I don’t like it,

                          .

2 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

3 I think we need to do all 

we can to help animals.
Sorry, but 

I                           
  .

4 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                            
 .

5 This is my friend Hattie.                             
 meet 

you.

     /5

5 Read the definitions and complete the words.

0 These are the words that you 

know in a language.
v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 

other food between two pieces 

of bread.

s      d         

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a            o     

3 A teacher uses this to show 

things to all the pupils.
p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s      t      n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u        m       

     /5
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Complete the short dialogues with these words 

and expressions. There are three extra words and 

I’m using it no problem

Pleased to Thanks for What a

A burger, pleaseplease.

I don’t like it,

                          .

                       good idea!

Sorry, but 

I                           
  .
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Real World 1 • Review Test

Name:                                                                                                 Class:                                                 

Review Test 3: Units 1–6
VOCABULARY

1 Choose the correct option.0 Monika’s wearing a really nice trainers / skirt today.

1 Some people like to eat chips with mayonnaise / 

cereal.
2 I need to find something to do – I’m really excited / 

bored.
3 Our teacher takes the register / poster every 

morning to check who’s at school.
4 I love country music – it’s brilliant / terrible.
5 Marcela plays the cello in an audience / orchestra.

6 My uncle is a professional swimming / cyclist.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a medal 

/ league.

     /72 Complete the missing letters in the dialogues.
0 A: What do you want to cook the onions in?

B: A 0 f r y i n g pan.1 A: What 1 l    n       a    e do people in Japan 
speak?

B: Oh, they speak 2    a       n    s    .
2 A: I want to 3 m       e friends with my new 

classmates. What can I do?B: Why don’t you 4 h       e a party and invite them 

all?
3 A: Can you play the 5 g    i    a     or any other 

musical instrument?B: No, I prefer to 6 l       t    n to music than to play 

it.
4 A: Do you do any 7 e    e    c    s    , such as 

aerobics or cycling?B: No, but there’s a new running 8 t    a    k near the 

sports centre, so I might try that.

     /83 Choose the correct option.0 Do you want some salt and ___ on your food?
A pepper   B celery1 I remember when I ___ my best friend for the first 

time – we were four!.A knew   B met

2 My favourite subject at school is Information ___.

A Chemistry  B Technology3 We went to see a great ___ yesterday.
A concert  B flute4 Santiago ___ a goal for his team in nearly every 

game he plays!A scores   B does5 We ___ our match 3-0 last Saturday.
A watched  B lost

     /5GRAMMAR
4 Choose the correct option to complete the 

sentences.
0 Carmen 0 loves / is loving living in England, but 

she 00 isn’t liking / doesn’t like the weather there.

1 We 1 watch / ’re watching a film right now, but 

I 2 ’m not enjoying / don’t enjoy it.
2 There 3 wasn’t / didn’t be any food that I liked at 

the party last night, but there 4 was / were lots of 

people I knew.3 Jade usually 5 is seeing / sees her boyfriend on 

Saturdays, but she 6 isn’t meeting / doesn’t meet

him today – she’s on holiday.4 He 7 tries / tried noodles at the Chinese restaurant 

yesterday, but he 8 hated / is hating them.

     /85 Choose the correct option to complete the 

sentences.
0 There aren’t many / some sweets left in the bag – 

only two.
1 I never go to the swimming pool – I don’t can /

can’t swim!2 A guitar isn’t as heavy as / as heavy that a piano.

3 I did / did do judo every day last week.
4 I think hip-hop is much most / more interesting 

than pop.
5 Ruby found / finds £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!
6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she doesn’t /

isn’t talking to him at the moment.
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___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!

C of

C was

C past

 funnier than C the funniest

C know

   C didn’t

   C any

   C ‘re making

  C go to

 ’m having  C go to have

   C didn’t

     /10

we can to help animals.

4 Can I borrow your book?

5 This is my friend Hattie.

5 Read the definitions and complete the words.

0 These are the words that you 

know in a language.

1 A meal made with cheese or 

other food between two pieces 

of bread.

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.

3 A teacher uses this to show 

things to all the pupils.

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.

Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                            
 .

                            
 meet 

you.

     /5

Read the definitions and complete the words.

These are the words that you v o c a b u l a r

A meal made with cheese or 

other food between two pieces s      d       

The time between the morning a         

A teacher uses this to show 

things to all the pupils.
p      j   

A place where you can catch a s      t 

A competition, usually with lots t   
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morning to check who’s at school.
I love country music – it’s brilliant / terrible.

5 Marcela plays the cello in an audience / orchestra.

6 My uncle is a professional swimming / cyclist.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a medal 

/ league.

     /72 Complete the missing letters in the dialogues.
0 A: What do you want to cook the onions in?

B: A 0 f r yy i n gg pan.1 A: What 1 l    n       a    e do people in Japan 
speak?

B: Oh, they speak 2    a       n    s    .
2 A: I want to 3 m       e friends with my new 

classmates. What can I do?B: Why don’t you 4 h       e a party and invite them 

all?
3 A: Can you play the 5 g    i    a     or any other 

musical instrument?B: No, I prefer to 6 l       t    n to music than to play 

it.
4 A: Do you do any 7 e    e    c    s    , such as 

aerobics or cycling?B: No, but there’s a new running 8 t    a    k near the 

sports centre, so I might try that.

     /83 Choose the correct option.0 Do you want some salt and ___ on your food?
A pepper   B celery1 I remember when I ___ my best friend for the first 

time – we were four!.A knew   B met

A pepper   

We ___ our match 3-0 last Saturday.
A watched

GRAMMAR
4 Choose the correct option to complete the 

sentences.
0 Carmen 0 lovesshe 00 isn’t liking 1 We 1 watch / ’re watching I 2 ’m not enjoying 2 There 3 wasn’t /
the party last night, but there people I knew.3 Jade usually 5 is seeing Saturdays, but she him today – she’s on holiday.4 He 7 tries / tried noodles at the Chinese restaurant 

yesterday, but he 8 

5 Choose the correct option to complete the 

sentences.
0 There aren’t many / someonly two.

1 I never go to the swimming pool – I 
can’t swim!
can’t swim!
can’t

2 A guitar isn’t as heavy as 3 I did / did do judo every day last week.
4 I think hip-hop is much most than pop.

5 Ruby found / finds £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!
6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she 

isn’t talking to him at the moment.

isn’t talking to him at the moment.

isn’t

any
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Real World 1 • Language Test

Name:                                         
         

                                     
            

Class:                                     
             

Language Test: Unit 3

VOCABULARY

1 Reorder the letters to make words.

0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)

1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)

2 I wake up early in the m                                   
 .  

I really like breakfast! (nomring)

3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the  

e                              . (n
egvein)

4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)

5 My sister is very e                                   
 . She has  

a new cat! (dtecixe)

6 Hans n                                   
  goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)

7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so  

I feel very w                                   
  about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                  
    do my homework on 

Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. 

(essimotem)
     /8

2 Choose the correct option.

0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning. 

A works       B does

1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning. 

A chats   B listens

2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day. 

A goes   B has

3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with 

their friends – they love it! 

A play   B do

4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after 

school every day. 

A study   B get up

5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the 

park. 

A works   B exercises    

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 

to bed. 

A browses  B prefers

7  My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework. 

A make   B do
     /7

GRAMMAR

3 Choose the correct form of the Present Simple.

0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.

2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on 

Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelettes.

4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.

5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.

6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the 

evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 

morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 

the weekend?
     /8

4 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 

with the answers.

0 I live in London. 

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?

1 I get up at 7 o’clock. 

(up / get / What / time / you / do)  

                                   
                                   

                                         

2 I watch TV in the evening. 

(TV / do / watch / When / you)

                                    
                                     

                                       

3 My best friend comes from Italy. 

(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                    
                                         

                                   

4 My sister goes to school by bus.

 (to / your sister / go / school / does / How) 

                                   
                                            

                                

5 I have a party for my birthday.

 (party / have / do / a / When / you) 
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RESOURCE 1 Unit 1 Lesson 1 Vocabulary

My family tree

✃

✃

My name is Helen and
this is my family.

My brother’s name 
is Sam. 

He’s � fteen. 

My mum’s name 
is Maggie.

My dad’s name 
is Jack. 

He’s Australian.

 My mum’s sister 
is called Emma. 

Emma’s husband 
is Phil.

Emma and Phil’s 
son, Dan, 

is three years old.

My grandma’s name 
is Daphne. 
She’s 83.

Daphne’s husband, 
my grandpa, 

is Harold. 

My dad’s brother 
is called Nick.

Jack and Nick’s 
father’s name 

is Brian.

Jack and Nick’s 
mother’s name 

is Elise.

Elsie’s new husband’s 
name is Peter.

Nick’s wife’s name 
is Melissa.

Nick and Melissa’s 
daughters are called 

Lucy and Fiona.

 Nick and Melissa’s 
sons are called 

Aaron and James. 

17 ♂

10 ♂
+

11 ♀

6 ♀
+

7 ♂

9 ♂

2 ♂ 5 ♂
                       (1940–1993)

13 ♂

8 ♀

1 ♀ 3 ♀

4 ♀

Me:12 ♂

16 ♂15 ♀14 ♀
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RESOURCE 1 Unit 1 Lesson 1 Vocabulary

My family tree
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My name is Helen and
this is my family.

My brother’s name 
is Sam. 

He’s � fteen. 

My mum’s name 
is Maggie.

My dad’s name 
is Jack. 

He’s Australian.

 My mum’s sister 
is called Emma. 

Emma’s husband 
is Phil.

Emma and Phil’s 
son, Dan, 

is three years old.

My grandma’s name 
is Daphne. 
She’s 83.

Daphne’s husband, 
my grandpa, 

is Harold. 

My dad’s brother 
is called Nick.

Jack and Nick’s 
father’s name 

is Brian.

Jack and Nick’s 
mother’s name 

is Elise.

Elsie’s new husband’s 
name is Peter.
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is Melissa.

Nick and Melissa’s 
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 Nick and Melissa’s 
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TEACHER’S BOOK  

• Unit-by-unit teaching notes with audio scripts and answer key
• Interleaved with Students’ Book pages
• Additional activities for dealing with mixed-level classes
• Workbook audio scripts
• Workbook answer key
• Teacher’s Book provides access code to Online Area

CLASS AUDIO 

• Audio material for use in class
• Audio available on the Class CD
• Audio downloadable from the Real World website: 

www.pearsonELT.es/realworldandalucia

TESTS

• The Real World Assessment Package provides a wide range of tests which 
can be used at di� erent points in the course

• Each level has:
- 1 x Placement Test 
- 9 x Unit Tests
- 4 x Review Tests
- 1 x End of Year Test

• All tests are available at three levels of di�  culty to cater for mixed levels 
in the classroom

• Essential Grammar and Vocabulary worksheets are also provided for students 
with more di�  culties

• All tests are provided in PDF and editable format

TEACHER’S RESOURCE FILE

• 120 pages of photocopiable resources with instructions and answer keys
• One page for every lesson
• One extra page for every drama video
• One extra page of Vocabulary, Grammar and Culture activities with every unit
• Available as a printed book or downloadable from the ActiveTeach

ACTIVE TEACH 

• Students’ Book pages with embedded audio and video; interactive activities 
and ‘Show answers’ functionality

• Workbook pages with embedded audio; interactive activities and ‘Show answers’ 
functionality

• Teacher’s Resources, including teaching notes and answer key
• Class and Workbook audio material with audio scripts
• All Students’ Book videos with subtitles which can be switched on and o� 
• Teacher’s tool box for creating personalised vocabulary games, notes and 

adding internet links

WEBSITE

Additional information and support available at 
www.pearsonELT.es/realworldandalucia
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14 Unit 1

Vocabulary: countries and 
nationalities, family, personality 
adjectives, clothes and footwear

Grammar: possessive ‘s, can
for ability, adverbs of manner, 
have got

In this unit, you will learn

Read an article about appearance 
and personality.

Listen to a conversation 
about clothes.

Greet and introduce people.

Write a short description 
of a person.

In order to

Project

A fact file about a famous 
child prodigy

Fantastic 
people

1

14

My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie, Rita (my mum’s sister), is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle, Antoine (my dad’s brother), is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter, (my cousin Ana), is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.

A C

E F
J

B D

K

H I

G
L

MAsha

My multinational family
 Culture video: 

Child prodigies

Interviews 

Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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Unit 1 15

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities

WW_1_SB_15_9

1 1.13 Look at the photos. How many people 
are there in the family? Read the text and write the 
names of the people A–L.

A Abe

England – 1 English France – 2 (…) Ireland – 3 (…)
4 (…) – American Argentina – 5 (…) 6 (…) – Japanese
Scotland – 7 (…) 8 (…) – Polish Germany – German
Italy – Italian Holland – Dutch

Vocabulary A  Countries and nationalities P. 148

2 1.14 Complete the Vocabulary A box with 
countries and nationalities from the text. Listen and 
check. 

aunt brother cousin daughter father 
grandfather/grandpa grandmother/grandma 
husband mother sister son uncle wife

Vocabulary B  Family P. 148

3 1.15 Study the Vocabulary B box. Write the words 
in the correct group. One word can go in both groups. 
Listen and check. 

aunt (…), (…) 

(…), (…) 

4 Find other words in the text for these words. 

1 aunt auntie
2 mother (…)
3 father (…)
4 grandfather (…)
5 grandmother (…) 

Possessive ’s
We use ’s to talk about our family members, 
names, appearance and possessions.
Asha’s mother is English.
Gus’s hair is grey.

OUT!
Watch

5 Study the Watch Out! box. Rewrite the sentences 
using ’s. Look at the photos on page 14. Who says 
these sentences? 

1 The name of my mum is Sonia.
My mum’s name is Sonia. (Asha)

2 The name of my brother is Antoine.
3 The name of my husband is Gus.
4 The son of my sister is a baby.
5 The mother of my husband is Japanese.
6 The sister of my wife is married to Henri.

6 1.16 WORD FRIENDS  Write the 
words in the correct column. Some 
words can go in more than one 
column. Listen and check.

big blonde blue brown dark
green grey long old red
short slim small tall young

Eyes Hair General 
appearance

big big

7 Look at the photos on page 14 and 
correct the sentences. 

1 Asha’s hair is blonde.
 Asha’s hair isn’t blonde. It’s dark.
2  Asha’s eyes are blue.
3 Ana is old.
4 Henri’s hair is long.
5 Tommy is big.
6 Gus is young.

8 In pairs, talk about the people in 
the photos on page 14. Ask about their 
nationality and appearance.

A: Is Cara French?
B: No, she isn’t. She’s Irish.
A: Is her hair long?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s short. Is Rita Italian?

9 Write eight sentences about people 
in your family. Then compare with a 
partner.

My aunt Justine is my mum’s brother’s 
wife. She’s from Montreal.
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A UNIT OF THE STUDENTS’ BOOK

Special focus 
on teaching 
collocations 
and chunks of 
vocabulary

Personalisation 
at the end of 
each lesson

Reference to 
Vocabulary: wordlists 
with translation and 
further vocabulary 
practice at the back 
of the book

Group and pair work 
in every lesson for real 
exchange of information 
and opinions

Key lexis is placed in 
vocabulary boxes for easy 
reference and to help 
memorisation. All items are 
recorded for students to 
listen and repeat

Clear summary 
of unit contents 

Objective for 
every lesson

BBC Culture videos 
to practise real 
English

BBC Interviews with 
examples of real 
language

Drama videos to 
practise grammar 
and speaking in 
real contexts
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brave clever friendly funny nervous nice quiet

Vocabulary  Personality adjectives P. 148

5 In pairs, write sentences about these people. 
Use adjectives from the Vocabulary box.

a pop star a sportsperson an actor 
Batman my mum/dad my best friend

Make sentences that are true for 
you. In pairs, compare your answers. 

• My eyes are blue / brown / green.

• My hair is long / short and …

• I’m short / tall.

• I’m brave / clever and …

A: My eyes are green. My hair is long 
and brown. I’m short. I’m friendly 
and funny.

B: My eyes are green too, but my hair 
is short and black. I’m tall. I’m quiet 
and friendly too.

YOU
And

In Winter’s Bone Jennifer is Ree, a quiet seventeen-year-
old girl from a poor family. She’s unhappy. Her hair is long 
and dirty.

In American Hustle she’s Rosalyn, a nervous woman with 
beautiful blonde hair and perfect make-up.

In The Hunger Games Jennifer is Katniss, a teenage girl with
long dark hair and grey eyes. She’s brave and strong and she 
can shoot arrows. 

In X-Men Jennifer is the mutant Raven. Raven’s clever – she can 
speak fourteen languages – but she isn’t very nice. She’s very 
different from Jennifer. She’s over 100 years old. Her hair is red, 
her eyes are yellow and her skin is blue! But Raven and Jennifer are 
not completely different: Raven can change her appearance too. 

Jennifer Lawrence is from Kentucky, USA. 
She’s friendly and funny. She’s tall and young. 
Her eyes are blue and her hair is blonde. But 
Jennifer is an actor and actors can change their 
appearance.

B

The different faces of 
Jennifer Lawrence

D

C

A

Unit 1 17

Interviews 

My appearance 
(1.2)

1.3 READING Find detail in an article about appearance and personality

5

10

15

1 CLASS VOTE Who is your favourite actor?

2 1.18 Match photos A–D with sentences 
1–4. Read the text and check.

1 Her make-up is perfect. A
2 She’s poor.
3 She’s a mutant.
4 She can shoot arrows.

3 Read the text again. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say.

1 Jennifer is American. Right
2 Ree is from England. 
3 Katniss’ hair is short. 
4 Rosalyn can’t shoot arrows. 
5 Raven is an old woman. 

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Find the words 
in the text. Then match with the definitions.

1 This person doesn’t say a lot. Quiet
2 This person can make you laugh.
3 This person is courageous.
4 This person is the opposite of horrible.
5 This person is not calm.
6 This person is very intelligent.
7 This person speaks to everyone.
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1 Match the words/phrases with photos A–D. 
Read and check.

dance C fly jump move quickly run 
stay under water speak a foreign language

16

Tara Davis 
is a sixteen-year-old 
Californian athlete. 
She can’t fly, but 
she can jump 6.41 
metres! She runs 
fast!

A

1.2 GRAMMAR Use can and adverbs to talk about abilities

Comments

Marilo, 19.17: Hi, Aida. Can you dance?
Aida, 19.20: No, I can’t. 
Jma, 19.39: Can Marlon Couto Ribeiro speak Polish? 
Aida, 19.50: Yes, he can.
Jma, 19.54: How many languages can you speak, Aida?

Aida, 19.58: I can speak two languages – English and Arabic.

B

C

DMarlon Couto 
Ribeiro is a young 
man from Brazil. He 
can speak eleven 
languages, including 
Spanish, Japanese 
and French. He 
speaks English well.

Chen Liting 
and her friends are 
from Beijing. They 
can’t walk, but they 
can dance in their 
wheelchairs. They 
move quickly.

Tom Sietas 
is from Germany. 
He can stay under 
water for twenty-
two minutes 
and twenty-two 
seconds.

Super humans
Aida’s blog

Ask and answer questions in 
pairs. Use can and words/phrases 
from A and B.

A you your brother/sister
your friend your parents

B dance jump three metres sing
speak English speak three languages

Can you dance?
Can your parents speak English?

Grammar can P. 130

We use can and can’t to talk about abilities.
Affirmative Negative
They can dance. She can’t fly.
Interrogative and short answers
Can he speak English? Yes, he can./No, he can’t.
How many languages can you speak?

2 Study the Grammar box. Read the blog again 
and complete with can or can’t.
1 Marlon can speak Japanese.
2 Tom (…) stay under water for a long time.
3 Chen Liting and her friends (…) dance, 

but they (…) walk.
4 Tara (…) fly, but she (…) jump.

3 1.17 Make sentences about these famous 
people. Use can and can’t. Listen and check. 

1 Katy Perry / sing / dance in a wheelchair
Katy Perry can sing, but she can’t dance in 
a wheelchair.

2 Beyoncé / speak Japanese / dance
3 Clint Eastwood  / play the piano / draw
4  Neymar / play football / jump six metres
5 Shakira / speak Italian / speak German

Adverbs of manner
Adverbs of manner describe verbs.
We can make these from adjectives by 
adding -ly: fluent-fluently.
Some are irregular: good-well.
He speaks Spanish fluently/well.

OUT!
Watch

4 Study the Watch Out! box. Then find three 
examples in the blog.

Interviews 

Can you 
dance? (1.1)

YOU
And

5

10

15
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1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a conversation about clothes

1 Look at the pictures and read the 
blog. In your opinion, which person 
1–4 has got great style?

2 1.21 Listen and match 
names A-D with pictures 1–4.

A Duncan
B Marc

C Sam
D Donna

3 1.21 Listen again. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Chrissy is a fan of Donna’s hair.
2 Donna’s sunglasses are from 

a supermarket.
3 Sam is from Ireland.
4 Sam’s boots are Spanish.
5 Duncan is a student.
6 Marc’s bike is from France.

Clothes: dress hat jacket jeans 
shirt shorts skirt sweater sweatshirt 
T-shirt tracksuit trousers
Footwear: boots shoes trainers
Other: hat (sun)glasses

Vocabulary Clothes and footwear P. 148

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Complete the sentences 
about the people in the blog.

1 Duncan has got a pink jacket , a blue (…) and white (…).
2 Donna has got a pink (…) , a short (…) and green (…). 
3 Sam has got a brown (…) , blue (…) and black (…).
4 Marc has got blue (…) and a green (…).

5 1.22 DICTATION  Listen to a recording about 
Chrissy. Listen again and write down what you hear. 
Then make similar sentences about yourself. 

6 1.23 Order the words to make compliments. 
Listen and check. 

1 trainers / your / are / really cool / !
2 style / you / great / ’ve got / !
3 fantastic! / your shirt / is / colour / really nice / it’s a / !

7 In pairs, make compliments about your partner’s clothes. 
Use Exercise 6 to help you. Be nice!

A: Your sunglasses are great! 
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!

 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)

1 2 3 4

The Newport LOOK

SHARE
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VIDEO WELCOME TO MY LIFE!

Unit 1

Grammar have got P. 130

Affirmative Negative
I’ve got (have got) a sister. He hasn’t got (has not 

got) a big family.
Interrogative and short answers
Have they got a pet? Yes, they have./No, they haven’t. 
What hobbies has she got?

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of have 
got in the text.

4 1.20 Complete the text about Max’s friend with 
the correct form of have got. Listen and check.

18

Max: Hi and welcome to To The Max. I’m Max 
Gregg and I’m thirteen. My family and 
I are from Boston in the United States, 
but at the moment our hometown is 
Rye in England.
I’m a dance fanatic. I’ve got my own 
dance studio in our garage at home. 
I’ve also got a video blog about dance. 
It’s got some great tips about how to 
do different kinds of modern dance. 
My video blog hasn’t got any fans at 
the moment. It’s a shame! 
I’ve got a big sister, Lily. She’s nineteen 
and she’s at university. Has she got any 
hobbies? Well, her hobby is learning 
languages. She can speak four 
languages: English, German, Polish and 
Russian. She’s really smart!
Rye has got a castle and lots of old 
houses, but it hasn’t got much for 
teenagers. Our house is twenty minutes 
from the sea, but I can’t swim!
I haven’t got a big family. Just me, Lily 
and Dad. We haven’t got any pets. 
Dad’s got a job at a university near 
here. He’s OK, but he’s got a really 
uncool car and he can’t drive very 
well, especially in London. Oh, and he 
can’t cook.

[……]

1.4 GRAMMAR Use have got to talk about possession

Sol Gardner is English and he’s 
my best friend. The Gardners 
1 have got a big flat in my 
street. Mr Gardner is an actor 
and his wife is a singer. Sol 2 (…)
short hair and brown eyes. He 
3 (…) two sisters, Carla and 
Nikki. They 4 (…) a Labrador, 
Charlie. The Gardners 5 (…) a 
car, but Mr Gardner has got a motorbike. Sol is an 
uncle now – his sister Carla is married and they 6 (…)
a daughter, Ida.

It’s a shame! He’s OK. OUT
class

of

1 Look at the photo. What can Max do?

2 1.3 1.19 Watch or listen 
and answer the questions.

1 What is Max’s surname?
2 How old is Max?
3 Where does he come from?

5 Make questions with have got. In pairs, ask and 
answer the questions.

1 Max / a sister / ?
2 Max / a blog / ?
3 Max’s dad / a job / ?
4 the Greggs / a car / ?
5 Sol / any brothers / ?

A: Has Max got a sister?
B: Yes, he has.

6 In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 

• Have you got any brothers or sisters/
a blog/friends in another country?

• Have you and your family got a house 
or a flat/a car?

• Has your best friend got a big family/a pet?

A: Have you got any brothers or sisters?
B: Yes, I have. I’ve got two brothers. What about you?
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1.7 WRITING Write a short description of a person

WRITING TIME

Task  Write a description of a hero.

A Write two paragraphs. Use the points 1 – 5  
in the texts and in the Writing box to help you.

B Use linking words to connect similar and 
contrasting ideas.

C Check your work.

D Write a final draft. 

4 Study the Writing box and check your answers 
in Exercise 3.

Language  Linking words

We use linking words to connect ideas.
● We use and to link similar ideas.
 He’s married and he’s got three children.
● We use but to link contrasting ideas.
 She’s English, but her mother is from Spain.

5 Study the Language box. Find more examples 
of and and but in the texts.

6 Rewrite the sentences with and or but.

1  She can run. She can’t swim. 
She can run, but she can’t swim.

2  He’s got dark hair. He’s got brown eyes.
3 She’s quiet. She’s very funny.
4 His mother’s Italian. He can’t speak Italian.

My hero
by Karin

My hero is my friend Jade 
Pryce. She’s thirteen years 
old and she’s a student at 
my school. She’s English, but 
her mother is from Spain. 
Jade is short and she’s got 
dark hair.

Life is very difficult for Jade. She’s a good 
student, but she’s got big problems with  
her health. But Jade is very brave and 
she’s always very happy and funny. That’s 
why she’s my hero.

My hero
by Paulo

My hero is the 
sportsperson Lionel ‘Leo’ 
Messi. He’s about thirty 
and he’s a footballer. 
Messi is from Argentina 
and he can speak Spanish 
and English. He’s married and he’s got 
three children. He’s got dark hair and he 
isn’t very tall.

Leo Messi is one of the world’s top 
football players. He’s very rich, but he’s 
a very nice person. He’s got a charity for 
children with problems. He’s my hero.

A B

5

32

1

4

5

1

32

4

1 CLASS VOTE  Read the texts quickly. In your 
opinion, are Jade and Lionel heroes?

2 Read the texts again. Answer right, wrong 
or doesn’t say.

1 Jade hasn’t got an easy life. Right
2 Jade isn’t clever.
3 Leo Messi lives in England.
4 He’s got a wife and children.

3 Which things do Karin and Paulo mention in 
their descriptions? 

1 personality 4 appearance
2 nationality/languages 5 age/occupation
3 hobbies 6 family

PARAGRAPH 1
Introduce the person
My hero is my friend …/the singer …

Age/Occupation
She’s thirteen and she’s a student.

Nationality/Languages/Family
He’s from Argentina. 
She can speak three languages.
He’s got two children.

Appearance
She’s tall and slim.
He’s got black hair and brown eyes.

PARAGRAPH 2
Personality
She’s brave/clever/friendly.
He’s a great person.

Writing   A description of a person

2

1

3

4

5
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• Hello!/Hi!

• How are you?/How’s it going?

• I’m fine/good, thanks.

• My name’s …/I’m …

• Pleased/Nice to meet you.

• This is my friend, Sol.

• Bye (Goodbye)./See you (later).

Speaking  Greeting people

2 Study the Speaking box. Find the phrases in 
the dialogue.

3 Complete the sentences with these words.

bye fine hi how I’m it meet this

A This is my friend, Ian.
B Hi, Al. (…) Jo.
C I’m good. (…) are you?
D Nice to (…) you too.
E I’m (…), thanks. My name’s Al. 
F (…), Ian. Nice to meet you.
G Oh! Look at the time! (…)!
H Hi, how’s (…) going?

4 1.25 Copy and complete the dialogue with 
sentences from Exercise 3. Listen and check.

Jo: Hello!  Jo: 5 (…)
Al: 1 h Ian: 6 (…)
Jo: 2 (…) Jo: 7 (…)
Al: 3 (…) Al: Goodbye!
Jo: 4 (…) Ian: See you! 
Al:  This is my friend, Ian.

Max: Hey, Sol. That girl in the red T-shirt!
Sol: What about her?
Max: That’s Clare Philips. She’s famous. She’s a 

TV presenter. Come on! … Excuse me! Hi!
Girl: Hello.
Max: How are you?
Girl: I’m fine, thanks. How are you?
Max: I’m good. I’m Max.
Girl: Pleased to meet you. I’m …
Max: This is my friend, Sol.
Sol: Hi. How’s it going?
Girl: Fine, thanks, but …
Sol: Nice to meet you.
Girl: Yeah, nice to meet you too.
Max: Oh, this is really cool. 
Girl: What is? 
Max: The famous Clare Philips in the park in my 

town! I think you’re wonderful.
Girl: Thanks, but I’m not Clare Philips. My 

name’s Jenny Dobbs. I’m not famous.
Max: Oh. I’m sorry. I …
Girl: No worries! See you.
Max: Bye … Sorry! 
Sol: Oh, Clare! You’re wonderful!

1 1.24 Look at the photo and choose the 
correct option. Read or listen and check.

1 Max and Sol are in the park / at school.
2 The girl is / isn’t Max’s sister.
3 She is / isn’t famous.

SHE’S FAMOUS

SPEAKING TIME

Task   Work in groups of three. You meet in a 
sports centre. Student A greets Student B. Student B 
introduces Student C.

A Memorise and practise saying phrases from the 
Speaking box.

B Practise reading the dialogue in Exercise 4. 
Take turns to read different parts.

C Plan the task. Who is Student A, B and C? 
Make word prompts.

D Do the task. Swap roles. 

What about her? 
Come on!
No worries!

OUT
class

of

1.6 SPEAKING Greet and introduce people

AUDIO
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My uncle Mike is 1 (…). He’s from Oregon, in the USA. 
He’s my mother’s 2 (…). He’s a very 3 (…) person, but 
I like him a lot. He’s married. His 4 (…)’s name is Diane. 
She’s an 5 (…) woman from London. She’s an actor and 
she’s very 6 (…). Mike and Diane’s home is in Paris, in 
7 (…). They’ve got three children – two 8 (…), Paul and 
John and one 9 (…), Sally. They’re my favourite 10 (…).

Emily is a 1 f(…) and 
a very 2 n(…) person. 
She’s fourteen years 
3 o(…). She’s short and 
4 s(…). She’s got blue 
5 e(…) and long,  
6 b(…) hair. 
Today she’s got a white 
7 s(…), a blue 8 T-(…), black 
9 s(…) and pink 10 s(…).

(…) and 
(…) person. 

She’s fourteen years 
(…). She’s short and 
(…). She’s got blue 

Today she’s got a white 
(…), black 

(…).

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the text with these words. 

American brother sons cousins daughter
English funny France quiet wife

Revision

2 Complete the description of Emily. 
The first letters are given.

CHECK TIME

I can …
talk about family and nationalities.
use can and adverbs to talk about 
abilities.
find detail in an article about appearance 
and personality.
use have got to talk about possession.
identify detail in a conversation about 
clothes.
greet and introduce people.
write a short description of a person.

Unit 1 23

3 Look at the picture in Exercise 2 and write a 
description of Richie. Write about his personality, 
appearance and clothes.

Richie is a clever and nice person. He’s …

GRAMMAR

4 Order the words to make sentences. Use be and 
the possessive ’s.

1 grandma / grey / hair / my
2 blue / English teacher / eyes / our 
3 best friend / my / name / Paul
4 car / dad / my / very old
5 clothes / cool / my / sister

5 Make sentences about Janey. Use can/can’t, 
and and but.

1 dance well ( ) drive a car ( )
2 speak Spanish ( ) speak Polish ( )
3 swim ( ) fly ( )
4 cook ( ) jump six metres ( )
5 play tennis ( ) play football ( )

6 Complete the sentences with no more than 
TWO words in each gap.

1 I (…) got two grandmas, but I haven’t got 
a big family.

2 She’s got blonde hair, but she (…) got blue 
eyes.

3 He (…) got a cool T-shirt, (…) he hasn’t got 
a football shirt.

4 I’ve got an interesting hobby, but I (…) got 
a pet.

5 We’ve got a computer, (…) we haven’t got 
a laptop.

SPEAKING

7 Complete the dialogue with these words. 
There are two extra words.

go going good know pleased meet this

Betty: Hi Alison. How’s it 1 (…)?
Alison: I’m 2 (…) thanks. 3 (…) is my friend Bob.
Bob: 4 (…) to meet you.
Betty: Nice to 5 (…) you too.

DICTATION

8 1.27 Listen. Then listen again and 
write down what you hear.
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VOCABULARY 1.26

Countries and 
nationalities
America/the USA
Argentina
England
France
Germany
Holland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Poland
Scotland
American
Argentinian
Dutch
English
French
German
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Polish
Scottish

Family
aunt
brother
cousin
daughter
father
grandfather/grandpa
grandmother/grandma
husband
mother
sister
son
uncle
wife

Word friends 
(adjectives 
of appearance)
big/blue/brown/dark/green/

small eyes
blonde/brown/dark/grey/

long/red/short hair
old, slim, tall, young

Personality adjectives
brave
clever
friendly
funny
nervous
nice
quiet

Clothes and footwear
Clothes:
dress
hat
jacket
jeans
shirt
shorts 
skirt 
sweater
sweatshirt
T-shirt
tracksuit
trousers
Footwear:
boots
shoes
trainers
Other:
hat
(sun)glasses

Language Summary
GRAMMAR

Possessive ’s

We use the Possessive ’s to talk about our family 
members, names, appearance and possessions.
Ana’s mother is Italian. My father’s car is old. 
Harry’s eyes are blue. My brother’s skateboard is new.

Adverbs of manner

We use adjectives with nouns and adverbs with verbs.
●  We can add -ly to most adjectives to make an 

adverb.
He is quiet. He speaks quietly.

●  Irregular adverbs look the same as adjectives: fast, 
early, hard.
She’s a fast runner. She runs fast.

● The adverb for good is well.

can

+ I/You/He/She/It/We/They can speak English.

– I/You/He/She/It/We/They can’t (cannot) speak 
French.

? Can I/you/he/she/it/we/they dance?
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can.  
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can’t.

have got

+ I/You/We/They’ve got (have got) blue eyes.
He/She/It’s got (has got) blue eyes.

– I/You/We/They haven’t got (have not got) blue 
eyes.
He/She/It hasn’t got (has not got) blue eyes.

? Have I/you/we/they got blue eyes?
Yes, I/you/we/they have. 
No, I/you/we/they haven’t.

Has he/she/it got blue eyes?
Yes, he/she/it has. 
No, he/she/it hasn’t.

22

EXTENSION - Antonyms 
● brave > fearful
● nervous > calm
● nice > unpleasant
● quiet > noisy

My Study Kit Grammar PP. 130-131 Vocabulary P. 148 Pronunciation P. 161
Online 
Area
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1 Read the text and fi nd fi ve cooking verbs.

2 Read the text again and answer the questions.

1 Why is the dish called Migas?

2 Who often ate Migas in the past? Why?

3 Why is Migas a good dish to eat when it’s cold outside?

4 What two ingredients can Migas be made from?

5 When does the town of Torrox celebrate the Fiesta de 

las Migas? 

Andalusia has many typical dishes. One of the 

most well-known ones is called Migas, which 

means breadcrumbs. In the past, this dish was 

often eaten by workers in the countryside as 

a way of using leftover bread in times when 

people had little money. It could be prepared 

easily outside and was filling and warming. 

Today people still enjoy this dish and there are 

many ways of preparing it. It can be made 

with bread or with flour. Every year in the town 

of Torrox in Málaga on the Sunday before 

Christmas, the town celebrates the Fiesta de las 

Migas. On this day all the inhabitants and visitors 

to the town are offered a plate of Migas while 

they listen to music and dance. 

Ingredients:

500 g semolina flour 

bacon and chorizo

garlic
water
olive oil

salt

Method:

• Chop the bacon and chorizo into small pieces.

• In a pan, fry the garlic with the chorizo and bacon.

•  When the garlic is golden in colour, add the flour, water and salt. Stir well 

for five minutes until the flour begins to look like breadcrumbs. Separate 

any lumps with a fork.

•   When the breadcrumbs have a golden colour they are ready to eat. 

•   Serve with pieces of tomato, orange and onion and dress the Migas with 

olive oil, vinegar and salt.

Migas

breadcrumbs (n) migas de pan

leftover (adj) sobrante

stir (v) mezclar

lumps (n) grumos

dress (v) aliñar

Key words

A Traditional 

Dish

PROjECT

Write a recipe for a traditional 

dish from your region. 

You can use the internet to fi nd 

information and look for one 

or two photos. You can also add 

your own pictures.

Andalusia Time
128

Culture
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Read the text and fi nd fi ve cooking verbs.

Read the text again and answer the questions.

 Why is the dish called 

2 Who often ate 

3 Why is Migas a good dish to eat when it’s cold outside?

4 What two ingredients can Migas

 When does the town of Torrox celebrate the Fiesta de 

Andalusia has many typical dishes. One of the 

most well-known ones is called 

breadcrumbs. In the past, this dish was 

often eaten by workers in the countryside as 

leftover

people had little money. It could be prepared 

easily outside and was filling and warming. 

Today people still enjoy this dish and there are 

many ways of preparing it. It can be made 

with bread or with flour. Every year in the town 

of Torrox in Málaga on the Sunday before 

Christmas, the town celebrates the 

. On this day all the inhabitants and visitors 

to the town are offered a plate of 

they listen to music and dance. 

IngredientsIngredientsIngredientsIngredients::

500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 
500 g semolina flour 

bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo
bacon and chorizo

olive oilolive oil

Migas

breadcrumbs (n) migas de pan

leftover (adj) sobrante

 (v) mezclar

lumps (n) grumos

dress (v) aliñar

Key words

A Traditional 
A Traditional 
A Traditional 

or two photos. You can also add 

your own pictures.

GRAMMAR TIME  

GRAMMAR TIME  

131

UNIT 1 - PRACTICE

Complete all activities in your notebook.
Grammar Time

have got

1 Choose the correct option. 

1 I 've got / has got blue eyes. 

2 They hasn’t got / haven’t got blue eyes. 

3 Have / Has you got a laptop?

4 She haven’t got / hasn’t got a car.

5 Have / Has Dave got a new phone?

6 Yes, we has / have.

2 Order the words to make sentences.

1 A: a pen / got / she / has / ?

Has she got a pen? 

B: hasn't / no / , / she / .

No, she hasn’t.

2 got / any pets / haven’t / they / .

3 have / new / got / books / we / .

4 a wallet / hasn’t / he / got / .

5 A: they / got / have / a cat / ?

B: yes / , / have / they / .

6 got / have / lots of friends / I / .

3 Make questions with have got. 

Then answer the questions.

1 you / a laptop / ?

Have you got a laptop?

No, I haven’t./Yes, I have.

2 your parents / brown eyes / ?

3 Beyoncé / blond hair / ?

4 you / a TV in your bedroom / ?

5 your friends / skateboards / ?

6 your mum / a mobile phone / ?

7 Homer Simpson / a small family / ?

8 you / a watch / ?

4 Complete the text with these words.

’s got ’ve hasn’t got got have have you got  

My mother likes music and she 1 's got a lot 

of musical instruments: a violin, a guitar 

and a trumpet, but she 2 (…) a piano. I 3 (…) 

got a guitar, too, but I haven’t 4 (…) a trumpet. 

What about you? 5 (…) a trumpet? And

6 (…) your brothers and sisters got musical 

instruments?

5 Write a short description of your best 

friend using have got.

Martina’s tall. She’s got long hair and green eyes. 

can

1 Order the words to make sentences with 

can or can’t.

1 speak / can / English / I / .

I can speak English.

2 French / speak / they / can’t / .

3 dance / can / you / ?

4 can't / they / , / no / .

5 can / we / , / yes / .

6 your / sing / can / sister / ?

2 Complete the sentences with can or can’t.

1 Our dog Toby can swim – he’s really good!

2 A: (…) your parents speak English?

B: Yes, they (…).

3 My sister can speak Italian but she (…) speak 

Spanish.

4 A: (…) you drive? 

B: No, we (…).

5 My girlfriend (…) dance – she’s fantastic – 

but I (…).

6 A: (…) your brother use a computer?

B: No, he (…)! He's three!

3 Look at the table and make sentences 

about what the people can/can’t do. 

Spell Read 
music

Count to 
ten in a 
foreign 
language

Use a 
computer

Billy

Aga and 
Suri

Billy can’t spell. He can …

4 Complete the sentences with names of 

famous people in your country. 

1 (…) can speak English very well.

2 (…) can’t speak English.

3 (…) can play football very well.

4 (…) can dance but he/she can’t sing.

5 (…) can play the guitar well.

6 (…) can swim really fast.

5 Look at Exercise 4. Make three similar 

sentences about your friends and family.
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Complete all activities in your notebook.
Grammar Time

Order the words to make sentences with 

speak / can / English / I / .

French / speak / they / can’t / .

dance / can / you / ?

can't / they / , / no / .

your / sing / can / sister / ?

Complete the sentences with 

can swim – he’s really good!

(…) your parents speak English?

My sister can speak Italian but she (…) speak 

(…) you drive? 

My girlfriend (…) dance – she’s fantastic – 

(…) your brother use a computer?

No, he (…)! He's three!

Look at the table and make sentences 

about what the people can/can’t do. 

Read 
music

Billy can’t spell. He can …

Complete the sentences with names of 

famous people in your country. 

(…) can speak English very well.

(…) can’t speak English.

(…) can play football very well.

(…) can dance but he/she can’t sing.

(…) can play the guitar well.

(…) can swim really fast.

Look at Exercise 4. Make three similar 

sentences about your friends and family.

  

Complete all activities in your notebook.

1 Complete the sentences with the 
correct nationality.

1 Boris is from Germany. He is German.
2 Monica is from Italy. She is (…).
3 Hana is from Japan. She is (…).
4 Jessica is from Argentina. She is (…).
5 Jan is from Poland. He is (…).
6 Bob is from Holland. He is (…).

2 Choose the odd one out.

1 father uncle shorts mother
2 dress sweatshirt sunglasses jeans
3 hat funny clever brave
4 Irish England Scotland France
5 blonde brown tall grey

3 Choose the correct option.

My best friend’s name is Kevin and he’s 
from ¹American / America. He’s 11 years 
old and has got a father, a mother and 
two ²brothers / daughters. Kevin has got 
a lot of friends because he’s very ³ friendly 
/ nervous. He’s 160 cm so he’s 4tall / slim. 
He's got short 5brown / young hair.

4 Correct the mistake in each 
sentence.

1 Jack is my friend brother.
Jack is my friend’s brother.

2 Hans is Germany.
3 My granny is young. She’s ninety-four.
4 Lukes car is from the USA.
5 Your hair is small.
6 My sister husband is Charlie.
7 Eva is from Argentinian.

5 Complete the sentences with the 
correct family member.

1 Sara is Bob’s daughter. Bob’s father is 
Sara’s grandfather/grandpa.

2 Adam is Steven’s son. Chris is Steven’s 
brother. Chris is Adam’s (…).

3 Lisa is married to Thomas. Thomas is 
Lisa’s (…).

4 Jean is Molly’s daughter and Aaron is 
Molly’s son. Jean is Aaron’s (…).

5 Ryan and Terry are (…). Their dads are 
brothers.

VOCABULARY TIME  

148 Vocabulary Time

Countries and 
nationalities
America/the USA

América/Estados Unidos
Argentina Argentina
England Inglaterra
France Francia
Germany Alemania
Holland Holanda
Ireland Irlanda
Italy Italia
Japan Japón
Poland Polonia
Scotland Escocia
American americano/a, 

estadounidense
Argentinian argentino/a
Dutch holandés/esa
English inglés/esa
French francés/esa
German alemán/ana
Irish irlandés/esa
Italian italiano/a
Japanese japonés/esa
Polish polaco/a
Scottish escocés/esa

Family
aunt tía
brother hermano
cousin primo/a
daughter hija
father padre
grandfather/grandpa abuelo
grandmother/grandma abuela
husband marido
mother madre
sister hermana
son hijo
uncle tío
wife esposa

Word friends 
(adjectives of 
appearance)
big/blue/brown/dark/green/

small eyes ojos grandes/
azules/marrones/oscuros/
verdes/pequeños

blonde/brown/dark/grey/long/
red/short hair cabello rubio/
castaño/oscuro/gris/largo/rojo/
corto

old, slim, tall, young viejo/a, 
delgado/a, alto/a, joven

Personality 
adjectives
brave valiente
clever inteligente
friendly amable
funny divertido/a
nervous nervioso/a
nice simpático/a
quiet tranquilo/a

Clothes and 
footwear
Clothes:
dress vestido
hat sombrero
jacket chaqueta, cazadora
jeans (pantalón) vaquero
shirt camisa
shorts pantalón corto
skirt falda
sweater jersey
sweatshirt sudadera
T-shirt camiseta
tracksuit chándal
trousers pantalones
Footwear:
boots botas
shoes zapatos
trainers (zapatillas) deportivas
Other:
hat sombrero
(sun)glasses gafas (de sol)

UNIT 1 - FANTASTIC PEOPLE 1.26
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VOCABULARY TIME  

abuelo
abuela

big/blue/brown/dark/green/

blonde/brown/dark/grey/long/
cabello rubio/

castaño/oscuro/gris/largo/rojo/

Personality 
adjectives
brave
clever
friendly
funny
nervous
nice
quiet

Clothes and 
footwear
Clothes:
dress
hat
jacket
jeans
shirt
shorts
skirt
sweater
sweatshirt
T-shirt
tracksuit
trousers
Footwear:
boots
shoes
trainers
Other:
hat
(sun)glasses

Writing Time160

PALABRAS ÚTILESWRITING TIME

and Para unir ideas similares: 
He is Argentinian and he speaks Spanish.      

but Para unir ideas opuestas:
She can sing, but she can’t dance.

first, second, then, next, 
after that, finally

Para expresar secuencias:
First, cook the meat. After that, add the tomato. Finally, serve with rice.

because Para indicar un motivo:
I don’t want more food because I’m not hungry.

so Para indicar una consecuencia:
I am not hungry, so I don’t want more food.

above, behind, in, next to, 
under, between, in front of, 
on

Preposiciones de lugar para usar en descripciones:
The table is next to the window. The carpet is on the floor.

also, too

Para unir ideas entre oraciones:
There is also a clock on the wall.
He also likes football. (also detrás de to be y delante de cualquier verbo)There is a poster on the wall too. (too al final de la oración)

@, cu, plz, 2nite, Gr8, w8, 
bfn, 

Abreviaturas, símbolos y emoticonos para los mensajes cortos informales:Gr8 photo. cu 2nite. Can’t w8! Plz tell Jay. Bfn
Great photo. See you tonight, I can’t wait! Please tell Jay. Bye for now. I’m so happy.

not very, quite, very, really
Adverbios para expresar intensidad:
It was really boring, but the songs were quite good. The show was verylong.

at the weekend, on Sunday 
morning, this morning, last 
night, two weeks ago

Expresiones de tiempo:
I went shopping on Sunday morning. 
She went to the coast at the weekend.
Last Saturday we went to the town centre. 
I saw Peter two days ago.
What did you do last night?

ask/look + for
learn/talk/think + about
look/shout/smile + at
talk to    
believe in

Verbos seguidos de preposición para dar consejos:
Ask for information. 
Talk to an expert. 
Believe in yourself. 
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PALABRAS ÚTILESWRITING TIME

Para unir ideas similares: 
He is Argentinian 

Para unir ideas opuestas:
She can sing, 

first, second, then, next, 
after that, finally

Para expresar secuencias:
First

Para indicar un motivo:
I don’t want more food 

above, behind, in, next to, 
under, between, in front of, 

@, cu, plz, 2nite, Gr8, w8, 

not very, quite, very, really

at the weekend, on Sunday 
morning, this morning, last 
night, two weeks ago

learn/talk/think + about
look/shout/smile + at

161

PRONUNCIATION TIME
The phonetic alphabet
1 4.19 Listen and repeat the consonants, 

vowels and diphthongs.Consonants
Symbol Example

/p/ park
/b/ big
/t/ talk
/d/ dog
/k/

car
/ / good
/ / chair
/ / jump
/f/ fly
/v/ video
/ / three
/ð/ they
/s/ swim
/z/ zoo
/ / shop
/ / television
/h/ hot
/m/ meet
/n/ new
/ / sing
/l/ laptop
/r/ room
/j/ yellow

/w/ watch

Vowels
Symbol Example
/ɪ/ insect
/e/ leg

/æ/ ham
/ / online
/ / jumper
/ / put
/ / eat

/ / boot
/ / arm
/ / warm
/ / work
/ / dirty
/ / answer
/u/ tube

Diphthongs
Symbol Example
/ ɪ/ sail
/aɪ/ my
/ ɪ/ boy

/ / phone
/a / now
/ɪ / hear
/ / hair
/ / tour2 Say the words and write them in the English 

alphabet. 
1 / ɪ ɪ/ sixty

4 / /2 / /
5 / ɪ/3 / ɪ /
6 / /3 Write the words in the phonetic alphabet.1 sixteen / ɪ / 4 autumn2 doctor

5 Saturday3 children
6 tomorrow

En el alfabeto fonético, el símbolo ˈ precede a la sílaba acentuada de la palabra. Compara: present (n) /ˈprez nt/ present (v) /prɪˈzent/
TIP

Unit 1 | Strong and weak forms of cancan
● can tiene una forma fuerte en preguntas y en 

respuestas breves en afirmativa:Can he speak English? /kæn/Yes, he can. /kæn/
● can tiene una forma débil en oraciones afirmativas:

They can dance. / /
● can’t tiene un sonido vocálico más largo en oraciones 

negativas:
She can’t fly. / /No, I can’t. / /

1 4.20 Study the Pronunciation box. 
Listen to how we pronounce can in different 
sentences.

El sonido schwa / / es el más frecuente en inglés. Puede aparecer representado por las vocales a, e, i, o, u. Practica este sonido diciendo estas palabras: again, never, cousin, occur, support.

TIP

2 4.21 Copy the table. Listen to sentences 1-6 and complete with the correct 
pronunciation of can.

/ / /kæn/ / /1

3 4.21 Listen again, check and repeat.
The /ɪ/ sound

4 4.22 Listen to how we pronounce the /ɪ/ 
sound. Listen again and repeat.Argentinian  big  England   English5 4.23 In pairs, say the sentences. Listen, 

check and repeat.
1 My sister is slim.2 This jacket was made in Italy.3 In my class there are American, Scottish and 

Irish students.

Pronunciation Time
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Complete all activities in your notebook.

Para unir ideas similares: 
He is Argentinian 

Para unir ideas opuestas:
She can sing, 

161

The phonetic alphabet
1 4.19 Listen and repeat the consonants, 

vowels and diphthongs.Consonants
Symbol Example

/p/ park
/b/ big
/t/ talk
/d/ dog
/k/

car
/// / good
/ / chair
/ / jump
/f/ fly
/v/ video
/ / three
/ð/ they
/s/ swim
/z/ zoo
/// // shop
/// / television
/h/ hot
/m/ meet
/n/ new
/ / sing
/l/ laptop
/r/ room
/j/ yellow

/w/ watch

Vowels
Symbol Example
/ɪ/ insect
/e/ leg

/æ/ ham
/ // online
/// / jumper
/ // put
/ / eat

/// / boot
/// / arm
/ / warm
/// / work
/ / dirty
/ / answer
/u/u/ / tube

Diphthongs
Symbol Example
/ ɪ/ sail
/aɪ/ my
/ ɪ/ boy

/ // phone
/a/a/ /a /a now
/ɪ /ɪ /ɪ hear
/ / hair
/ // tour2 Say the words and write them in the English 

alphabet. 
1 / ɪ ɪ/ sixty

4 / //2 / /
5 / ɪ/3 / ɪ /
6 / /3 Write the words in the phonetic alphabet.1 sixteen / ɪ/ ɪ/ /ɪ /ɪ

4 autumn2 doctor
5 Saturday3 children
6 tomorrow

En el alfabeto fonético, el símbolo ˈ precede a la sílaba acentuada de la palabra. Compara: present (n) /present (n) /present ˈprez nt/ present (v) /prpresent (v) /prpresent ɪˈzent/
TIP

Unit 1 | Strong and weak forms of cancan
● can tiene una forma fuerte en preguntas y en 

can tiene una forma fuerte en preguntas y en 

can
respuestas breves en afirmativa:Can he speak English? /

 he speak English? /
 he speak English? kæn/kæn/kænYes, he can. /kæn/kæn/kæn

● can tiene una forma débil en oraciones afirmativas:

can tiene una forma débil en oraciones afirmativas:

can
They can dance. / //

● can’t tiene un sonido vocálico más largo en oraciones 

can’t tiene un sonido vocálico más largo en oraciones 

can’t
negativas:
She can’t fly. / fly. / fly. //No, I can’t. / //

1 4.20 Study the Pronunciation box. 
Listen to how we pronounce can in different 
sentences.

El sonido schwa / / es el más frecuente en inglés. Puede aparecer representado por las vocales a, e, i, o, u. Practica este sonido 
a, e, i, o, u. Practica este sonido 
a, e, i, o, udiciendo estas palabras: again, never, cousin, occur, support.

TIP

2 4.21 Copy the table. Listen to sentences 1-6 and complete with the correct 
pronunciation of can.

/ / /kæn/ / /1

3 4.21 Listen again, check and repeat.
The /ɪ/ sound

4 4.22 Listen to how we pronounce the /ɪ/ 
sound. Listen again and repeat.Argentinian  big  England   English5 4.23 In pairs, say the sentences. Listen, 

check and repeat.
1 My sister is slim.2 This jacks jacket was made in Italy.3 In my class there are American, Scottish and 

Irish students.

Pronunciation Time
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Make and receive phone calls

REAL
ENGLISH

3 Look at the phrases in blue. How do you say 

them in your language?4 Find formal telephone phrases in call A 

to match with informal phrases 1-5.
1 Can you spell your name?  
 Could you spell your name, please?

2 Do you want to leave a message?
3 Can I have your phone number?

4 What do you want?5 Wait a minute.
5

2.14 In pairs, practise the two calls 

in Exercise 2. Play, pause and repeat 

each line.

• 01 44 = Oh one double four
• Could is more formal than can
•  To start a call we say:It’s Tom. NOT I’m Tom. OUT!

Watch

Receptionist: Good morning. Dover Summer 
School. How can I help you?

Javier: 
Good morning. Could I speak to 
the director, please?

Receptionist: Who’s calling? 
Javier: 

It’s Javier Sáez. 
Receptionist: Please hold the line ...I’m sorry, Mrs Jackson isn’t here 

at the moment. Would you like to 
leave a message?

Javier: 
 Yes, please. Could you ask her to 
call me?Receptionist: Of course. Could you spell your 

surname, please?
Javier: 

 Yes, it’s J-A-V-I-E-R and the 
surname is S-A-E-Z

Receptionist:  And could I take your phone 
number?Javier: 
Yes, it’s 0034 658 937 421.

Receptionist:  Okay, I’ll make sure she gets 
your message. 

Javier: 
Thank you.Receptionist: You’re welcome. Goodbye.

Marta: Hi, is that Tom?
Tom: Speaking.Marta: It’s Marta here.

Tom: Hey, Marta. What’s up?
Marta:  I’m on Portland Street. Listen. 

Can you give me the name of that 

skateboard shop? 
Tom: Yes, sure. It’s Surfriders.
Marta: How do you spell that?
Tom: It’s S-U-R-F-R-I-D-E-R-S.
Marta:  OK. That’s great. Thanks. Speak to 

you later. Bye.

B

A

1
How much time do you spend on the phone?

2
2.14 Read and listen to the calls. Which call is formal?
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Real English 
sections use 
real language 
in real contexts

Grammar Time

Writing Time Pronunciation Time

Vocabulary Time

Andalusia Time
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25

EXPLORE

Name: (…) 

Age: (…) 

Name of club: (…) 

Hobbies: (…) 

Dream job: (…) 

EXPLORE MORE

3 You are going to watch part of a BBC 
programme about clever children. 
Read about the programme. Can you 
remember any famous clever children 
from the past?

Child prodigies
There are many famous child prodigies: Mozart 
(Music), Pascale (Maths), Adita Andre (Art), etc. 
In this series, we can learn about some child 
prodigies of today.

PROJECT TIME
Task   In groups, write a fact file about a 
famous child prodigy. 

A CHOOSE. Choose one of these ideas 
or an idea of your own.

Akrit Jaswal      Autumn de Forest
Elaina Smith    Keith O’Dell Jr. 
Taylor Ramon Wilson

B RESEARCH. Use these headings. 

Name: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

NATIONALITY: 

FAMOUS FOR:

• Make notes
• Find images

C WRITE. Write the fact file.

• Choose a format: word processor, 
slide presentation or paper.

• Include links or images.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Practise presenting your fact file. 
Use the Useful language.

Our prodigy’s name is ...
Her/His date of birth is ...
She/He is from ...
He/She is a famous artist/sportsperson/

scientist/surgeon ...
Here are some images and links.

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Present your fact file to the class or 
post it online.

1 Look at the numbers on page 24 for 30 
seconds. Then close the book and write 
down as many as you can.

2 Read the article. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say. Correct the false sentences.

1 The competition is in the USA. Wrong. 
The competition is in the UK.

2 The children can do memory lessons 
at school.

3 The competition is at a school.
4 There are two tests in the competition.
5 Lily-Rose always wins.

4 1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video. What 
is it about?

a a famous place in London
b a famous violinist called Yehudi Menuhin
c a competition for young violin players

5 1.4 Watch again. Write the 
countries you hear about in the video.

England France Germany
Japan Spain Singapore
the USA

6 Complete the sentences with no more 
than TWO words in each gap.

1 Samuel Tan is (…) years old.
2 For Juliet, playing the violin is (…).
3 This year is Yehudi Menuhin’s (…) 

birthday.

7 1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Complete the fact file about the girl.
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GLOSSARY
champion (n) a person who is the best at a sport, game, etc.
competition (n) a game or test that people try to win
memory (n) the ability to remember things
information (n) facts or details about something
winner (n) a person that wins a game, competition, etc.

1
234

7

8
910

13 14

15
16

19
20

2122
2526

27

28

5

11
17

23

29
6

12 18

24
30

Some people are very clever and have got 
wonderful memories. But can you learn to 
be a memory champion?

In the UK there’s a memory competition
for children. It’s the National Junior Memory 
Championship. The children’s schools are 
a bit different. They have reading lessons 
and writing lessons, but there are also 
memory lessons!

This year the competition is at London Zoo. 
The children have different tests. They’ve 
got a list of numbers. They’ve got a list of 
words. They’ve got a list of names and 
they’ve got information about London Zoo. 
And they’ve only got five minutes.

Joachim can remember forty-seven words – 
that’s amazing! Iris can remember forty 
names – that’s fantastic too. But the 
winner is Lily-Rose. She can remember 
thirty numbers, thirty-five names and ninety 
percent of the information – Wow!

24

The UK National Junior 
Memory Championship

5

10

15

20

Can you remember 
thirty numbers?

CU
LT
UR
E
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BBC culture pages provide fascinating real world information 
and a wider perspective of cultural aspects

Using the 
language, 
knowledge and 
models from 
the lesson, 
students create 
a project about 
their own 
country or 
experience

Comprehension 
activities give 
the opportunity 
to explore the 
topic further
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UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for cultureKEY FEATURES BEHIND REAL WORLD

12 

REAL WORLD VIDEOS

There are three types of videos in Real World. All videos are available in the Online Area, on the Active Teach and on the 
website. There are more than 35 videos per level!

1 TO THE MAX DRAMA SERIES

These are short clips of people fi lmed by the BBC on the streets of 
London, answering questions about their lives and opinions, following 
the topics and themes of the lesson. 
The purpose of this type of video is to provide short, manageable 
chunks of language in a real-life context, which students can use as a 
model for their own speech, thus improving their productive accuracy.
Because the Interviews are unscripted, authentic, spontaneous speech, 
students are exposed to real language uttered by speakers of English 
from around the world. This helps them begin to develop compensation 
strategies for understanding new language. They will hear inaccuracies 
even from native speakers of English, so be prepared to mention and 
explain these mistakes to students. Encourage them not to worry about 
individual words they might not catch (which often happens even 
between native speakers) but to try to get the gist of the speech.

A specially shot, entertaining soap opera-type drama about a group 
of teenagers, their families and friends. Each video presents the key 
language of the lesson for one of the Grammar lessons in each unit. 
All the video episodes are available in audio-only format on the Class 
audio for those classrooms where video is not readily available.
The purpose of this video is to present the target language of the 
lesson in a way that is truly engaging and meaningful. When new 
language is backed up by visual clues and context (the location, the 
action, the body language and facial expression), it transforms the 
learning experience so that language is acquired (in the long-term 
memory) rather than merely learnt (in the short-term memory). This will 
improve students’ receptive fl uency.
Detailed teaching notes for each video are provided in the lesson notes. 

An intriguing, real world view of topic-related culture (e.g. appearance 
and personality, hobbies) which recycles the topics and language of 
the unit. Extracts of high-quality BBC documentary and news footage 
are re-voiced at an appropriate level for the learner. By the end of the 
lesson, students will be able to answer the intriguing question in the 
lesson heading and to explore the topic further if they wish. 
The purpose of this type of high-quality authentic video is to spark 
students’ imagination and curiosity about the real world so that they 
are enthused to pursue their own interests and continue their English 
learning independently. This will improve students’ receptive fl uency as 
well as their overall confi dence as they become accustomed to 
handling and interpreting a wider range of authentic content in English.
To raise students’ interest in the topic of the BBC Culture lesson, a 
suggestion for homework is included in the Writing section of this 
Teacher’s Book.

2  BBC INTERVIEWS

3  BBC CULTURE VIDEOS
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MIXED-LEVEL CLASSES

In creating the wide range of supporting materials for  
Real World, the diversity of most teaching situations today 
has been taken into account throughout. The materials 
have been designed to give both schools and individual 
teachers the maximum flexibility in adapting the course to 
the hours programmed and to the level of students.
Across the components of Real World, you will see  
that the supporting materials have been classified at  
three levels of di�culty, and these are clearly marked with 

 (for weaker learners),  (for standard learners) 
and  (for stronger learners).
These markings can help teachers decide quickly which 
specific materials to use with each specific group, and  
also allow flexibility within the same class to cater for 
mixed-abilities and students who may require more, or 
less, demanding materials at any given moment.
At first glance some of the graded materials may look very 
similar. This is of course intentional, so that within one class 
it becomes possible to simultaneously use di�erent levels 
of worksheets with di�erent students thus making just the 
right demands on each linguistically. Only upon close 
inspection will you note the substantial di�erences  
between them.

 Materials marked with one bullet indicate 
materials the level of which is slightly lower than the 
Students’ Book. These materials reduce the demands 
made on students and any complicated sentence types or 
potential complications or irregularities of the language 
have been avoided as far as possible.

 Materials marked with two bullets indicate 
material which has been carefully graded to follow the 
Students’ Book itself at just the same level. These materials 
can be taken as standard and will include the target 
language and vocabulary from the Students’ Book but 
may avoid any particularly tricky areas.

 Materials marked with three bullets indicate 
material which is slightly higher than the level of the 
Students’ Book itself and should therefore only be used 
with stronger students. Although it is, of course, based on 
the Students’ Book contents, there will be subtle di�erences 
when compared to the other levels. Amongst other things, 
the items used here may be both longer and more 
complex, the vocabulary may go beyond the basics and 
the question types may make more demands on the 
students.
Within the teaching notes in this Teacher’s Book, there are 
a range of extra activities embedded. These are classified 
as either  (for weaker learners) or  (for 
stronger learners). As the material in the Students’ Book 
itself can be considered to be  (for standard 
learners), the aim of these activities is to o�er additional 
support or add an additional challenge. Many of these 
activities can also be used for fast finishers, making sure 
stronger learners in mixed-ability classes are kept busy 
while weaker learners have time to complete the material 
in the Students’ Book itself.

FUTURE SKILLS

Today’s learners require materials that will expose them 
to ideas and ‘real perspectives’ – materials that create 
cultural awareness, materials that will inspire. Real World 
provides students not just with English language skills, 
grammar and vocabulary, but also with the confidence 
they will need to become fully rounded citizens of the  
global community.
The key skills focused on in Real World are: Communication, 
Collaboration, Creativity, Cultural awareness, Critical 
thinking, Digital literacy; Assessment for Learning and 
Autonomy and personal initiative. These key skills and 
competences are listed in the unit contents boxes in the 
teaching notes, with examples of where they occur in the 
lessons. 
As in any good language teaching methodology, the skills 
of Communication, Collaboration and Creativity are 
central guiding principles and are peppered throughout 
the activities in Real World. 
Cultural awareness: in an increasingly globalised world, it 
is important that students gain an understanding of 
di�erent cultures through the medium of English.  
Real World does this via the BBC Culture pages, which 
provide students with a wider perspective of cultural 
aspects and an opportunity to compare a foreign culture 
to their own. In addition, the BBC Interviews videos feature 
people interviewed on the streets of London and expose 
students to a wide variety of native and foreign accents, 
which will develop their sensitivity to other cultures as well 
as listening skills.
Critical thinking: problem solving and reasoning skills are 
developed throughout the course, especially via the  
reading and listening activities. 
Digital literacy: the content, as well as the means of  
delivery of the Real World course, are rooted in today’s 
digital environment and reflect the way today’s teenagers 
already manage their lives: the topics cover up-to-date 
technology and media, while the projects suggested on 
the BBC Culture, Real English and Andalusia Time pages 
encourage the use of digital tools to create their own 
projects. The Online Area or the MyEnglishLab enable 
students to practise what they have learnt in a digital 
environment.
Autonomy and personal initiative: students are  
encouraged to Explore and then Explore More via the 
intriguing content of the BBC Culture pages. In the Project 
Time sections they are given opportunities to choose and 
create their own projects so that they connect personally 
with the topic. A similar strategy is applied in the  
mini projects on the Andalusia Time pages at the back of 
the Students’ Book. Students are prompted to reflect on  
and take responsibility for their own progress through  
the regular Check Time sections in the Students’ Book  
and Workbook.
Assessment for Learning: see section on page 15.

UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for culture
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ACTIVE LEARN for students

ACTIVE TEACH PLUS for the teacher
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Online Area
The Students’ Book includes 
access to the Online Area 
which provides practice 
and scores recorded in 
the gradebook to help 
students review and recycle 
what they have learned.

Vocabulary App
A motivating digital component which helps 
students reinforce the vocabulary presented 
in the course. With this app students can get 
more practice using technology and spend 
more time interacting in English.

1
ACTIVE TEACH

WORLD
Andalusia edition

Active Teach
Complete interactive version of the 
Students’ Book and Workbook, with 
audio, video, interactive activities 
and photocopiable resources.

Test Generator
A tool to easily create and 
customise your own tests at the 
right level for your students.

Online Gradebook
A digital solution to see where 
students need improvement and 
personalise their learning journey.

Test Generator

WORLD
VOCABULARY APP

world

Fichas

AVANCE 30/79WORLD
VOCABULARY APP

world

Fichas

AVANCE 30/79

FULL DIGITAL SOLUTION

We know that there are many di� erent ways to teach 
English, which will be infl uenced by your specifi c teaching 
context and preferred teaching style, the number of 
students in your class, their level and background, amongst 
others. Real World was designed to be easily customised for 
each unique teaching situation. Plus it is designed to make 
it easy and rewarding to integrate digital tools in your 
teaching.
With Real World you have the opportunity to choose from a 
wide range of digital tools including:

ACTIVE TEACH PLUS  provides all the resources needed to 
boost your classes, see where students need improvement 
and personalise their learning journey. The innovative 
ACTIVE LEARN  kit promotes students’ independent 

learning with engaging materials, designed to work on all 
devices including tablets, providing students with 
maximum opportunity to enhance their learning, both in 
school and at home!
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THE GLOBAL SCALE OF ENGLISH

Real World is built on the foundation of the Global Scale 
of English. 
The Global Scale of English (GSE) is a standardised, 
granular scale that measures English language profi ciency. 
Using the Global Scale of English, students and teachers 
can now answer three questions accurately:
1 Exactly how good is my English?
2 What progress have I made towards my learning goal?
3 What do I need to do next if I want to improve?
Unlike some other frameworks that measure English 
profi ciency in broad bands, the Global Scale of English 
identifi es what a learner can do at each point on a scale 
from 10 to 90, across each of the four skills (listening, 
reading, speaking and writing) as well as the enabling skills 
of grammar and vocabulary. This allows learners and 
teachers to understand a learner’s exact level of 
profi ciency, what progress they have made and what they 
need to learn next.
Knowing the range of objectives in which your students are 
helps you select course materials with the right level of 
support and challenge for your students to help them 
progress. It does not mean that students need to have 
mastered all the objectives below the range before starting 
the course, or that they will all be ‘at’ the top of the range 
by the end.
For more information about how using the GSE can 
support your planning and teaching, the assessment 
of your learners, and selecting or creating additional 
materials to supplement your core programme, please go 
to www.english.com/gse.

ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING

With the GSE as the solid framework for syllabus design 
and assessment, Real World o� ers a uniquely sound and 
comprehensive Assessment for Learning package. 
Any test can be used either as an assessment of learning 
or an assessment for learning. Assessment of learning 
usually takes place after the learning has happened and 
provides information about what the student is achieving 
by giving a mark or a grade. You can also use tests as 
assessment for learning, by providing specifi c feedback on 
students’ strengths and weaknesses and suggestions for 
improvement as part of the continual learning process. It is 
the combination of both types of assessment which can 
provide a powerful tool for helping your students’ progress.
Assessment for Learning is embedded throughout the 
Real World materials.

In the Students’ Book
Every lesson begins with a clear header so that students 
and teachers know exactly what they are doing and why. 
Every unit has a Revision page which includes a Check 
Time section, followed up in more detail in the Workbook.  

In the Workbook
Every unit has a Check Time page where students can do 
activities checking their knowledge of vocabulary, 
grammar, reading and writing from the unit. The key to 
these exercises is at the end of the Workbook so that 
students can check their answers. This encourages 
students to refl ect on their learning and helps them 
become independent learners.  

In the in-course Assessment Package
There are downloadable tests at three levels of di�  culty to 
cater for mixed levels in the classroom. These tests can be 
used at di� erent points in the course. Each level has:

• Placement test
• Unit tests   /  / 

– Language tests: Vocabulary, Grammar, Speaking 
and Writing

– Skills tests: Dictation, Listening and Reading
• Review tests   /  / 

– Vocabulary, Grammar and Use of English
– Writing 
– Speaking (with Teacher’s notes)

• End of Year Test   /  / 
– Listening, Use of English and Reading
– Writing
– Speaking (with Teacher’s notes)

• Essential grammar worksheets
• Essential vocabulary worksheets

Online Gradebook
The gradebook 
function in the Online 
Area collects all the 
students’ results so 
that teachers can 
diagnose and adjust 
their teaching 
according to each 
individual or class 
performance.

THE PEARSON TEST OF ENGLISH GENERAL

The Real World course can be used as part of the 
preparation for the Pearson Test of English General (PTE).
PTE General is the English language certifi cate that proves 
learners’ English Language ability at any level. The test 
refl ects the type of language that learners will encounter 
in a native speaking environment, using activities that 
students are familiar with from their classes. It integrates
all four skills (listening, reading, speaking and writing)
and focuses on assessing the ability of communicating
in English, rather than test-taking skills. In every unit of the 
Students’ Book there are exercises fl agged ( ) which 
help students to prepare for the exams.
To fi nd out more about PTE General, please visit 
www.pearsonpte.com/pte-general.F
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VOCABULARY GRAMMAR READING GRAMMAR LISTENING SPEAKING WRITING STUDY GUIDE CULTURE AND SKILLS

0
Starter unit
My world

PP.  8–13

VOCABULARY

● The alphabet  ● Possessions  ● Classroom language  ● Cardinal and ordinal numbers  ● Days of the week
● Months and seasons  ● Dates  ● Telling the time  ● Saying phone numbers

GRAMMAR

● Subject pronouns  ● to be  ● Possessive adjectives  ● Plural nouns  ● Demonstrative pronouns  ● Possessive pronouns 
● Imperatives  ● Object pronouns  ● wh- questions

1 Fantastic 
people

PP.14–25 1 4 53 6 7

●  Countries and nationalities
●  Family
●  Personality adjectives
● Clothes and footwear

●  Possessive ‘s
● can for ability
●  Adverbs of manner

  

An article about 
appearance and 
personality

  

● have got A conversation 
about clothes

Greet and introduce 
people

A short description of a person
●  Linking words: and, but

Wordlist and
Grammar P. 22

Revision P. 23

    Can you remember thirty 
numbers?

●  Project: a fact fi le about a famous 
child prodigy

2 It’s delicious!

PP.26–37 1 3 42 5 6 7

●  Food and drink
● Meals
● Places to eat
● Cooking
●  Popular supermarket foods

● there is/there are A blog entry about 
preparing food

  

● Countable and 
uncountable nouns 

●  Quantifi ers: how many/
how much, some/any, 
lots/a lot of

  

A conversation 
about shopping 
for food

Order food 
and drink  

A recipe
●  Sequencers: fi rst, second, next, 

then, after that, fi nally

Wordlist and 
Grammar P. 34
Revision P. 35

    Can a robot cook?
●  Project: a presentation about an 

unusual restaurant

3 Every day

PP.38–49 1 3 42 5 6 7

●  Daily routines
●  Feelings

●  Present Simple: affirmative 
and negative

● Adverbs of frequency

  

A text about daily 
activities

  

●  Present Simple: 
interrogative and 
short answers

A radio 
programme 
about feelings

Talk about likes 
and dislikes

About yourself and your daily 
routine
●  Conjunctions: because, so

Wordlist and 
Grammar P. 46

Revision P. 47

Real English
●  Make and receive phone calls
●  Understand telephone messages

4 Love to learn

PP.50–61 1 4 53 6 7

●  School subjects
●  Classroom objects

●  Present Continuous A short story about 
making friends

  

●  Present Simple and
Present Continuous

A radio 
programme 
about a school

Make and respond 
to polite requests

A description of a room
●  Prepositions of place
●  Linking words: too, also

Wordlist and 
Grammar P. 58

Revision P. 59

    Can students learn without a 
timetable or classrooms?

●  Project: a presentation about an 
unusual school

5 Let’s make 
music!

PP.62–73 1 4 53 6 7

●  Musical instruments
●  Types of music
●  Opinion adjectives
●  Live music

  

● Comparative adjectives 
●  (not) as … as

A review of a show ●  Comparative and 
superlative adjectives

A radio 
programme 
about live music

  

Make and respond 
to suggestions

Short messages (texts and tweets)
●  Ellipsis, symbols, abbreviations, 

acronyms and emojis

Wordlist and 
Grammar P.70

Revision P.71

    Can playing a musical  
instrument change your life?

●  Project: a wall display about unusual 
bands, orchestras and soloists

6
Crazy about 
sport

PP.74–85 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Sports
● Sportspeople
● Places to play sport
● Sports competitions

  

● was/were A text about sports 
stars

●  Past Simple: a�  rmative 
(regular and irregular 
verbs)

A radio 
programme 
about sports

  

Talk about hobbies 
and interests

A report about a sports event
●  Adverbs of degree: quite, (not) 

very, really

Wordlist and 
Grammar P. 82

Revision P. 83

Real English
●  An interview
●  A survey and a radio phone-in

7 A question 
of time

PP.86–97 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Computers and IT
● Everyday technology

●  Past Simple: negative

  

An article about 
living without 
technology

●  Past Simple: interrogative 
and short answers

A radio interview 
about childhood

  

Agree and disagree 
with statements

An informal email with news
●  Time expressions

Wordlist and 
Grammar P.94

Revision P.95

    Are museums boring?
●  Project: a fact fi le about a famous 

museum

8 Talking to the 
world

PP.98–109 1 4 53 6 7

● Geography
● Learning languages
● Types of communication

  

●  Modal verbs for necessity: have 
to/don’t have to and mustn’t

EXTRA

 Modal verbs for advice: 
should/shouldn’t

An article about 
Esperanto

  

● Articles: first and second 
mention (a/an and the)

A conversation 
about 
communication

Check and confi rm 
understanding

‘How to’ tips
●  Verbs and prepositions

Wordlist and 
Grammar P.106

Revision P.107

    Can you send postcards 
from Antarctica?

●  Project: a presentation about an 
unusual place

9
Getting 
around

PP.110–121 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Means of transport 
● Places in town
● Holiday activities
● Weather

  

●  Present Continuous for future 
arrangements

A text about holidays ● going to for future plans

EXTRA

will for predictions

Conversations 
about 
the weather

  

Ask for and give 
directions

An invitation email Wordlist and 
Grammar P.118

Revision P.119

Real English
●  Buy tickets
●  Understand announcements
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Wordlist and 
Grammar P. 82

Revision P. 83

Real English
●  An interview
●  A survey and a radio phone-in

7 A question 
of time

PP.86–97 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Computers and IT
● Everyday technology

●  Past Simple: negative

  

An article about 
living without 
technology

●  Past Simple: interrogative 
and short answers

A radio interview 
about childhood

  

Agree and disagree 
with statements

An informal email with news
●  Time expressions

Wordlist and 
Grammar P.94

Revision P.95

    Are museums boring?
●  Project: a fact fi le about a famous 

museum

8 Talking to the 
world

PP.98–109 1 4 53 6 7

● Geography
● Learning languages
● Types of communication

  

●  Modal verbs for necessity: have 
to/don’t have to and mustn’t

EXTRA

 Modal verbs for advice: 
should/shouldn’t

An article about 
Esperanto

  

● Articles: first and second 
mention (a/an and the)

A conversation 
about 
communication

Check and confi rm 
understanding

‘How to’ tips
●  Verbs and prepositions

Wordlist and 
Grammar P.106

Revision P.107

    Can you send postcards 
from Antarctica?

●  Project: a presentation about an 
unusual place

9
Getting 
around

PP.110–121 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Means of transport 
● Places in town
● Holiday activities
● Weather

  

●  Present Continuous for future 
arrangements

A text about holidays ● going to for future plans

EXTRA

will for predictions

Conversations 
about 
the weather

  

Ask for and give 
directions

An invitation email Wordlist and 
Grammar P.118

Revision P.119

Real English
●  Buy tickets
●  Understand announcements
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14 Unit 1

Vocabulary: countries and 
nationalities, family, personality 
adjectives, clothes and footwear

Grammar: possessive ‘s, can
for ability, adverbs of manner, 
have got

In this unit, you will learn

Read an article about appearance 
and personality.

Listen to a conversation 
about clothes.

Greet and introduce people.

Write a short description 
of a person.

In order to

Project

A fact file about a famous 
child prodigy

Fantastic 
people

1

14

My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie, Rita (my mum’s sister), is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle, Antoine (my dad’s brother), is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter, (my cousin Ana), is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.

A C

E F
J

B D

K

H I

G
L

MAsha

My multinational family
 Culture video: 

Child prodigies

Interviews 

Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for culture

 19 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 VOCABULARY

Lesson learning objective
Students can talk about family and nationalities.

UNIT 1 Time for culture

 19 

Unit contents

Vocabulary
• Countries and nationalities
• Family
• Personality adjectives
• Clothes and footwear

Grammar 
• Possessive ’s
• can for ability
• Adverbs of manner 
• have got

Communication skills
Greeting and introducing people

Basic competences
• Linguistic: page 15 (Exercises 2, 3 and 6), page 16 

(Exercise 2), page 17 (Exercise 5), page 18 (Exercise 3), 
page 19 (Exercise 4), page 21 (Exercise 5)

• Digital: page 25 (Project Time)
• Learning to learn: page 23 (Check Time)
• Social and civic: page 20 (Speaking Time)
• Initiative and entrepreneurship: page 16 and 17 (And 

you?), page 20 (Speaking Time), page 21 (Writing 
Time), page 25 (Project Time)

• Cultural: page 16 (Exercise 1), page 17 (Exercise 2), 
page 21 (Exercise 1), pages 24–25 (Exercises 1–6)

 19 

Lead in: topic introduction

Write the word family on the board. Tell students to think 
about their family and to write in their notebooks the 
names of as many family members as possible. Set  
a time limit and, when the time has finished, elicit how 
many names students were able to write. Explain that later 
in the lesson they will work with their lists of family members.
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Unit 1 15

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities

WW_1_SB_15_9

1 1.13 Look at the photos. How many people 
are there in the family? Read the text and write the 
names of the people A–L.

A Abe

England – 1 English France – 2 (…) Ireland – 3 (…)
4 (…) – American Argentina – 5 (…) 6 (…) – Japanese
Scotland – 7 (…) 8 (…) – Polish Germany – German
Italy – Italian Holland – Dutch

Vocabulary A  Countries and nationalities P. 148

2 1.14 Complete the Vocabulary A box with 
countries and nationalities from the text. Listen and 
check. 

aunt brother cousin daughter father 
grandfather/grandpa grandmother/grandma 
husband mother sister son uncle wife

Vocabulary B  Family P. 148

3 1.15 Study the Vocabulary B box. Write the words 
in the correct group. One word can go in both groups. 
Listen and check. 

aunt (…), (…) 

(…), (…) 

4 Find other words in the text for these words. 

1 aunt auntie
2 mother (…)
3 father (…)
4 grandfather (…)
5 grandmother (…) 

Possessive ’s
We use ’s to talk about our family members, 
names, appearance and possessions.
Asha’s mother is English.
Gus’s hair is grey.

OUT!
Watch

5 Study the Watch Out! box. Rewrite the sentences 
using ’s. Look at the photos on page 14. Who says 
these sentences? 

1 The name of my mum is Sonia.
My mum’s name is Sonia. (Asha)

2 The name of my brother is Antoine.
3 The name of my husband is Gus.
4 The son of my sister is a baby.
5 The mother of my husband is Japanese.
6 The sister of my wife is married to Henri.

6 1.16 WORD FRIENDS  Write the 
words in the correct column. Some 
words can go in more than one 
column. Listen and check.

big blonde blue brown dark
green grey long old red
short slim small tall young

Eyes Hair General 
appearance

big big

7 Look at the photos on page 14 and 
correct the sentences. 

1 Asha’s hair is blonde.
 Asha’s hair isn’t blonde. It’s dark.
2  Asha’s eyes are blue.
3 Ana is old.
4 Henri’s hair is long.
5 Tommy is big.
6 Gus is young.

8 In pairs, talk about the people in 
the photos on page 14. Ask about their 
nationality and appearance.

A: Is Cara French?
B: No, she isn’t. She’s Irish.
A: Is her hair long?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s short. Is Rita Italian?

9 Write eight sentences about people 
in your family. Then compare with a 
partner.

My aunt Justine is my mum’s brother’s 
wife. She’s from Montreal.
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Exercise 1  1.13

Elicit the answers for A–L and write key words and phrases 
on the board, e.g. my mum, my dad, my granny, my mum’s 
mother, my grandpa, my grandfather, my dad’s father, my 
grandma, my auntie, my mum’s sister, her husband, their 
son, my baby cousin, my uncle, my dad’s brother, his wife, 
their daughter, my cousin. Leave these words and phrases 
on the board for use during Exercises 4 and 5.

Answers: 
There are thirteen people in the family.  
A Abe B Cara C Gus D Miyo E Alex F Rita  
G Tommy H Sonia I Henry J Antoine K Ola L Ana

Exercise 2  1.14

Ask students to complete the Vocabulary A box. When 
they have finished, elicit the answers and ask individual 
students to spell the missing words.

Answers:   
2 French 3 Irish 4 America/the USA 5 Argentinian  
6 Japan 7 Scottish 8 Poland

Background notes /
America is the name commonly used to refer to the USA. 
Nevertheless, it is the name for the continent, also named ‘the 
Americas’, that comprehends all American territories from 
North to South.

Extra activity 

Put students into pairs and set a time limit of two minutes 
for them to think of the names of other countries and 
nationalities. At the end of the time limit, invite students to 
say the name of one of their countries and see if anyone 
else in the class can give the correct nationality.

Exercise 3  1.15 
When students have put the words into the two groups,  
ask them which words go together in pairs, e.g. brother and 
sister (aunt and uncle, son and daughter, father and mother, 
grandfather and grandmother, husband and wife).

Answers: 
Female: cousin, daughter, grandmother/grandma, mother, 
sister, wife 
Male: cousin, father, grandfather/grandpa, husband, son, uncle

Exercise 4 
Remind students about the useful words they found during 
Exercise 1. When they have finished, elicit the answers.

Answers:  2 mum 3 dad 4 grandpa 5 granny, grandma

Possessive ’s 

The possessive ’s comes at the end of the word.
• When the word ends in -s, we generally add a second,   
 possessive ’s (e.g. Gus’s wife).
• After a plural ending in -s, the apostrophe comes after   
 the plural -s. We don’t add a second, possessive ’s   
 (e.g. My cousins’ names are …).
• In a chain of possession, each noun needs to have the   
 possessive ’s (e.g. my friend’s sister’s car).
• Inanimate objects can also take the possessive ’s  
 (e.g. my house’s door).

Watch  OUT!

Exercise 5 
Remind students about the phrases from Exercise 1 that 
contained the possessive ’s and what each of the phrases 
mean. Look at the Watch Out! box, and point out that we 
add ’s after Gus, even though the name already ends in  -s.

Answers:  
2  My brother’s name is Antoine. (Henri) 
3  My husband’s name is Gus. (Miyo) 
4  My sister’s son is a baby. (Sonia) 
5  My husband’s mother is Japanese. (Sonia) 
6  My wife’s sister is married to Henri. (Alex)

Exercise 6  1.16 
When students have completed the table, elicit the  
answers and the meaning of the di�erent words. Elicit the 
names of students in the class whose eyes are big/blue/
etc., whose hair is blonde/long/etc., who is short/tall/etc.

Answers: 
Eyes: big, blue, brown, dark, green, small 
Hair: blonde, brown, dark, grey, long, red, short 
General appearance: big, old, short, slim, small, tall, young

Exercise 7 
Before students start, point out that in English we refer to 
hair, not hairs, and we use the singular verb form is. 

Answers: 
2  Asha’s eyes aren’t blue. They’re brown. 
3  Ana isn’t old. She’s young. 
4  Henri’s hair isn’t long. It’s short. 
5  Tommy isn’t big. He’s small. 
6  Gus isn’t young. He’s old.

Exercise 8 
Remind students how to form questions using the verb to be 
(we reverse the order of the subject and the verb to be). 
When students have asked and answered their questions 
in pairs, invite them to ask a question to another student. 
Students take turns to ask and answer questions around 
the whole class. 

Exercise 9 
Tell students to work individually. Set a time limit and if by 
the end of the time limit some students haven’t yet written 
eight sentences, tell them they should just use the  
sentences they have written. Put students into pairs to 
compare their sentences.

Extra activity 

Put students into di�erent pairs. Tell them to show each 
other the list of names that they wrote at the start of the 
lesson, to explain who each family member is and to 
describe them. If any of the family members are from a 
di�erent country, students can also give their nationalities. 
When they have finished, invite students to tell the class 
about one of their partner’s interesting family members.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition pages 8-9
• Workbook pages 8–9
• Vocabulary Time page 148
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 1: Unit 1 Lesson 1 Vocabulary – My family tree
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correct the sentences. 
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Unit 1

1 Match the words/phrases with photos A–D. 
Read and check.

dance C fly jump move quickly run 
stay under water speak a foreign language

16

Tara Davis 
is a sixteen-year-old 
Californian athlete. 
She can’t fly, but 
she can jump 6.41 
metres! She runs 
fast!

A

1.2 GRAMMAR Use can and adverbs to talk about abilities

Comments

Marilo, 19.17: Hi, Aida. Can you dance?
Aida, 19.20: No, I can’t. 
Jma, 19.39: Can Marlon Couto Ribeiro speak Polish? 
Aida, 19.50: Yes, he can.
Jma, 19.54: How many languages can you speak, Aida?

Aida, 19.58: I can speak two languages – English and Arabic.

B

C

DMarlon Couto 
Ribeiro is a young 
man from Brazil. He 
can speak eleven 
languages, including 
Spanish, Japanese 
and French. He 
speaks English well.

Chen Liting 
and her friends are 
from Beijing. They 
can’t walk, but they 
can dance in their 
wheelchairs. They 
move quickly.

Tom Sietas 
is from Germany. 
He can stay under 
water for twenty-
two minutes 
and twenty-two 
seconds.

Super humans
Aida’s blog

Ask and answer questions in 
pairs. Use can and words/phrases 
from A and B.

A you your brother/sister
your friend your parents

B dance jump three metres sing
speak English speak three languages

Can you dance?
Can your parents speak English?

Grammar can P. 130

We use can and can’t to talk about abilities.
Affirmative Negative
They can dance. She can’t fly.
Interrogative and short answers
Can he speak English? Yes, he can./No, he can’t.
How many languages can you speak?

2 Study the Grammar box. Read the blog again 
and complete with can or can’t.
1 Marlon can speak Japanese.
2 Tom (…) stay under water for a long time.
3 Chen Liting and her friends (…) dance, 

but they (…) walk.
4 Tara (…) fly, but she (…) jump.

3 1.17 Make sentences about these famous 
people. Use can and can’t. Listen and check. 

1 Katy Perry / sing / dance in a wheelchair
Katy Perry can sing, but she can’t dance in 
a wheelchair.

2 Beyoncé / speak Japanese / dance
3 Clint Eastwood  / play the piano / draw
4  Neymar / play football / jump six metres
5 Shakira / speak Italian / speak German

Adverbs of manner
Adverbs of manner describe verbs.
We can make these from adjectives by 
adding -ly: fluent-fluently.
Some are irregular: good-well.
He speaks Spanish fluently/well.

OUT!
Watch

4 Study the Watch Out! box. Then find three 
examples in the blog.

Interviews 

Can you 
dance? (1.1)

YOU
And

5

10

15
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metres! She runs 
fast!

A

1.2 GRAMMAR Use can and adverbs to talk about abilities

Comments

Marilo, 19.17: Hi, Aida. Can you dance?
Aida, 19.20: No, I can’t. 
Jma, 19.39: Can Marlon Couto Ribeiro speak Polish? 
Aida, 19.50: Yes, he can.
Jma, 19.54: How many languages can you speak, Aida?

Aida, 19.58: I can speak two languages – English and Arabic.

B

C

DMarlon Couto 
Ribeiro is a young 
man from Brazil. He 
can speak eleven 
languages, including 
Spanish, Japanese 
and French. He 
speaks English well.

Chen Liting 
and her friends are 
from Beijing. They 
can’t walk, but they 
can dance in their 
wheelchairs. They 
move quickly.

Tom Sietas 
is from Germany. 
He can stay under 
water for twenty-
two minutes 
and twenty-two 
seconds.

Super humans
Aida’s blog

Ask and answer questions in 
pairs. Use can and words/phrases 
from A and B.

A you your brother/sister
your friend your parents

B dance jump three metres sing
speak English speak three languages

Can you dance?
Can your parents speak English?

Grammar can P. 130

We use can and can’t to talk about abilities.
Affirmative Negative
They can dance. She can’t fly.
Interrogative and short answers
Can he speak English? Yes, he can./No, he can’t.
How many languages can you speak?

2 Study the Grammar box. Read the blog again 
and complete with can or can’t.
1 Marlon can speak Japanese.
2 Tom (…) stay under water for a long time.
3 Chen Liting and her friends (…) dance, 

but they (…) walk.
4 Tara (…) fly, but she (…) jump.

3 1.17 Make sentences about these famous 
people. Use can and can’t. Listen and check. 

1 Katy Perry / sing / dance in a wheelchair
Katy Perry can sing, but she can’t dance in 
a wheelchair.

2 Beyoncé / speak Japanese / dance
3 Clint Eastwood  / play the piano / draw
4  Neymar / play football / jump six metres
5 Shakira / speak Italian / speak German

Adverbs of manner
Adverbs of manner describe verbs.
We can make these from adjectives by 
adding -ly: fluent-fluently.
Some are irregular: good-well.
He speaks Spanish fluently/well.

OUT!
Watch

4 Study the Watch Out! box. Then find three 
examples in the blog.

Interviews 

Can you 
dance? (1.1)

YOU
And

5

10

15
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1.2 GRAMMAR

Lesson learning objective
Students can use can and adverbs to talk about abilities.

Lead in: review of family vocabulary 

Put students into groups of four. Tell each group to write the 
following words on individual pieces of paper in large 
writing: mother, brother, grandfather, father, sister, aunt, 
uncle, cousin. Tell students that you are going to read out 
some sentences about di�erent people and that they 
should choose and show the related word. The first group 
to show the correct word wins a point. 
Sentences to read out:
He’s my mother’s brother. (uncle) 
He’s my parents’ son. (brother) 
He’s my mum’s husband. (father) 
She’s my parents’ daughter. (sister) 
She’s my uncle’s wife. (aunt) 
He’s my aunt’s son. (cousin) 
She’s my sister’s mother. (mother) 
He’s my father’s father. (grandfather)

Exercise 1 
Tell students to cover the texts next to the photos. Elicit 
guesses and then tell students to uncover the texts so that 
they can check their guesses.  
Follow up by asking students how far they can jump, how 
many languages they can speak and how long they can 
stay underwater.

Answers:  A jump B stay under water C dance  
D speak a foreign language

Exercise 2 
Before students do the exercise, go through the Grammar 
box as a class.

Answers:  2 can 3 can, can’t 4 can’t, can

Background notes /
Katy Perry’s real name is Katheryn Elizabeth Hudson. She 
was born in California on 25 October 1984. She became 
famous in 2008 with her second album. She has received 
many awards since.
Beyoncé Giselle Knowles-Carter rose to fame in the late 
1990s as the lead singer in Destiny’s Child. She then became 
a very successful solo star and has become one of the most 
successful singers ever.
Clint Eastwood is an American actor and director. He 
became famous in a series of Westerns in the 1960s. He has 
won various Oscars as director and producer.
Neymar da Silva Santos Júnior is a Brazilian football player. 
He has played for the Brazil national team, Santos FC,  
Barcelona FC and Paris Saint-Germain FC. He has been a key 
figure in the success of all the teams he has played for. 
Shakira Isabel Mebarak Ripoll is a Colombian singer, 
songwriter, dancer and record producer. Shakira is also very 
talented at learning languages. She can speak Spanish, 
English, Italian, Portuguese, French and Arabic.

Exercise 3  1.17 
Before students look at the exercise, ask them if they can 
name any celebrities who can do other things apart from 
acting, singing, etc. (e.g. Johnny Depp can play the guitar.).

Answers: 
2  Beyoncé can’t speak Japanese, but she can dance. 
3  Clint Eastwood can play the piano but he can’t draw. 
4  Neymar can play football, but he can’t jump six metres. 
5  Shakira can speak Italian, but she can’t speak German.

Look at the Watch Out! box, and check that students 
understand that most adverbs of manner are made by 
adding -ly to the corresponding adjective. However, the 
adverbs well and fast are very common and so it’s very 
important for students to memorise these. 

Exercise 4
First, read the Watch Out! box as a class. Then, highlight 
the adverbs of manner in the blog.
Find the answers marked up in blue on the Students’ Book 
page.

Answers: 
She runs fast. They move quickly. He speaks English well.

Explain that to form questions, students just 
need to use Can + a word and phrase from A 

+ a word or phrase from B. Tell pairs to take turns asking 
and answering questions. When they have finished, invite 
a student to make a question and ask another student to 
answer it. Do this for a few questions. Follow up the activity 
by asking students if they can do di�erent tasks and then 
testing them to see if they really can (e.g. Can you name 
six colours in English in ten seconds? Can you count from 20 
down to 1? Can you say the alphabet backwards?). 

  1.1 Can you dance?

Before watching, check that students understand the 
meaning of ocean, probably and definitely.
While students are watching, ask them to count the 
number of people who say they can/can’t do each activity. 
(swim one kilometre – 1 can, 2 can’t; stay under water for 
one minute – 0 can, 2 can’t; dance – 3 can, 0 can’t; jump 
three metres – 0 can, 1 can’t; speak three languages –  
1 can, 1 can’t)

 1.1 

See page 286.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 10
• Workbook page 10
• Grammar Time pages 130-131
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 2: Unit 1 Lesson 2 Grammar – I can …

Watch  OUT!
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brave clever friendly funny nervous nice quiet

Vocabulary  Personality adjectives P. 148

5 In pairs, write sentences about these people. 
Use adjectives from the Vocabulary box.

a pop star a sportsperson an actor 
Batman my mum/dad my best friend

Make sentences that are true for 
you. In pairs, compare your answers. 

• My eyes are blue / brown / green.

• My hair is long / short and …

• I’m short / tall.

• I’m brave / clever and …

A: My eyes are green. My hair is long 
and brown. I’m short. I’m friendly 
and funny.

B: My eyes are green too, but my hair 
is short and black. I’m tall. I’m quiet 
and friendly too.

YOU
And

In Winter’s Bone Jennifer is Ree, a quiet seventeen-year-
old girl from a poor family. She’s unhappy. Her hair is long 
and dirty.

In American Hustle she’s Rosalyn, a nervous woman with 
beautiful blonde hair and perfect make-up.

In The Hunger Games Jennifer is Katniss, a teenage girl with
long dark hair and grey eyes. She’s brave and strong and she 
can shoot arrows. 

In X-Men Jennifer is the mutant Raven. Raven’s clever – she can 
speak fourteen languages – but she isn’t very nice. She’s very 
different from Jennifer. She’s over 100 years old. Her hair is red, 
her eyes are yellow and her skin is blue! But Raven and Jennifer are 
not completely different: Raven can change her appearance too. 

Jennifer Lawrence is from Kentucky, USA. 
She’s friendly and funny. She’s tall and young. 
Her eyes are blue and her hair is blonde. But 
Jennifer is an actor and actors can change their 
appearance.

B

The different faces of 
Jennifer Lawrence

D

C

A

Unit 1 17

Interviews 

My appearance 
(1.2)

1.3 READING Find detail in an article about appearance and personality

5

10

15

1 CLASS VOTE Who is your favourite actor?

2 1.18 Match photos A–D with sentences 
1–4. Read the text and check.

1 Her make-up is perfect. A
2 She’s poor.
3 She’s a mutant.
4 She can shoot arrows.

3 Read the text again. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say.

1 Jennifer is American. Right
2 Ree is from England. 
3 Katniss’ hair is short. 
4 Rosalyn can’t shoot arrows. 
5 Raven is an old woman. 

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Find the words 
in the text. Then match with the definitions.

1 This person doesn’t say a lot. Quiet
2 This person can make you laugh.
3 This person is courageous.
4 This person is the opposite of horrible.
5 This person is not calm.
6 This person is very intelligent.
7 This person speaks to everyone.
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1.3 READING

Lesson learning objective
Students can find detail in an article about appearance and personality.

Lead in: review of asking about the present

Remind students about state verbs and about how we  
talk about routines and things happening now or around 
now. Elicit an example question for each, e.g. Do you 
like football? (state verbs), How often do you do exercise? 
(talking about routines), Are you reading a book at the 
moment? (talking about things happening now or  
around now).
Ask students to work individually to write three questions 
of their own. Then tell them to mingle with their classmates 
and to ask and answer one another’s questions.
Set a time limit and, when they have finished, invite 
students to share with the class their questions and any 
interesting answers they received.

Background notes /
Jennifer Lawrence was born on 15 August 1990 in Louisville, 
Kentucky. She was spotted by a talent scout at the age of 
fourteen and began her acting career in television shows. Her 
first major role came on the sitcom The Bill Engvall Show. Her 
film debut was in Garden Party (2008). She won an Oscar for 
her performance in Silver Linings Playbook (2012) and was  
the second youngest actress to win a best actress award  
(the youngest actress was Tatum O’Neal, who was ten years 
old when she won an Oscar). Lawrence is a strong supporter 
of feminism and gender equality, and supports various 
charities through the Jennifer Lawrence Foundation.

Exercise 1
Before students open their Students’ Books, ask the  
question and elicit ideas from the class. See if there is  
a particularly popular actor or actress, and find out which 
films students especially like. If students don’t mention 
Jennifer Lawrence’s name, find out if they have heard of 
her, what they know about her and whether or not they like 
her as an actress.

Exercise 2  1.18 
Before you explain any di�cult vocabulary, tell students  
to work in pairs to guess which photo matches each  
sentence. After students have read the text, elicit the 
meaning of make-up, arrow and mutant. 

Answers:  1 A 2 B 3 D 4 C

Exercise 3 
Check that students understand the meaning of  
courageous and opposite. Elicit the answers and the  
related information in the text. 

Answers:  2 Doesn’t say 4 Right 5 Right

Exercise 4 
Then elicit the answers and ask students to think of a di�erent 
film character for each adjective, e.g. James Bond is brave. 

Answers:  2 funny 3 brave 4 nice 5 nervous  
6 clever 7 friendly

Background notes /
Batman first appeared in a comic book in 1939. He saw his 
parents murdered on the street when he was a child and 
recreated himself as Batman to fight crime on the streets of 
Gotham City. He has been played on screen by numerous 
actors over the decades, including Michael Keaton, Val 
Kilmer, George Clooney, Christian Bale and Ben A�eck.

Exercise 5
Check that students know who Batman is. If they don’t, 
replace this with the name of a character from a cartoon 
or TV series that students do know. 

Possible answer:  
My mum is very clever. My dad is very nice. He isn’t nervous. 
Batman is brave. He isn’t friendly.

Other possible eye colours are grey and hazel 
(hazel is a light brown or brown-green colour). 

Other possible hair colours are red, ginger and chestnut 
(brown with a slight red colour).
When students have finished, ask them how similar or 
di�erent they are to their partner. Find out if any pairs are 
100% di�erent.

  1.2 My appearance

Before watching, check that students understand the 
meaning of outgoing, easy-going, relaxed, sociable, 
artistic, shy, opinionated and introvert.
Play the video once with the sound switched o�. Students 
should describe each person and try to guess their 
personalities. Then play the video once more, this time with 
the sound on so that students can check their ideas.

 1.2 

See page 286.

Extra activity 

Put students into groups of four. Tell them to think of and 
describe a character from a film using the ideas in the And 
you? exercise. Explain that they can add information about 
their character’s age, nationality, abilities or anything else 
they know.
Then, each group should have a turn to present their 
character for the rest of the class to guess.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 11
• Workbook page 11
• Vocabulary Time page 148
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 3: Unit 1 Lesson 3 Reading – Mime it!
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brave clever friendly funny nervous nice quiet

Vocabulary  Personality adjectives P. 148

5 In pairs, write sentences about these people. 
Use adjectives from the Vocabulary box.

a pop star a sportsperson an actor 
Batman my mum/dad my best friend

Make sentences that are true for 
you. In pairs, compare your answers. 

• My eyes are blue / brown / green.

• My hair is long / short and …

• I’m short / tall.

• I’m brave / clever and …

A: My eyes are green. My hair is long 
and brown. I’m short. I’m friendly 
and funny.

B: My eyes are green too, but my hair 
is short and black. I’m tall. I’m quiet 
and friendly too.

YOU
And

In Winter’s Bone Jennifer is Ree, a quiet seventeen-year-
old girl from a poor family. She’s unhappy. Her hair is long 
and dirty.

In American Hustle she’s Rosalyn, a nervous woman with 
beautiful blonde hair and perfect make-up.

In The Hunger Games Jennifer is Katniss, a teenage girl with
long dark hair and grey eyes. She’s brave and strong and she 
can shoot arrows. 

In X-Men Jennifer is the mutant Raven. Raven’s clever – she can 
speak fourteen languages – but she isn’t very nice. She’s very 
different from Jennifer. She’s over 100 years old. Her hair is red, 
her eyes are yellow and her skin is blue! But Raven and Jennifer are 
not completely different: Raven can change her appearance too. 

Jennifer Lawrence is from Kentucky, USA. 
She’s friendly and funny. She’s tall and young. 
Her eyes are blue and her hair is blonde. But 
Jennifer is an actor and actors can change their 
appearance.

B

The different faces of 
Jennifer Lawrence

D

C

A

Unit 1 17

Interviews 

My appearance 
(1.2)

1.3 READING Find detail in an article about appearance and personality

5

10

15

1 CLASS VOTE Who is your favourite actor?

2 1.18 Match photos A–D with sentences 
1–4. Read the text and check.

1 Her make-up is perfect. A
2 She’s poor.
3 She’s a mutant.
4 She can shoot arrows.

3 Read the text again. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say.

1 Jennifer is American. Right
2 Ree is from England. 
3 Katniss’ hair is short. 
4 Rosalyn can’t shoot arrows. 
5 Raven is an old woman. 

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Find the words 
in the text. Then match with the definitions.

1 This person doesn’t say a lot. Quiet
2 This person can make you laugh.
3 This person is courageous.
4 This person is the opposite of horrible.
5 This person is not calm.
6 This person is very intelligent.
7 This person speaks to everyone.
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VIDEO WELCOME TO MY LIFE!

Unit 1

Grammar have got P. 130

Affirmative Negative
I’ve got (have got) a sister. He hasn’t got (has not 

got) a big family.
Interrogative and short answers
Have they got a pet? Yes, they have./No, they haven’t. 
What hobbies has she got?

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of have 
got in the text.

4 1.20 Complete the text about Max’s friend with 
the correct form of have got. Listen and check.

18

Max: Hi and welcome to To The Max. I’m Max 
Gregg and I’m thirteen. My family and 
I are from Boston in the United States, 
but at the moment our hometown is 
Rye in England.
I’m a dance fanatic. I’ve got my own 
dance studio in our garage at home. 
I’ve also got a video blog about dance. 
It’s got some great tips about how to 
do different kinds of modern dance. 
My video blog hasn’t got any fans at 
the moment. It’s a shame! 
I’ve got a big sister, Lily. She’s nineteen 
and she’s at university. Has she got any 
hobbies? Well, her hobby is learning 
languages. She can speak four 
languages: English, German, Polish and 
Russian. She’s really smart!
Rye has got a castle and lots of old 
houses, but it hasn’t got much for 
teenagers. Our house is twenty minutes 
from the sea, but I can’t swim!
I haven’t got a big family. Just me, Lily 
and Dad. We haven’t got any pets. 
Dad’s got a job at a university near 
here. He’s OK, but he’s got a really 
uncool car and he can’t drive very 
well, especially in London. Oh, and he 
can’t cook.

[……]

1.4 GRAMMAR Use have got to talk about possession

Sol Gardner is English and he’s 
my best friend. The Gardners 
1 have got a big flat in my 
street. Mr Gardner is an actor 
and his wife is a singer. Sol 2 (…)
short hair and brown eyes. He 
3 (…) two sisters, Carla and 
Nikki. They 4 (…) a Labrador, 
Charlie. The Gardners 5 (…) a 
car, but Mr Gardner has got a motorbike. Sol is an 
uncle now – his sister Carla is married and they 6 (…)
a daughter, Ida.

It’s a shame! He’s OK. OUT
class

of

1 Look at the photo. What can Max do?

2 1.3 1.19 Watch or listen 
and answer the questions.

1 What is Max’s surname?
2 How old is Max?
3 Where does he come from?

5 Make questions with have got. In pairs, ask and 
answer the questions.

1 Max / a sister / ?
2 Max / a blog / ?
3 Max’s dad / a job / ?
4 the Greggs / a car / ?
5 Sol / any brothers / ?

A: Has Max got a sister?
B: Yes, he has.

6 In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 

• Have you got any brothers or sisters/
a blog/friends in another country?

• Have you and your family got a house 
or a flat/a car?

• Has your best friend got a big family/a pet?

A: Have you got any brothers or sisters?
B: Yes, I have. I’ve got two brothers. What about you?
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VIDEO WELCOME TO MY LIFE!

Unit 1

Grammar have got P. 130

Affirmative Negative
I’ve got (have got) a sister. He hasn’t got (has not 

got) a big family.
Interrogative and short answers
Have they got a pet? Yes, they have./No, they haven’t. 
What hobbies has she got?

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of have 
got in the text.

4 1.20 Complete the text about Max’s friend with 
the correct form of have got. Listen and check.

18

Max: Hi and welcome to To The Max. I’m Max 
Gregg and I’m thirteen. My family and 
I are from Boston in the United States, 
but at the moment our hometown is 
Rye in England.
I’m a dance fanatic. I’ve got my own 
dance studio in our garage at home. 
I’ve also got a video blog about dance. 
It’s got some great tips about how to 
do different kinds of modern dance. 
My video blog hasn’t got any fans at 
the moment. It’s a shame! 
I’ve got a big sister, Lily. She’s nineteen 
and she’s at university. Has she got any 
hobbies? Well, her hobby is learning 
languages. She can speak four 
languages: English, German, Polish and 
Russian. She’s really smart!
Rye has got a castle and lots of old 
houses, but it hasn’t got much for 
teenagers. Our house is twenty minutes 
from the sea, but I can’t swim!
I haven’t got a big family. Just me, Lily 
and Dad. We haven’t got any pets. 
Dad’s got a job at a university near 
here. He’s OK, but he’s got a really 
uncool car and he can’t drive very 
well, especially in London. Oh, and he 
can’t cook.

[……]

1.4 GRAMMAR Use have got to talk about possession

Sol Gardner is English and he’s 
my best friend. The Gardners 
1 have got a big flat in my 
street. Mr Gardner is an actor 
and his wife is a singer. Sol 2 (…)
short hair and brown eyes. He 
3 (…) two sisters, Carla and 
Nikki. They 4 (…) a Labrador, 
Charlie. The Gardners 5 (…) a 
car, but Mr Gardner has got a motorbike. Sol is an 
uncle now – his sister Carla is married and they 6 (…)
a daughter, Ida.

It’s a shame! He’s OK. OUT
class

of

1 Look at the photo. What can Max do?

2 1.3 1.19 Watch or listen 
and answer the questions.

1 What is Max’s surname?
2 How old is Max?
3 Where does he come from?

5 Make questions with have got. In pairs, ask and 
answer the questions.

1 Max / a sister / ?
2 Max / a blog / ?
3 Max’s dad / a job / ?
4 the Greggs / a car / ?
5 Sol / any brothers / ?

A: Has Max got a sister?
B: Yes, he has.

6 In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 

• Have you got any brothers or sisters/
a blog/friends in another country?

• Have you and your family got a house 
or a flat/a car?

• Has your best friend got a big family/a pet?

A: Have you got any brothers or sisters?
B: Yes, I have. I’ve got two brothers. What about you?
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1.4 GRAMMAR

Lesson learning objective
Students can use have got to talk about possession.

Lead in: review of adjectives

Put students into up to nine groups. Give each group  
a piece of paper with a word written on it and tell them not 
to show their word to any other group. Words: brave, clever, 
friendly, funny, blonde hair, nervous, quiet, short hair, tall.
Tell the groups to think of the names of di�erent people 
who they can use their word to describe (e.g. someone 
who they can describe as brave). Encourage them to think 
of famous people as well as students in the class. When 
they are ready, tell each group to read out their list of 
names while the rest of the class try to guess their word.

Background notes /
Rye is a small town in East Sussex, in the south-east of 
England, and has a population of about 9,000 people. It 
replaced New Romney as one of the historic ‘cinque ports’ 
when storms damaged New Romney and blocked its  
harbour. ‘Cinque ports’ were set up by the Normans and  
were important for trade with Europe and for defence.  
Rye was also an important centre of smuggling activity.

Exercise 1 
Elicit the answer and ask other questions about Max,  
e.g. What colour is his hair? How old do you think he is? 
Where do you think he is from? 

Answer: The correct answer is ‘He can dance’, but students 
might come up with di�erent ideas as this is not obvious from 
the photo.

Exercise 2  1.3  1.19

When students have watched the video and answered the 
questions, ask them what they can remember about Max’s 
family (e.g. His sister Lily is nineteen and she can speak four 
languages. His dad works at a university. His dad can’t drive 
very well and can’t cook.). 
Look at the Out of class box with students. Point out that 
we say It’s a shame! when something isn’t as good as we 
wish it was (e.g. It’s a shame that it’s raining. It’s a shame 
that you can’t come out today. It’s a shame that we lost the 
match.). Explain that he’s is the short form of both he is and 
he has.

Answers:  1 Gregg 2 thirteen 3 Boston (the USA)

   1.3     1.19                                                                                            

See page 286.

Exercise 3 
When students have found the examples, elicit the rules for 
forming questions (we reverse the order of the subject and 
the verb have/has, but got stays in the same place as in  
a�rmative sentences) and negatives (we add n’t to the 
verb have/has, and got remains unchanged). Also elicit 
when we use have (with I, you, we and they) and when we 
use has (with he, she and it).
Find the answers marked up in blue on the Students’ page.

Extra activity 

Tell students to work in pairs. The first student takes  
di�erent things out of their bag and says what they have 
got, e.g. I’ve got a pencil case. I’ve got a mobile phone.  
I’ve got some food. I’ve got eight books. 
They then put all the items back into the bag, and the 
second student tries to remember what they were. As the 
second student says what their partner has got (e.g. You 
have got a pencil case.), the first student takes these  
things out of their bag. 
When the second student has remembered everything  
(or given up), the two students swap roles.

Exercise 4  1.20 
When students have checked their answers, discuss why 
have or has was used in each answer (1 The Gardners = 
they, 2 Sol = he, 3 He, 4 They, 5 The Gardners = they, 6 they).
Ask students how we know that the answer for 5 is  
negative. (The sentence contains but, which contrasts two 
things. We know that Mr Gardner has got a motorbike,  
so the contrast – or opposite – is that the Gardeners  
haven’t got a car.)
If necessary, give students more examples using these 
structures: I’ve got …, but I haven’t got …; I can …, but  
I can’t …; I’m …, but I’m not … .

Answers:  1 have got 2 has got 3 has got 4 have got  
5 haven’t got 6 have got

Exercise 5 
Before students start the exercise, ask them why question 4 
will be di�erent from the others. (It will start with have instead 
of has because it refers to the family and not just to one 
person.)

Answers: 
2  Has Max got a blog? Yes, he has. 
3  Has Max’s dad got a job? Yes, he has. 
4  Have the Greggs got a car? Yes, they have. 
5  Has Sol got any brothers? No, he hasn’t.

Exercise 6
Tell students that they can ask any additional questions 
they can think of (e.g. Have you got a computer? Have your 
parents got grey hair?). Invite pairs to ask and answer the 
questions in front of the class.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 12
• Workbook page 12
• Grammar Time pages 130-131
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 4: Unit 1 Lesson 4 Grammar – Find  
someone who … 
Resource 5: Unit 1 Lesson 4 Video – Welcome to my life!
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Unit 1 19

1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a conversation about clothes

1 Look at the pictures and read the 
blog. In your opinion, which person 
1–4 has got great style?

2 1.21 Listen and match 
names A-D with pictures 1–4.

A Duncan
B Marc

C Sam
D Donna

3 1.21 Listen again. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Chrissy is a fan of Donna’s hair.
2 Donna’s sunglasses are from 

a supermarket.
3 Sam is from Ireland.
4 Sam’s boots are Spanish.
5 Duncan is a student.
6 Marc’s bike is from France.

Clothes: dress hat jacket jeans 
shirt shorts skirt sweater sweatshirt 
T-shirt tracksuit trousers
Footwear: boots shoes trainers
Other: hat (sun)glasses

Vocabulary Clothes and footwear P. 148

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Complete the sentences 
about the people in the blog.

1 Duncan has got a pink jacket , a blue (…) and white (…).
2 Donna has got a pink (…) , a short (…) and green (…). 
3 Sam has got a brown (…) , blue (…) and black (…).
4 Marc has got blue (…) and a green (…).

5 1.22 DICTATION  Listen to a recording about 
Chrissy. Listen again and write down what you hear. 
Then make similar sentences about yourself. 

6 1.23 Order the words to make compliments. 
Listen and check. 

1 trainers / your / are / really cool / !
2 style / you / great / ’ve got / !
3 fantastic! / your shirt / is / colour / really nice / it’s a / !

7 In pairs, make compliments about your partner’s clothes. 
Use Exercise 6 to help you. Be nice!

A: Your sunglasses are great! 
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!

 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)

1 2 3 4

The Newport LOOK

SHARE
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1.5 LISTENING

Lesson learning objective
Students can identify detail in a conversation about clothes.

Lead in: review of have got

Put students into groups of four. Students work together to 
find out something that three of them have got but that 
one of them hasn’t got, or something that one of them  
has got and that three of them haven’t got (e.g. a dog,  
a mobile phone, a blog, two sisters).
When they are ready, the groups take turns to say to the 
class: One person has/hasn’t got a … . The rest of the class 
guess which student in the group is being referred to.

Exercise 1 
Students keep their Students’ Books closed. Check that 
they understand the meaning of the words style and  
fashionable. Ask them if they are interested in fashion.
Then ask them to think of a famous person who they think 
has got great style and elicit some ideas. 
Put students into pairs and tell them to open their books 
and discuss the pictures. 

Exercise 2  1.21

Before students listen to the audio, elicit words they think 
they might hear that would help them decide which  
person from the pictures is being described (e.g. short skirt, 
white trousers). When they have listened, elicit key words 
they heard that they hadn’t thought of previously  
(e.g. jacket, boots). 

Answers:  1 A 2 D 3 C 4 B

 1.21 

See page 286.

Exercise 3  1.21 
Elicit the answers and ask students to identify what  
was said in the audio that helped them to decide on  
the answers. 

Answers:  1 right 2 wrong 3 doesn’t say 4 right  
5 wrong 6 right

Exercise 4
Put students into pairs. Tell them to look at the pictures 
and to identify any items in the Vocabulary box that they 
can see. When students have completed the sentences, 
put them into di�erent pairs. If possible, partner a girl 
with a boy. Students should take turns to ask and answer 
questions about items of clothing and footwear that they 
have got (e.g. Have you got a dress? Yes, I’ve got three 
dresses. My favourite dress is red.). When they have finished, 
invite students to tell the class one thing they found out 
about their partner (e.g. Paul has got blue jeans and black 
jeans.).

Answers:  1 jacket, shirt, trousers 2 shirt, skirt, sunglasses  
3 jacket, jeans, boots 4 jeans, T-shirt

Extra activity 

Look at students to see what items of clothing they are 
wearing. Explain that you are going to say the name of an 
item of clothing and that they should write the word and 
also the name of a student in the class who is wearing that 
particular item of clothing.
When you have finished, put students into groups of four. 
Tell them to compare their answers and to check that all 
the answers are correct. Examples could be (depending 
on what students are wearing) a blue and white shirt, black 
jeans, brown boots.

Exercise 5  1.22 
At the end of the dictation, ask students to swap texts 
with a partner. Explain that they are going to mark their 
partner’s work. They should award two points for a correct 
word, one point if there is incorrect punctuation (e.g. no 
apostrophe, no capital letter), one point if there is only  
one letter wrong in the spelling (e.g. favorite instead of 
favourite), and no points if the spelling has more than one 
letter wrong. 
Write the text on the board one word at a time. When 
students have finished marking their partner’s work, they 
should add up the points and tell their partner their score. 
Ask if anyone in the class got the maximum of 66 points. 

 1.22 

My name is Chrissy. I’m a student from Newport and I’ve got a 
blog about fashion. My favourite clothes are jeans and old 
sweaters. My favourite colours for clothes are grey and blue.

Exercise 6  1.23

Check that students understand the meaning of the word 
compliment. Ask them how often their friends give them 
compliments on their clothes or their hair.
Focus students’ attention on the positive adjectives cool, 
great, fantastic and nice, and ask them if they can think of 
any other positive adjectives (e.g. beautiful, perfect (from 
the Jennifer Lawrence text), fashionable).

Answers: 
1  Your trainers are really cool! 
2  You’ve got great style! 
3  Your shirt is fantastic! It’s a really nice colour!

Exercise 7
Encourage pairs to role-play a situation where one of  
them is sitting relaxing outside somewhere; the other is 
taking photos for a blog and starts talking and  
complimenting them.

Further practice

• Workbook page 13
• Vocabulary Time page 148
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 6: Unit 1 Lesson 5 Listening – Find my clothes
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1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a conversation about clothes

1 Look at the pictures and read the 
blog. In your opinion, which person 
1–4 has got great style?

2 1.21 Listen and match 
names A-D with pictures 1–4.

A Duncan
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C Sam
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3 1.21 Listen again. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.
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4 Study the Vocabulary box. Complete the sentences 
about the people in the blog.
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5 1.22 DICTATION  Listen to a recording about 
Chrissy. Listen again and write down what you hear. 
Then make similar sentences about yourself. 

6 1.23 Order the words to make compliments. 
Listen and check. 
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7 In pairs, make compliments about your partner’s clothes. 
Use Exercise 6 to help you. Be nice!

A: Your sunglasses are great! 
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!

 N O  R A I N  T O D AY.  M AY B E  S U M M E R  I S   H E R E !

And here are some of the fantastic summer styles on the streets of Newport this morning.
It’s not true that Newport isn’t a fashionable city! ;-)

1 2 3 4

The Newport LOOK

SHARE
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20 Unit 1

• Hello!/Hi!

• How are you?/How’s it going?

• I’m fine/good, thanks.

• My name’s …/I’m …

• Pleased/Nice to meet you.

• This is my friend, Sol.

• Bye (Goodbye)./See you (later).

Speaking  Greeting people

2 Study the Speaking box. Find the phrases in 
the dialogue.

3 Complete the sentences with these words.

bye fine hi how I’m it meet this

A This is my friend, Ian.
B Hi, Al. (…) Jo.
C I’m good. (…) are you?
D Nice to (…) you too.
E I’m (…), thanks. My name’s Al. 
F (…), Ian. Nice to meet you.
G Oh! Look at the time! (…)!
H Hi, how’s (…) going?

4 1.25 Copy and complete the dialogue with 
sentences from Exercise 3. Listen and check.

Jo: Hello!  Jo: 5 (…)
Al: 1 h Ian: 6 (…)
Jo: 2 (…) Jo: 7 (…)
Al: 3 (…) Al: Goodbye!
Jo: 4 (…) Ian: See you! 
Al:  This is my friend, Ian.

Max: Hey, Sol. That girl in the red T-shirt!
Sol: What about her?
Max: That’s Clare Philips. She’s famous. She’s a 

TV presenter. Come on! … Excuse me! Hi!
Girl: Hello.
Max: How are you?
Girl: I’m fine, thanks. How are you?
Max: I’m good. I’m Max.
Girl: Pleased to meet you. I’m …
Max: This is my friend, Sol.
Sol: Hi. How’s it going?
Girl: Fine, thanks, but …
Sol: Nice to meet you.
Girl: Yeah, nice to meet you too.
Max: Oh, this is really cool. 
Girl: What is? 
Max: The famous Clare Philips in the park in my 

town! I think you’re wonderful.
Girl: Thanks, but I’m not Clare Philips. My 

name’s Jenny Dobbs. I’m not famous.
Max: Oh. I’m sorry. I …
Girl: No worries! See you.
Max: Bye … Sorry! 
Sol: Oh, Clare! You’re wonderful!

1 1.24 Look at the photo and choose the 
correct option. Read or listen and check.

1 Max and Sol are in the park / at school.
2 The girl is / isn’t Max’s sister.
3 She is / isn’t famous.

SHE’S FAMOUS

SPEAKING TIME

Task   Work in groups of three. You meet in a 
sports centre. Student A greets Student B. Student B 
introduces Student C.

A Memorise and practise saying phrases from the 
Speaking box.

B Practise reading the dialogue in Exercise 4. 
Take turns to read different parts.

C Plan the task. Who is Student A, B and C? 
Make word prompts.

D Do the task. Swap roles. 

What about her? 
Come on!
No worries!

OUT
class

of

1.6 SPEAKING Greet and introduce people

AUDIO
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class

of

1.6 SPEAKING Greet and introduce people

AUDIO
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1.6 SPEAKING

Lesson learning objective
Students can greet and introduce people.

Lead in: review of clothes vocabulary

Ask students: What colour is my (e.g. shirt)? What colour  
are my (e.g. shoes)? Check that students understand that 
the words for clothes which end in -s (e.g. trousers, jeans, 
shoes, glasses) generally take a plural verb. Point out that 
dress takes a singular verb.
Explain to students that they should walk around the  
classroom and look carefully at one another’s clothes. 
When you say stop, they should find a partner and stand 
back to back. The pairs should take turns to ask and 
answer questions about their clothes (e.g. What colour 
is/are my … ?) to see if their partner can remember or 
guess correctly. When they have finished, they should walk 
around the classroom once more and repeat the process 
with another partner.

Exercise 1  1.24 
With Students’ Books still closed, review with the class who 
Max is, what he is interested in (dance) and where he is 
from (Boston, the USA). Then ask students to look at the 
photo and to describe the girl.
After you have played the audio, go through the Out of 
class box. Check that the stress in What about her? is on 
the word about. Explain that we use this phrase to ask why 
the person you are speaking with has mentioned someone 
or something (e.g. Do you see this pen? Yes, what about it?). 
Explain that Come on! means come with me or let’s go. 
Explain that we say No worries! to mean It’s OK, Don’t worry 
or It doesn’t matter.

Answers:  1 in the park 2 isn’t 3 isn’t 

Exercise 2 
When students have found the phrases in the dialogue,  
put them into groups of three and tell them to role-play 
meeting someone. Two students should say hello, ask  
each other how they are and tell each other their names. 
One student then introduces the third student. Then they 
all say goodbye. 
Find the answers marked up in blue on the Students’ page.

Extra activity 

Divide the class equally into two groups. If there is space in 
the classroom, one group should stand in an inner circle 
and the other group should stand in an outer circle. The 
students in each group should face one another so that 
a student in the inner circle faces a student in the outer 
circle. The students should greet each other, introduce 
themselves, ask each other how they are and then say 
goodbye. 
Then the students in the outer circle should all move one 
place clockwise, and repeat the same process with the 
next student in the inner circle. Students can continue for 
as long as is necessary.

Exercise 3 
Tell students to complete the exercise on their own and to 
check their answers in pairs. 

Answers:  B I’m C How D meet E fine F Hi G Bye H it

Exercise 4  1.25

When students have finished, play the beginning of the 
audio, up to the point where Jo says Hello. Pause the audio 
and elicit the next line of the dialogue. 
Play the audio to check and then pause again and elicit 
the next line. Continue for the rest of the dialogue.

Answers:  2 c 3 e 4 b 5 f 6 d 7 g

 1.25 

Jo:  Hello!
Al:  Hi, how’s it going?
Jo:  I’m good. How are you?
Al:  I’m fine, thanks. My name’s Al.
Jo:  Hi, Al. I’m Jo.
Al:  This is my friend, Ian.
Jo:  Hi, Ian. Nice to meet you.
Ian: Nice to meet you too.
Jo:  Oh! Look at the time! Bye!
Al:  Goodbye!
Ian: See you!

Extra activity 

Put students into groups of three and tell them to practise 
the dialogue in Exercise 4 three times, playing a di�erent 
role each time. When they have finished, invite students to 
act out their dialogues in front of the class. 

SPEAKING TIME
Encourage the groups to think of ways of making their 
conversations more interesting (e.g. one of them could get 
a name wrong or they could find out that the other two  
already know each other). When they are ready, invite 
groups to act out their conversations in front of the class.

Further practice

• Workbook page 14
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 7: Unit 1 Lesson 6 Speaking – Have you got 
my words? 
Resource 8: Unit 1 Lesson 6 Audio – She’s famous
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Unit 1 21

1.7 WRITING Write a short description of a person

WRITING TIME

Task  Write a description of a hero.

A Write two paragraphs. Use the points 1 – 5  
in the texts and in the Writing box to help you.

B Use linking words to connect similar and 
contrasting ideas.

C Check your work.

D Write a final draft. 

4 Study the Writing box and check your answers 
in Exercise 3.

Language  Linking words

We use linking words to connect ideas.
● We use and to link similar ideas.
 He’s married and he’s got three children.
● We use but to link contrasting ideas.
 She’s English, but her mother is from Spain.

5 Study the Language box. Find more examples 
of and and but in the texts.

6 Rewrite the sentences with and or but.

1  She can run. She can’t swim. 
She can run, but she can’t swim.

2  He’s got dark hair. He’s got brown eyes.
3 She’s quiet. She’s very funny.
4 His mother’s Italian. He can’t speak Italian.

My hero
by Karin

My hero is my friend Jade 
Pryce. She’s thirteen years 
old and she’s a student at 
my school. She’s English, but 
her mother is from Spain. 
Jade is short and she’s got 
dark hair.

Life is very difficult for Jade. She’s a good 
student, but she’s got big problems with  
her health. But Jade is very brave and 
she’s always very happy and funny. That’s 
why she’s my hero.

My hero
by Paulo

My hero is the 
sportsperson Lionel ‘Leo’ 
Messi. He’s about thirty 
and he’s a footballer. 
Messi is from Argentina 
and he can speak Spanish 
and English. He’s married and he’s got 
three children. He’s got dark hair and he 
isn’t very tall.

Leo Messi is one of the world’s top 
football players. He’s very rich, but he’s 
a very nice person. He’s got a charity for 
children with problems. He’s my hero.

A B

5

32

1

4

5

1

32

4

1 CLASS VOTE  Read the texts quickly. In your 
opinion, are Jade and Lionel heroes?

2 Read the texts again. Answer right, wrong 
or doesn’t say.

1 Jade hasn’t got an easy life. Right
2 Jade isn’t clever.
3 Leo Messi lives in England.
4 He’s got a wife and children.

3 Which things do Karin and Paulo mention in 
their descriptions? 

1 personality 4 appearance
2 nationality/languages 5 age/occupation
3 hobbies 6 family

PARAGRAPH 1
Introduce the person
My hero is my friend …/the singer …

Age/Occupation
She’s thirteen and she’s a student.

Nationality/Languages/Family
He’s from Argentina. 
She can speak three languages.
He’s got two children.

Appearance
She’s tall and slim.
He’s got black hair and brown eyes.

PARAGRAPH 2
Personality
She’s brave/clever/friendly.
He’s a great person.

Writing   A description of a person

2

1

3

4

5
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1.7 WRITING

Lesson learning objective
Students can write a short description of a person.

Lead in: review of greeting people

Put students into groups of four and ask each group to 
choose one student to come to the front of the class. 
Explain that the student at the front is going to play the 
role of a new student in the class, and that the rest of the 
students in the group should greet them, introduce  
themselves and ask how they are. Then tell the ‘new’  
students to join their groups and to have their  
conversations.
When the groups have finished, ask the ‘new’ students if 
they felt that they were greeted nicely and made to feel 
welcome in their new class.

Exercise 1
Check that students understand the meaning of hero and 
di�cult. Elicit that the opposite of di�cult is easy. 
Ask students for opinions about what kinds of people they 
think can be heroes (e.g. sports stars, actors, singers). When 
students open their books, ask them to quickly read the 
two texts to find out why the two people are heroes (Jade is 
a student who is brave despite her problems. Leo Messi is 
a famous footballer.). Then ask students to discuss in pairs 
why they think each person is or isn’t a hero.

Exercise 2
Elicit the answers and the extracts from the text which 
helped students to decide on their answers.

Answers: 
2  Wrong 
3  Doesn’t say  
4  Right

Exercise 3
Tell students that for each topic they choose, they should 
list the related words the writers use in their descriptions  
(e.g. personality: Jade – brave, happy, funny).

Answers:  1, 2, 4, 5

Exercise 4
Discuss the phrases in the Writing box and ask students to 
think of other ideas for each heading. For example:
Introduce the person: My hero is my mum’s friend …
Age/Occupation: She’s forty-five and she’s a politician/ 
businesswoman.
Nationality/Languages/Family: She’s Brazilian. She can 
speak four languages. She’s married with three children.
Appearance: She’s got grey hair, blue eyes and glasses.  
She’s quite tall.
Personality: She’s very clever and hard-working.

Exercise 5
Tell students that one sentence refers to both Jade and 
Lionel, meaning that there is a similarity between them. 
When students have found all the examples, ask what the 
similarity is (They’ve both got dark hair.).
Find the answers marked up in blue on the Students’ page.

Exercise 6
Remind students that we use and to add a second idea or 
fact, and but to contrast di�erent ideas or facts. Point out 
that we don’t use and when we are linking two negative 
facts in a sentence. Instead, we use or (e.g. He can’t dance 
or sing.).

Answers:  
2  He’s got dark hair and (he’s got) brown eyes. 
3  She’s quiet, but she’s very funny. 
4  He’s Italian, but he can’t speak Italian.

Extra activity 

Students work on their own to write six sentences. Three 
sentences should use and and the verbs to be, have got 
and can, and three sentences should use but and the 
same three verbs. When students have finished, they 
should work in pairs to compare their ideas. Invite students 
to read out one of their sentences to the class.

WRITING TIME
Elicit from students that the two descriptions contain two 
paragraphs. The first paragraph gives information about 
the person: their nationality, appearance, family, age,  
abilities, etc. The second paragraph about personality, 
gives reasons why the writer considers the person a hero. 
Encourage students to write similar paragraphs and point 
out the importance of using paragraphs to make their 
writing easier to read. Remind them to use and and but 
in their descriptions. When students have finished, either 
invite some students to read their descriptions or put them 
on display so that students can read each other’s work.

Homework

Units 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 will contain a suggestion for 
homework in preparation for the BBC Culture lesson. This is 
to give students a chance to look up in a dictionary any  
unknown vocabulary and to raise their interest in the  
topic of the lesson.
Tell students to read the text on page 24 of the Students’ 
Book. They should look up any words they don’t know the 
meaning of and translate them into L1.
As an additional task, ask students to write example 
sentences illustrating the meaning of each of these words: 
champion, competition, memory, information, winner.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 13 
• Workbook page 15
• Writing Time pages 157-160
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 9: Unit 1 Lesson 7 Writing – My hero
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1.7 WRITING Write a short description of a person
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5 Study the Language box. Find more examples 
of and and but in the texts.

6 Rewrite the sentences with and or but.

1  She can run. She can’t swim. 
She can run, but she can’t swim.

2  He’s got dark hair. He’s got brown eyes.
3 She’s quiet. She’s very funny.
4 His mother’s Italian. He can’t speak Italian.

My hero
by Karin

My hero is my friend Jade 
Pryce. She’s thirteen years 
old and she’s a student at 
my school. She’s English, but 
her mother is from Spain. 
Jade is short and she’s got 
dark hair.

Life is very difficult for Jade. She’s a good 
student, but she’s got big problems with  
her health. But Jade is very brave and 
she’s always very happy and funny. That’s 
why she’s my hero.

My hero
by Paulo

My hero is the 
sportsperson Lionel ‘Leo’ 
Messi. He’s about thirty 
and he’s a footballer. 
Messi is from Argentina 
and he can speak Spanish 
and English. He’s married and he’s got 
three children. He’s got dark hair and he 
isn’t very tall.

Leo Messi is one of the world’s top 
football players. He’s very rich, but he’s 
a very nice person. He’s got a charity for 
children with problems. He’s my hero.

A B

5

32

1

4

5

1

32

4

1 CLASS VOTE  Read the texts quickly. In your 
opinion, are Jade and Lionel heroes?

2 Read the texts again. Answer right, wrong 
or doesn’t say.

1 Jade hasn’t got an easy life. Right
2 Jade isn’t clever.
3 Leo Messi lives in England.
4 He’s got a wife and children.

3 Which things do Karin and Paulo mention in 
their descriptions? 

1 personality 4 appearance
2 nationality/languages 5 age/occupation
3 hobbies 6 family

PARAGRAPH 1
Introduce the person
My hero is my friend …/the singer …

Age/Occupation
She’s thirteen and she’s a student.

Nationality/Languages/Family
He’s from Argentina. 
She can speak three languages.
He’s got two children.

Appearance
She’s tall and slim.
He’s got black hair and brown eyes.

PARAGRAPH 2
Personality
She’s brave/clever/friendly.
He’s a great person.

Writing   A description of a person

2

1

3

4

5
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Unit 1

VOCABULARY 1.26

Countries and 
nationalities
America/the USA
Argentina
England
France
Germany
Holland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Poland
Scotland
American
Argentinian
Dutch
English
French
German
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Polish
Scottish

Family
aunt
brother
cousin
daughter
father
grandfather/grandpa
grandmother/grandma
husband
mother
sister
son
uncle
wife

Word friends 
(adjectives 
of appearance)
big/blue/brown/dark/green/

small eyes
blonde/brown/dark/grey/

long/red/short hair
old, slim, tall, young

Personality adjectives
brave
clever
friendly
funny
nervous
nice
quiet

Clothes and footwear
Clothes:
dress
hat
jacket
jeans
shirt
shorts 
skirt 
sweater
sweatshirt
T-shirt
tracksuit
trousers
Footwear:
boots
shoes
trainers
Other:
hat
(sun)glasses

Language Summary
GRAMMAR

Possessive ’s

We use the Possessive ’s to talk about our family 
members, names, appearance and possessions.
Ana’s mother is Italian. My father’s car is old. 
Harry’s eyes are blue. My brother’s skateboard is new.

Adverbs of manner

We use adjectives with nouns and adverbs with verbs.
●  We can add -ly to most adjectives to make an 

adverb.
He is quiet. He speaks quietly.

●  Irregular adverbs look the same as adjectives: fast, 
early, hard.
She’s a fast runner. She runs fast.

● The adverb for good is well.

can

+ I/You/He/She/It/We/They can speak English.

– I/You/He/She/It/We/They can’t (cannot) speak 
French.

? Can I/you/he/she/it/we/they dance?
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can.  
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can’t.

have got

+ I/You/We/They’ve got (have got) blue eyes.
He/She/It’s got (has got) blue eyes.

– I/You/We/They haven’t got (have not got) blue 
eyes.
He/She/It hasn’t got (has not got) blue eyes.

? Have I/you/we/they got blue eyes?
Yes, I/you/we/they have. 
No, I/you/we/they haven’t.

Has he/she/it got blue eyes?
Yes, he/she/it has. 
No, he/she/it hasn’t.

22

EXTENSION - Antonyms 
● brave > fearful
● nervous > calm
● nice > unpleasant
● quiet > noisy

My Study Kit Grammar PP. 130-131 Vocabulary P. 148 Pronunciation P. 161
Online 
Area
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Language Summary

Extra activity 

Tell students to find in the Vocabulary section the 
phonemic symbol for i in the words wife and nice (/aɪ/). 
Point out that in short words ending in -e, the letter i is 
almost always pronounced in this way. Explain that without 
the -e, the letter i is usually pronounced /ɪ/. Then write the 
following words on the board in two columns: Column 1: 
white, write, drive, bike, five, mobile, exercise; Column 2: tip, 
pink, six, things, this, film, sit.
Elicit the pronunciation of each word. Elicit that all the 
words in the column on the left have an /aɪ/ sound and all 
the words in the column on the right have an /ɪ/ sound.

Vocabulary extension

Exercise 1
Students work in pairs. Tell them to listen to you and write 
the word that forms a pair with:
1 father
2 sister
3 son
4 husband
5 grandmother
6 uncle

Answers:  1 mother 2 brother 3 daughter  
4 wife 5 grandfather 6 aunt

Exercise 2
Divide the board in half and draw a snowflake on the left 
and a sun shining on the right. Play hangman as a class, 
with the following words writing them in the relevant part of 
the board:
‘Cold weather’ words: jacket, jeans, sweater, sweatshirt, 
tracksuit
‘Hot weather’ words: dress, hat, shorts, skirt, T-shirt

Exercise 3
Students work in pairs. Tell them to say to each other the 
antonyms of the personality adjectives they know and then 
make some sentences.

 1.26 

 Audio also downloadable from the Real World website.

b o o t s
j   k  
j   n s
s  e   e 
s  e  t  h  r 
t r  c   u  

d  e  s
h  
s  o  t 
s k   t
s    l   s  s
T -    r 

Grammar extension

Exercise 1
Put students into pairs and set them the following 
challenge. Tell them they have to interview their partner 
about themselves and produce a summary that includes 
the use of:
•  a possessive ’s
•  have got to describe appearance
•  can/can’t to talk about ability
First, brainstorm on the board questions that students will 
need to ask each other. Elicit:
Have you got blue/brown eyes? What colour is your hair? 
Can you skateboard/play football/dance/sing? etc.
Students then take turns to ask each other questions and 
make notes on their partner’s answers. Ask for volunteers 
to read their summaries to the class. For example; Dani’s 
eyes are brown. He has got blonde hair. He can play rugby.

Exercise 2
Ask students to read the Adverbs of manner grammar 
box. Then, set a time limit of one minute and ask students 
to look back through the unit to find as many adverbs of 
manner as they can and to make a list. Possible answers 
include; quietly, fast, well, quickly, fluently. Ask students 
which ones are the regular adverbs? And to explain why. 
(-ly is added to the adjectives). Then, ask students to work 
in pairs and talk about things they can and can’t do using 
adverbs of manner. For example, I can speak English well.  
I can’t run fast. Ask for volunteers to share some sentences 
about their partner with the class.

Further practice

• Teacher’s Book Grammar Time pages 250-251
• Teacher’s Book Vocabulary Time page 268
• Teacher’s Book Pronunciation Time page 279
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My uncle Mike is 1 (…). He’s from Oregon, in the USA. 
He’s my mother’s 2 (…). He’s a very 3 (…) person, but 
I like him a lot. He’s married. His 4 (…)’s name is Diane. 
She’s an 5 (…) woman from London. She’s an actor and 
she’s very 6 (…). Mike and Diane’s home is in Paris, in 
7 (…). They’ve got three children – two 8 (…), Paul and 
John and one 9 (…), Sally. They’re my favourite 10 (…).

Emily is a 1 f(…) and 
a very 2 n(…) person. 
She’s fourteen years 
3 o(…). She’s short and 
4 s(…). She’s got blue 
5 e(…) and long,  
6 b(…) hair. 
Today she’s got a white 
7 s(…), a blue 8 T-(…), black 
9 s(…) and pink 10 s(…).

(…) and 
(…) person. 

She’s fourteen years 
(…). She’s short and 
(…). She’s got blue 

Today she’s got a white 
(…), black 

(…).

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the text with these words. 

American brother sons cousins daughter
English funny France quiet wife

Revision

2 Complete the description of Emily. 
The first letters are given.

CHECK TIME

I can …
talk about family and nationalities.
use can and adverbs to talk about 
abilities.
find detail in an article about appearance 
and personality.
use have got to talk about possession.
identify detail in a conversation about 
clothes.
greet and introduce people.
write a short description of a person.

Unit 1 23

3 Look at the picture in Exercise 2 and write a 
description of Richie. Write about his personality, 
appearance and clothes.

Richie is a clever and nice person. He’s …

GRAMMAR

4 Order the words to make sentences. Use be and 
the possessive ’s.

1 grandma / grey / hair / my
2 blue / English teacher / eyes / our 
3 best friend / my / name / Paul
4 car / dad / my / very old
5 clothes / cool / my / sister

5 Make sentences about Janey. Use can/can’t, 
and and but.

1 dance well ( ) drive a car ( )
2 speak Spanish ( ) speak Polish ( )
3 swim ( ) fly ( )
4 cook ( ) jump six metres ( )
5 play tennis ( ) play football ( )

6 Complete the sentences with no more than 
TWO words in each gap.

1 I (…) got two grandmas, but I haven’t got 
a big family.

2 She’s got blonde hair, but she (…) got blue 
eyes.

3 He (…) got a cool T-shirt, (…) he hasn’t got 
a football shirt.

4 I’ve got an interesting hobby, but I (…) got 
a pet.

5 We’ve got a computer, (…) we haven’t got 
a laptop.

SPEAKING

7 Complete the dialogue with these words. 
There are two extra words.

go going good know pleased meet this

Betty: Hi Alison. How’s it 1 (…)?
Alison: I’m 2 (…) thanks. 3 (…) is my friend Bob.
Bob: 4 (…) to meet you.
Betty: Nice to 5 (…) you too.

DICTATION

8 1.27 Listen. Then listen again and 
write down what you hear.
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Revision

Exercise 1
 1 American
 2 brother
 3 quiet
 4 wife
 5 English
 6 funny
 7 France
 8 sons
 9 daughter
10 cousins

Exercise 2
 1 friendly
 2 nice
 3 old
 4 slim
 5 blue
 6 hair
 7 skirt
 8 T-shirt
 9 shoes
10 sunglasses

Exercise 3
Possible answer: Richie is a clever and nice person. He’s 
fifteen years old. He’s tall and strong. He’s got short 
blonde hair and blue eyes. Today he’s got blue jeans, white 
trainers, a green T-shirt and a black jacket.

Exercise 4
1 My grandma’s hair is grey.
2 Our English teacher’s eyes are blue.
3 My best friend’s name is Paul.
4 My dad’s car is very old.
5 My sister’s clothes are cool.

Exercise 5
1 Janey can dance well, but she can’t drive a car.
2 Janey can speak Spanish and she can speak Polish.
3 Janey can swim, but she can’t fly.
4  Janey can cook, but she can’t jump six metres.
5  Janey can play tennis and she can play football.

Exercise 6
1 have
2 hasn’t
3 has, but
4 haven’t
5 but

Exercise 7 
1 going
2 good
3 This
4 Pleased
5 meet

Exercise 8  1.27

 1.27 

My brother’s girlfriend is Italian. Her name is Maria. She’s 
twenty-five years old. She’s got big brown eyes. Her hair is short 
and blonde. She’s very nice.

CHECK TIME
Students should work individually on the Revision exercises, 
then check their answers as a class.
Finally, they go through the checklist to find out how well 
or badly they have performed and identify any problems 
within general areas or with concrete items.
Encourage students to be proactive and to re-read and 
study further any weak areas.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 62
• Workbook pages 16-17
• Teacher’s Resource File: 

Resource 10: Unit 1 Vocabulary – Find the letters  
Resource 11: Unit 1 Grammar – Complete the table

• Assessment Package: 
Language and Skills Tests: Unit 1 / /  
Essential Grammar: Unit 1 
Essential Vocabulary: Unit 1
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My uncle Mike is 1 (…). He’s from Oregon, in the USA. 
He’s my mother’s 2 (…). He’s a very 3 (…) person, but 
I like him a lot. He’s married. His 4 (…)’s name is Diane. 
She’s an 5 (…) woman from London. She’s an actor and 
she’s very 6 (…). Mike and Diane’s home is in Paris, in 
7 (…). They’ve got three children – two 8 (…), Paul and 
John and one 9 (…), Sally. They’re my favourite 10 (…).

Emily is a 1 f(…) and 
a very 2 n(…) person. 
She’s fourteen years 
3 o(…). She’s short and 
4 s(…). She’s got blue 
5 e(…) and long,  
6 b(…) hair. 
Today she’s got a white 
7 s(…), a blue 8 T-(…), black 
9 s(…) and pink 10 s(…).

(…) and 
(…) person. 

She’s fourteen years 
(…). She’s short and 
(…). She’s got blue 

Today she’s got a white 
(…), black 

(…).

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the text with these words. 

American brother sons cousins daughter
English funny France quiet wife

Revision

2 Complete the description of Emily. 
The first letters are given.

CHECK TIME

I can …
talk about family and nationalities.
use can and adverbs to talk about 
abilities.
find detail in an article about appearance 
and personality.
use have got to talk about possession.
identify detail in a conversation about 
clothes.
greet and introduce people.
write a short description of a person.

Unit 1 23

3 Look at the picture in Exercise 2 and write a 
description of Richie. Write about his personality, 
appearance and clothes.

Richie is a clever and nice person. He’s …

GRAMMAR

4 Order the words to make sentences. Use be and 
the possessive ’s.

1 grandma / grey / hair / my
2 blue / English teacher / eyes / our 
3 best friend / my / name / Paul
4 car / dad / my / very old
5 clothes / cool / my / sister

5 Make sentences about Janey. Use can/can’t, 
and and but.

1 dance well ( ) drive a car ( )
2 speak Spanish ( ) speak Polish ( )
3 swim ( ) fly ( )
4 cook ( ) jump six metres ( )
5 play tennis ( ) play football ( )

6 Complete the sentences with no more than 
TWO words in each gap.

1 I (…) got two grandmas, but I haven’t got 
a big family.

2 She’s got blonde hair, but she (…) got blue 
eyes.

3 He (…) got a cool T-shirt, (…) he hasn’t got 
a football shirt.

4 I’ve got an interesting hobby, but I (…) got 
a pet.

5 We’ve got a computer, (…) we haven’t got 
a laptop.

SPEAKING

7 Complete the dialogue with these words. 
There are two extra words.

go going good know pleased meet this

Betty: Hi Alison. How’s it 1 (…)?
Alison: I’m 2 (…) thanks. 3 (…) is my friend Bob.
Bob: 4 (…) to meet you.
Betty: Nice to 5 (…) you too.

DICTATION

8 1.27 Listen. Then listen again and 
write down what you hear.
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GLOSSARY
champion (n) a person who is the best at a sport, game, etc.
competition (n) a game or test that people try to win
memory (n) the ability to remember things
information (n) facts or details about something
winner (n) a person that wins a game, competition, etc.

1
234

7

8
910

13 14

15
16

19
20

2122
2526

27

28

5

11
17

23

29
6

12 18

24
30

Some people are very clever and have got 
wonderful memories. But can you learn to 
be a memory champion?

In the UK there’s a memory competition
for children. It’s the National Junior Memory 
Championship. The children’s schools are 
a bit different. They have reading lessons 
and writing lessons, but there are also 
memory lessons!

This year the competition is at London Zoo. 
The children have different tests. They’ve 
got a list of numbers. They’ve got a list of 
words. They’ve got a list of names and 
they’ve got information about London Zoo. 
And they’ve only got five minutes.

Joachim can remember forty-seven words – 
that’s amazing! Iris can remember forty 
names – that’s fantastic too. But the 
winner is Lily-Rose. She can remember 
thirty numbers, thirty-five names and ninety 
percent of the information – Wow!

24

The UK National Junior 
Memory Championship

5

10

15

20

Can you remember 
thirty numbers?

CU
LT
UR
E
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 CULTURE Can you remember thirty numbers?

Lead in: topic introduction

Tell students to keep their Students’ Books closed and put  
them into groups of four. If you set the homework  
suggestion for the unit, ask the groups to discuss any 
vocabulary they found di�cult, and also their example 
sentences if you set the additional task. 
If students haven’t done the homework, ask them to look 
at the glossary on page 24. Students should find the 
sentences that contain the glossary words in the text. 
They should rewrite the sentences using di�erent words or 
phrases that have the same meaning (e.g. But can you 
learn to have the best memory? But can you be the best at 
remembering things?).

 1.4 

Child prodigies
Part 1 
These young people are here in London for an important 
competition. They’re violin players. They’re all very young and 
very good. They come from di�erent countries – from the USA, 
from Japan, from Germany and many more. Samuel Tan is only 
eleven years old. He’s from Singapore and he’s got lots of prizes 
from competitions. Can he win this competition? Maybe he 
can. Juliette Russe is English – from London – and she’s nervous.  
She thinks playing the violin is hard work. This competition is 
di�cult. There are lots of great players. It’s called The Yehudi 
Menuhin Competition. This year it’s the famous violinist’s one 
hundredth birthday! Good luck, everyone. Great music and a 
great view of London!

 1.5 

Part 2
This is Anushka with her family. They’re very proud. Anushka’s 
got the results of a di�cult test. Now she’s in a special club. It’s 
called Mensa and it’s a club for very, very clever people. 
Anushka is only eleven, but she got top marks. Anushka can do 
lots of things. She’s got a wonderful memory. She can answer 
very hard questions. She can play the violin. But her favourite 
hobbies are reading and writing stories. She’s got a blog and 
maybe one day she can be a writer. It’s her dream job.
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EXPLORE

Name: (…) 

Age: (…) 

Name of club: (…) 

Hobbies: (…) 

Dream job: (…) 

EXPLORE MORE

3 You are going to watch part of a BBC 
programme about clever children. 
Read about the programme. Can you 
remember any famous clever children 
from the past?

Child prodigies
There are many famous child prodigies: Mozart 
(Music), Pascale (Maths), Adita Andre (Art), etc. 
In this series, we can learn about some child 
prodigies of today.

PROJECT TIME
Task   In groups, write a fact file about a 
famous child prodigy. 

A CHOOSE. Choose one of these ideas 
or an idea of your own.

Akrit Jaswal      Autumn de Forest
Elaina Smith    Keith O’Dell Jr. 
Taylor Ramon Wilson

B RESEARCH. Use these headings. 

Name: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

NATIONALITY: 

FAMOUS FOR:

• Make notes
• Find images

C WRITE. Write the fact file.

• Choose a format: word processor, 
slide presentation or paper.

• Include links or images.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Practise presenting your fact file. 
Use the Useful language.

Our prodigy’s name is ...
Her/His date of birth is ...
She/He is from ...
He/She is a famous artist/sportsperson/

scientist/surgeon ...
Here are some images and links.

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Present your fact file to the class or 
post it online.

1 Look at the numbers on page 24 for 30 
seconds. Then close the book and write 
down as many as you can.

2 Read the article. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say. Correct the false sentences.

1 The competition is in the USA. Wrong. 
The competition is in the UK.

2 The children can do memory lessons 
at school.

3 The competition is at a school.
4 There are two tests in the competition.
5 Lily-Rose always wins.

4 1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video. What 
is it about?

a a famous place in London
b a famous violinist called Yehudi Menuhin
c a competition for young violin players

5 1.4 Watch again. Write the 
countries you hear about in the video.

England France Germany
Japan Spain Singapore
the USA

6 Complete the sentences with no more 
than TWO words in each gap.

1 Samuel Tan is (…) years old.
2 For Juliet, playing the violin is (…).
3 This year is Yehudi Menuhin’s (…) 

birthday.

7 1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Complete the fact file about the girl.
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Exercise 1
Give students 30 seconds to look at the numbers in the 
picture on page 24. Then tell them to close their books. 
Elicit the di�erent numbers from the picture and write them 
on the board. When nobody in the class can remember 
any more numbers, count how many numbers were 
remembered in total. Explain that this lesson is going to be 
looking at memory/remembering. 

Exercise 2
Tell students to work on their own to read the text carefully, 
without looking at the questions. When they have finished, 
tell them to cover the text and to work in pairs or groups 
of three. The pairs/groups should read the sentences and 
discuss what they can remember from reading the text. 
While they are discussing, they shouldn’t look at the text. 
When they have discussed all the sentences, if there are 
any questions they weren’t sure about, allow them to read 
the text once more to find the missing information.

Answers:  
2  right  
3  wrong (It’s at London Zoo.)  
4  wrong (The children have di�erent tests.)  
5  doesn’t say

Extra activity 

Individually students write a list of fifteen English words. 
Give students a time limit to do this so that they don’t 
spend too long on it. Put students into pairs and tell them 
to study each other’s lists for three minutes and try to 
remember their partner’s words. When they have finished 
memorising their partner’s list, tell them to write down the 
words on a piece of paper (otherwise, if they take turns to 
say the words, the student who goes second will be at a 
disadvantage).
Find out who in the class remembered the most words and 
discuss with students what they think might be involved 
in a memory lesson (e.g. practise of memorising things, 
techniques to remember things more easily).

Exercise 3
After reading the programme’s advert talk about the three 
child prodigies mentioned and what students know about 
them.

Background notes /
Aelita Andre (2007–) Australia. Andre is an abstract artist 
and her first solo show in New York took place when she was 
just four years old.

Blaise Pascale (1623–1662) France. Pascale started work 
on ‘calculating machines’ while in his teens and is credited as 
one of the inventors of the calculator.

Clara Schumann (1819–1896) Germany. Schumann was 
one of the greatest pianists of her time and was a child 
prodigy, setting o� on her first concert tour when she was just 
11 years old.

Pablo Picasso (1881–1973) Spain. Undoubtedly, one of the 
key artists of the 20th century, Picasso showed outstanding 
talent from an early age.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) Austria. 
World-famous as one of the most talented composers who 
has ever lived, at the age of five Mozart was already  
performing to royalty all over Europe.

Exercise 4  1.4 
Start the video and then immediately pause it. Ask  
students if they know where the people in the video are  
(on the London Eye in central London). 
Elicit the correct answer to the question, and ask students 
why they think the other two options are wrong (a: The 
London Eye is famous, but the narrator doesn’t even 
mention its name, so this can’t be what the video is about. 
b: The competition is named after Yehudi Menuhin, but the 
narrator doesn’t mention any details about his life except 
for the fact that he was a famous violinist and he was born 
100 years ago.).

Answer: c

Exercise 5  1.4 
Before you play the video again, tell students to read 
through the list and identify any countries they remember 
are mentioned in the video.

Answers:  England, Germany, Japan, Singapore, the USA

Exercise 6
Ask students to complete the sentences. If necessary, play 
the video again for them to check/complete their answers.

Answers:  1 eleven/11 2 hard work 3 one hundredth 

Exercise 7  1.5 
Play the video twice. When you play the video for the first 
time, tell students that they should listen carefully and not 
write anything down. Elicit anything students can remember, 
and spell Anushka’s name out or write it on the board to 
check students have the correct spelling. Play the video a 
second time so that students can check the answers and 
complete the fact file.

Answers: 
Name: Anushka Age: eleven/11 Name of club: MENSA 
Hobbies: violin, reading and writing stories Dream job: writer

PROJECT TIME
Discuss with students how to write a fact file. Explain that 
they must not copy large chunks of text from the internet 
or use online translation programmes. The language in 
their fact files should be simple and written in the form of a 
profile, as has been done in Exercise 6. 
If students want to include any new vocabulary that other 
students might not know, they can either provide a  
translation or give a definition or a visual clue.

Further practice

• Teacher’s Resource File: 
Resource 12: Unit 1 Culture – What’s missing? 
Resource 13: Unit 1 Culture – Multinational families
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EXPLORE

Name: (…) 

Age: (…) 

Name of club: (…) 

Hobbies: (…) 

Dream job: (…) 

EXPLORE MORE

3 You are going to watch part of a BBC 
programme about clever children. 
Read about the programme. Can you 
remember any famous clever children 
from the past?

Child prodigies
There are many famous child prodigies: Mozart 
(Music), Pascale (Maths), Adita Andre (Art), etc. 
In this series, we can learn about some child 
prodigies of today.

PROJECT TIME
Task   In groups, write a fact file about a 
famous child prodigy. 

A CHOOSE. Choose one of these ideas 
or an idea of your own.

Akrit Jaswal      Autumn de Forest
Elaina Smith    Keith O’Dell Jr. 
Taylor Ramon Wilson

B RESEARCH. Use these headings. 

Name: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

NATIONALITY: 

FAMOUS FOR:

• Make notes
• Find images

C WRITE. Write the fact file.

• Choose a format: word processor, 
slide presentation or paper.

• Include links or images.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Practise presenting your fact file. 
Use the Useful language.

Our prodigy’s name is ...
Her/His date of birth is ...
She/He is from ...
He/She is a famous artist/sportsperson/

scientist/surgeon ...
Here are some images and links.

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Present your fact file to the class or 
post it online.

1 Look at the numbers on page 24 for 30 
seconds. Then close the book and write 
down as many as you can.

2 Read the article. Answer right, wrong
or doesn’t say. Correct the false sentences.

1 The competition is in the USA. Wrong. 
The competition is in the UK.

2 The children can do memory lessons 
at school.

3 The competition is at a school.
4 There are two tests in the competition.
5 Lily-Rose always wins.

4 1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video. What 
is it about?

a a famous place in London
b a famous violinist called Yehudi Menuhin
c a competition for young violin players

5 1.4 Watch again. Write the 
countries you hear about in the video.

England France Germany
Japan Spain Singapore
the USA

6 Complete the sentences with no more 
than TWO words in each gap.

1 Samuel Tan is (…) years old.
2 For Juliet, playing the violin is (…).
3 This year is Yehudi Menuhin’s (…) 

birthday.

7 1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Complete the fact file about the girl.
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sofia: Hi, 0 How / Who are you?

Tomás: I’m 1 nice / fine, thanks.

Sofia: 2 This / Here is my friend, Rafaela.

Tomás: Hi Rafaela, 3 I / I’m Tomás.

Rafaela: 4 Pleased / Thanks to meet you, Tomás.

Tomás: Good to meet you 5 lots / too, Rafaela.

Sofia:  Tomás lives near me. We 6 have got / do the 

same interests – music and football.

Rafaela:  Oh, I really like music. 7 Can / Does you play a 

musical instrument?

Tomás:  No, I 8 don’t / can’t, but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9 later / late, Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10 Excuse me / Bye!

     /10

WRITING

7 Replace the words and expressions in the text with a 
suitable option from the box.

and a student big house but dark hair 
England fifteen years Scottish small  
so tall two sisters

My Best Friend
My best friend is James Wallace. He’s  
0 (six years) �fteen years old and lives in 
1 (Germany)                                                 ,  

but his mum and dad are both  
2 (Polish)                                                 .

He’s 3 (a teacher)                                                

at the same school as me. He’s very clever and 

very good at most subjects.

He’s got 4 (grey hair)                                                

and it’s quite long – longer than mine.  

His eyes are brown like mine,  
5 (and)                                         mine are big and his 

are quite 6 (little)                                   .  

We look funny together because he’s  
7 (so fat)                                                  and I’m very 

short!

He lives in a 8 (small flat)                                                

not too far from my flat. He’s got 9 (three brothers)  

                                                 and two cats.

He’s a friendly person 10 (but)                                                  

he is very funny, too. That’s why he’s my best friend!

     /10

     /50

© Pearson Educación, S.A., 2020 • PHOTOCOPIABLE 10 Real World 1 • Language Test

Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Choose the correct option for each heading.

eyes hair body personality

0 big / tall 2 dark / tall 4 fat / grey 6 nice / old

1  blonde / 
blue

3 slim / long 5 tall / brave 7  young / 
nervous

     /7

2 Complete the missing letters in the definitions.

0 Someone who comes from France is F r e n c h.

1 My mum’s mother is my g r         d         t h     r.

2 If I get married, the man I marry is my 

h     s     a     d.

3 When it is bright outside, you wear  

s     n     l     s         s to cover your eyes.

4 My aunt’s and uncle’s children are my 

c     u     i     s.

5 If you come from Ireland, you’re I     i     h.

6 Someone who is Dutch is from the   

N     t         r         n     s.

7 Two children, a boy and a girl, with the same mum 

and dad are b r         h     r and sister.

8 You wear t     a     n     r s on your feet and you use 

them for sport.

     /8

GRAMMAR

3 Order the words to make sentences with can and 
can’t. The sentences can be a�rmative (+), negative 
(-) or interrogative (?).

0 you / can / swim / (?) 

Can you swim?
1 dance / can / My dad (+) 

                                                                                                               

2 can’t / Hans / speak Japanese (-) 

                                                                                                                  

3 Danielle / can / drive a car (?) 

                                                                                                               

4  jump four metres / Tom and Lisa / can (+) 

                                                                                                               

5 can’t / Maria / stay underwater for two minutes (-) 

                                                                                                               

     /5

4 Read the sentences. Is the apostrophe (’) in the 
correct place? Put a tick (✓) or a cross (✗).

0 I like Mateo's hair.  ✓ 

1 Isabella's eyes are blue.       

2 My parent’s birthdays are in February.       

3 The childrens’ names are Ethan and Mia.       

4 Charles’s face is very pink!       

     /4

5 Complete the dialogues with have, has, haven’t  
or hasn’t.

0 ― 0 Have you got a car? 

― Yes, I 00 have.

1 ― 1                    Miguel got a big sister? 

― No, he 2                   .

2 ― 3                   Valentina and Sara got any brothers? 

― No, they 4                   .

3 ― 5                    we got any homework tonight? 

― Yes, we 6                   !

     /6
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sofia: Hi, 0 How / Who are you?

Tomás: I’m 1 nice / fine, thanks.

Sofia: 2 This / Here is my friend, Rafaela.

Tomás: Hi Rafaela, 3 I / I’m Tomás.

Rafaela: 4 Pleased / Thanks to meet you, Tomás.

Tomás: Good to meet you 5 lots / too, Rafaela.

Sofia:  Tomás lives near me. We 6 have got / do the 

same interests – music and football.

Rafaela:  Oh, I really like music. 7 Can / Does you play a 

musical instrument?

Tomás:  No, I 8 don’t / can’t, but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9 later / late, Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10 Excuse me / Bye!

     /10

WRITING

7 Replace the words and expressions in the text with a 
suitable option from the box.

and a student big house but dark hair 
England fifteen years Scottish small  
so tall two sisters

My Best Friend
My best friend is James Wallace. He’s  
0 (six years) �fteen years old and lives in 
1 (Germany)                                                 ,  

but his mum and dad are both  
2 (Polish)                                                 .

He’s 3 (a teacher)                                                

at the same school as me. He’s very clever and 

very good at most subjects.

He’s got 4 (grey hair)                                                

and it’s quite long – longer than mine.  

His eyes are brown like mine,  
5 (and)                                         mine are big and his 

are quite 6 (little)                                   .  

We look funny together because he’s  
7 (so fat)                                                  and I’m very 

short!

He lives in a 8 (small flat)                                                

not too far from my flat. He’s got 9 (three brothers)  

                                                 and two cats.

He’s a friendly person 10 (but)                                                  

he is very funny, too. That’s why he’s my best friend!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Choose the correct option for each heading.

eyes hair body personality

0 big / tall 2 dark / tall 4 fat / grey 6 nice / old

1  blonde / 
blue

3 slim / long 5 tall / brave 7  young / 
nervous

     /7

2 Complete the missing letters in the definitions.

0 Someone who comes from France is F r e n c h.

1 My mum’s mother is my g r         d         t h     r.

2 If I get married, the man I marry is my 

h     s     a     d.

3 When it is bright outside, you wear  

s     n     l     s         s to cover your eyes.

4 My aunt’s and uncle’s children are my 

c     u     i     s.

5 If you come from Ireland, you’re I     i     h.

6 Someone who is Dutch is from the   

N     t         r         n     s.

7 Two children, a boy and a girl, with the same mum 

and dad are b r         h     r and sister.

8 You wear t     a     n     r s on your feet and you use 

them for sport.

     /8

GRAMMAR

3 Order the words to make sentences with can and 
can’t. The sentences can be a�rmative (+), negative 
(-) or interrogative (?).

0 you / can / swim / (?) 

Can you swim?
1 dance / can / My dad (+) 

                                                                                                               

2 can’t / Hans / speak Japanese (-) 

                                                                                                                  

3 Danielle / can / drive a car (?) 

                                                                                                               

4  jump four metres / Tom and Lisa / can (+) 

                                                                                                               

5 can’t / Maria / stay underwater for two minutes (-) 

                                                                                                               

     /5

4 Read the sentences. Is the apostrophe (’) in the 
correct place? Put a tick (✓) or a cross (✗).

0 I like Mateo's hair.  ✓ 

1 Isabella's eyes are blue.       

2 My parent’s birthdays are in February.       

3 The childrens’ names are Ethan and Mia.       

4 Charles’s face is very pink!       

     /4

5 Complete the dialogues with have, has, haven’t  
or hasn’t.

0 ― 0 Have you got a car? 

― Yes, I 00 have.

1 ― 1                    Miguel got a big sister? 

― No, he 2                   .

2 ― 3                   Valentina and Sara got any brothers? 

― No, they 4                   .

3 ― 5                    we got any homework tonight? 

― Yes, we 6                   !

     /6
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sofia: Hi! 0 ___ are you?

Tomás: I’m 1 ___, thanks.

Sofia: 2 ___is my friend, Rafaela.

Tomás: Hi Rafaela, 3 ___Tomás.

Rafaela: 4 ___to meet you, Tomás.

Tomás: Good to meet you 5 ___, Rafaela.

Sofia:  Tomás lives near me. We 6 ___the same interests 

– music and football.

Rafaela:  Oh, I really like music. 7 ___you play a musical 

instrument?

Tomás: No, I 8 ___, but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9 ___, Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10 ___!

0 A What B Who C How

1 A fine B going C nice

2 A That B This C Here

3 A I B my name C I’m

4 A Pleased B Well C Thanks

5 A lots B now C too

6 A has got B have got C has

7 A Can B Does C Have

8 A won’t B can’t C ’m not

9 A later B late C latest

10 A Sorry B Excuse me C Bye

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There is one extra word or expression.

and a student big house but dark hair 
England fifteen years Scottish small  
so tall sweatshirt two sisters

My Best Friend
My best friend is James Wallace. He’s 
0 �fteen years old and lives in 
1                                                          , but his mum 

and dad are both 2                                                       .

He’s 3                                                           at the same 

school as me. He’s very clever and very good at 

most subjects.

He’s got 4                                                           and it’s 

quite long – longer than mine. His eyes are brown 

like mine, 5                                                           mine 

are big and his are quite 
6                                                          . We look funny 

together because he’s 
7                                                           and I’m very 

short!

He lives in a 8                                                           not 

too far from my flat. He’s got 
9                                                           and one brother.

He’s a friendly person 10                                               

he is very funny, too. That’s why he’s my best friend!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the table with these words.

big blonde green long nice quiet  
slim tall

eyes hair body personality

0 big 2                      4                      6                         

1                     3                      5                     7                         

     /7

2 Complete the definitions. The first letter of each 
word is given.

0 Someone who comes from France is French.

1 My mum’s mother is my g                                          .

2 If I get married, the man I marry is my 

h                                       .

3 When it is bright outside, you wear s                                     

to cover your eyes.

4 My aunt’s and uncle’s children are my 

c                                       .

5 If you come from Ireland, you’re I                                .

6 Someone who is Dutch is from the  

N                                .

7 Two children, a boy and a girl, with the same mum 

and dad are b                                  and sister.

8 You wear t                                  on your feet and you 

use them for sport.

     /8

GRAMMAR

3 Write sentences with can and can’t using the 
prompts. The sentences can be positive (+), 
negative (-) or interrogative (?).

0 you / swim (?) 

Can you swim?
1 My dad / dance. (+) 

                                                                                                               

2 Hans / speak Japanese. (-) 

                                                                                                                  

3 Danielle / drive a car (?) 

                                                                                                               

4 Tom and Lisa / jump four metres. (+) 

                                                                                                               

5 Maria / stay underwater for two minutes. (-) 

                                                                                                               

     /5

4 Write s’ or ’s after the underlined word.

0 I like Mateo's hair.

1 Isabella       eyes are blue.

2 My parent       birthdays are in February.

3 The children       names are Ethan and Mia.

4 Charles       face is very pink!

     /4

5 Complete the dialogues with have, has, haven’t, 
hasn’t or got.

0 ― 0 Have you 00 got a car? 

― Yes, I 000 have.

1 ― 1                        Miguel 2                        a big sister? 

― No, he 3                       .

2 ― 4                        Valentina and Sara 5                        

any brothers? 

― No, they 6                       .

     /6
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sofia: Hi! 0 ___ are you?

Tomás: I’m 1 ___, thanks.

Sofia: 2 ___is my friend, Rafaela.

Tomás: Hi Rafaela, 3 ___Tomás.

Rafaela: 4 ___to meet you, Tomás.

Tomás: Good to meet you 5 ___, Rafaela.

Sofia:  Tomás lives near me. We 6 ___the same interests 

– music and football.

Rafaela:  Oh, I really like music. 7 ___you play a musical 

instrument?

Tomás: No, I 8 ___, but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9 ___, Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10 ___!

0 A What B Who C How

1 A fine B going C nice

2 A That B This C Here

3 A I B my name C I’m

4 A Pleased B Well C Thanks

5 A lots B now C too

6 A has got B have got C has

7 A Can B Does C Have

8 A won’t B can’t C ’m not

9 A later B late C latest

10 A Sorry B Excuse me C Bye

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There is one extra word or expression.

and a student big house but dark hair 
England fifteen years Scottish small  
so tall sweatshirt two sisters

My Best Friend
My best friend is James Wallace. He’s 
0 �fteen years old and lives in 
1                                                          , but his mum 

and dad are both 2                                                       .

He’s 3                                                           at the same 

school as me. He’s very clever and very good at 

most subjects.

He’s got 4                                                           and it’s 

quite long – longer than mine. His eyes are brown 

like mine, 5                                                           mine 

are big and his are quite 
6                                                          . We look funny 

together because he’s 
7                                                           and I’m very 

short!

He lives in a 8                                                           not 

too far from my flat. He’s got 
9                                                           and one brother.

He’s a friendly person 10                                               

he is very funny, too. That’s why he’s my best friend!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the table with these words.

big blonde green long nice quiet  
slim tall

eyes hair body personality

0 big 2                      4                      6                         

1                     3                      5                     7                         

     /7

2 Complete the definitions. The first letter of each 
word is given.

0 Someone who comes from France is French.

1 My mum’s mother is my g                                          .

2 If I get married, the man I marry is my 

h                                       .

3 When it is bright outside, you wear s                                     

to cover your eyes.

4 My aunt’s and uncle’s children are my 

c                                       .

5 If you come from Ireland, you’re I                                .

6 Someone who is Dutch is from the  

N                                .

7 Two children, a boy and a girl, with the same mum 

and dad are b                                  and sister.

8 You wear t                                  on your feet and you 

use them for sport.

     /8

GRAMMAR

3 Write sentences with can and can’t using the 
prompts. The sentences can be positive (+), 
negative (-) or interrogative (?).

0 you / swim (?) 

Can you swim?
1 My dad / dance. (+) 

                                                                                                               

2 Hans / speak Japanese. (-) 

                                                                                                                  

3 Danielle / drive a car (?) 

                                                                                                               

4 Tom and Lisa / jump four metres. (+) 

                                                                                                               

5 Maria / stay underwater for two minutes. (-) 

                                                                                                               

     /5

4 Write s’ or ’s after the underlined word.

0 I like Mateo's hair.

1 Isabella       eyes are blue.

2 My parent       birthdays are in February.

3 The children       names are Ethan and Mia.

4 Charles       face is very pink!

     /4

5 Complete the dialogues with have, has, haven’t, 
hasn’t or got.

0 ― 0 Have you 00 got a car? 

― Yes, I 000 have.

1 ― 1                        Miguel 2                        a big sister? 

― No, he 3                       .

2 ― 4                        Valentina and Sara 5                        

any brothers? 

― No, they 6                       .

     /6
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space.

Sofia: Hi, 0 How are you?

Tomás: I’m 1                    , thanks.

Sofia: 2                    is my friend, Rafaela.

Tomás: Hi Rafaela, 3                    Tomás.

Rafaela: 4                    to meet you, Tomás.

Tomás: Good to meet you 5                   , Rafaela.

Sofia:  Tomás lives near me. We 6                    got the 

same interests – music and football.

Rafaela:  Oh, I really like music. 7                    you play a 

musical instrument?

Tomás: No, I 8                   , but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9                   , Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10                   !

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with a maximum of TWO words in 
each space. There may be more than one answer.

My Best Friend
My best friend is Gregor Wallace. He’s 
0 �fteen years old – it’s his sixteenth birthday next 

week. He lives in 
1                                              , right in the middle of 

the capital, London, 2                                        his 

mum and dad are both Scottish.

He’s 3                                                               at the 

same school as me. Physically, we’re very di�erent; 

in fact, we’re almost the complete opposite! He’s 

got 4                                                                       and 

it’s quite wavy, whereas mine is short  

and straight.  

His 5                                                                brown, like 

mine, but mine are big and his are quite 
6                                                          . We look funny 

together because he’s so  
7                                                                                 I’m 

so short!

He lives in a 8                                                              , 

with five bedrooms and a big garden around it. 

It isn’t too far from my family’s flat. He’s got one 

brother and 
9                                                                           - their 

names are Lisa and Sandra.

He’s a 10                                                                           

person, ―he talks to everyone! He’s also very funny, 

too. That’s why he’s my best friend!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.

0 She’s tall and s l i m, so she can wear any clothes 

and she’ll look good.

1 He isn’t scared of anything. He’s really                    .

2 She cut her hair last week. Now it’s very                    .

3 His eyes are so                    , you can hardly see 

them.

4 She’s always making me laugh. She’s so                    .

5 They are both really                        . In fact, they’re 

the most intelligent students in the school.

6 My grandmother used to have black hair, but now 

it’s                .

7 When you’re eighty, someone who is forty is still 

quite                    !

     /7

2 Complete the definitions.

0 Someone who comes from France is French.

1 My mum’s mother is my                                           .

2 If I get married, the man I marry is  

my                                           .

3 When it is bright outside, you wear                                         

to cover your eyes.

4 My aunt’s and uncle’s children are  

my                                           .

5 If you come from Ireland,  

you’re                                        .

6 Someone who is Dutch is from the  

                                    .

7 Two children, a boy and a girl, with the same mum 

and dad are                                               and sister.

8 You wear                                                  on your feet 

and you use them for sport.

     /8

GRAMMAR

3 Complete the conversation with THREE words. One 
of these must be can or can’t.

A: 0 Can your parents speak any foreign languages?

B: Yes, my mother 1                                                     

fluently, because she’s from the Netherlands, 

originally.

A: And what about your father? 2                                                  

Dutch, too?

B: 3                                              . He’s learned it from my 

mum.

A: And what about you? Can you speak it?

B: 4                                              . I’m not very good at 

languages!

A: Well, you 5                                               mother to 

teach you Dutch, then at least you’ll speak one 

other language well!

     /5

4 Rewrite the sentences with the correct form of the 
possessive ‘s.

0 I like the hair of Mateo.

 I like Mateo's hair.
1 The eyes of Isabella are blue.

                                                                                                             

2 The birthdays of my parents are in February.

                                                                                                             

3 The names of the children are Ethan and Mia.

                                                                                                             

4 The face of Charles is very pink!

                                                                                                             

     /4

5 Complete the dialogues with the correct form of 
have (got).

0 ― 0 Have you 00 got a car? 

― Yes, I 000 have.

1 ― 1                    Miguel 2                    a big sister? 

― No, he 3                   .

2 ―  4                    Valentina and Sara 5                    any 

brothers?

 ― No, they 6                   .

     /6
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Language Test: Unit 1

SPEAKING

6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space.
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Tomás: No, I 8                   , but I want to learn the guitar.

Sofia:  Anyway, we’ve got to go now. See you 
9                   , Tomás.

Tomás: Oh … err … , yes. 10                   !
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possessive ‘s.

0 I like the hair of Mateo.
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5 Complete the dialogues with the correct form of 
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Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the magazine article. Choose the correct 
option to complete the sentences.

0 Johnny Depp works as an actor / artist.

1 Johnny Depp lives in Los Angeles / France now.

2 He is slim but not very friendly / tall.

3 Jack Sparrow’s hair is black / brown.

4 Edward Scissorhands is not very nervous / brave.

5 Edward Scissorhands has got a white / brown face.

6 The Mad Hatter is from America / Scotland.

     /6

     /20

B
The different faces of Johnny Depp

Johnny Depp is an actor from Kentucky, 
USA. His home is now in Los Angeles, 
USA, but for many years he lived in 

France.
He is nice, slim, but not tall (1.78 m). His 
eyes and his hair are dark brown. But 
Johnny can look very different in �lms.
In Pirates of the Caribbean, Johnny is Jack 
Sparrow and has got very long, dirty brown 
hair. He wears a white shirt and black 
jacket.
In Edward Scissorhands, he plays Edward 
and has got a white face, brown eyes and 
long, black hair. He can cut lots of things 
with his �ngers! He is very nervous, and 
not brave at all, and is not very friendly  
to people.
In Alice in Wonderland, Johnny is The Mad 
Hatter. He hasn’t got brown eyes and 
brown hair, but has got green eyes and 
orange hair. Also, he is not American, but 
Scottish.
So Johnny has got a lot of experience of 
changing his appearance!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and complete the sentences with these 
words. There are two extra words.

blue boots City English fashion 
German green market sixteen student

0 Barry puts videos about fashion on the internet.

1 Martin is wearing                                        jeans.

2 Dora’s boots are                                         .

3 Dora is                                            years old.

4 Barry’s channel is called                                 Fashion.

5 Samson’s sweater is from the                                      .

6 Samson is a                                         .

7 Evie’s dress is                                         .

     /7
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to people.
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LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and complete the sentences with these 
words. There are two extra words.

blue boots City English fashion 
German green market sixteen student

0 Barry puts videos about fashion on the internet.

1 Martin is wearing                                        jeans.

2 Dora’s boots are                                         .

3 Dora is                                            years old.
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Name:                                                  
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Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the magazine article and choose the correct 
option.

1 Johnny Depp’s home is in …

 A France.

 B Kentucky.

 C Los Angeles.

2 Johnny is …

 A tall.

 B slim.

 C quiet.

3 Jack Sparrow’s hair is …

 A brown.

 B white.

 C black.

4 Edward Scissorhands is …

 A friendly.

 B brave.

 C nervous.

5 Edward Scissorhands has got the same colour …

 A eyes as Johnny.

 B hair as Johnny.

 C skin as Johnny.

6 The Mad Hatter …

 A has got orange eyes and green hair.

 B has got orange hair and is American.

 C has got green eyes and is Scottish.

     /6

     /20

B
The different faces of Johnny Depp

Johnny Depp is an actor from Kentucky, 
USA. His home is now in Los Angeles, 
USA, after many years of living in 

France.
He is nice, slim, but not tall (1.78 m). His 
eyes and his hair are dark brown. But 
Johnny can change his appearance in �lms.
In Pirates of the Caribbean, Johnny is Jack 
Sparrow and has got very long, dirty brown 
hair. He wears a white shirt and black 
jacket.
In Edward Scissorhands, he plays Edward 
and has got a white face (unlike Johnny’s 
tan face), brown eyes, long, dirty, black 
hair and he can cut lots of things with his 
�ngers (but he can’t pick things up very 
well!). He is very nervous, and not brave  
at all, and is not friendly to people.
In Alice in Wonderland, Johnny is The Mad 
Hatter. He hasn’t got brown eyes and 
brown hair, but has got green eyes and 
bright orange hair.  He is not American  
like Johnny, but Scottish.
So Johnny has got a lot of experience of 
changing his appearance!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and answer right (✓) or wrong (✗). Correct 
the sentences that are incorrect.

✓ ✗

1 Barry puts videos about fashion 
on the internet.

                         

2 Martin is wearing blue jeans.                         

3 Dora’s boots are American.                         

4 Dora is sixteen.                         

5 Samson’s sweater is from the 
supermarket.

                        

6 Samson is a student.                         

7 Evie’s dress is German.                         

     /7
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Skills Test: Unit 1
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eyes and his hair are dark brown. But 
Johnny can change his appearance in �lms.
In Pirates of the Caribbean, Johnny is Jack 
Sparrow and has got very long, dirty brown 
hair. He wears a white shirt and black 
jacket.
In Edward Scissorhands, he plays Edward 
and has got a white face (unlike Johnny’s 
tan face), brown eyes, long, dirty, black 
hair and he can cut lots of things with his 
�ngers (but he can’t pick things up very 
well!). He is very nervous, and not brave  
at all, and is not friendly to people.
In Alice in Wonderland, Johnny is The Mad 
Hatter. He hasn’t got brown eyes and 
brown hair, but has got green eyes and 
bright orange hair.  He is not American  
like Johnny, but Scottish.
So Johnny has got a lot of experience of 
changing his appearance!
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Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.
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LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and answer right (✓) or wrong (✗). Correct 
the sentences that are incorrect.

✓ ✗

1 Barry puts videos about fashion 
on the internet.
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5 Samson’s sweater is from the 
supermarket.
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the magazine article and answer the 
questions.

1 Where does Johnny Depp live at the moment?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

2 What does the text say about Johnny Depp’s 

height?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

3 In which way does Jack Sparrow look similar to 

Johnny in normal life?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

4 What is the name of Johnny Depp’s character in 

the second film mentioned?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

5 What three words describe Edward Scissorhands’ 

personality or character?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

6 Which two aspects of Johnny Depp’s appearance 

in Alice in Wonderland are di�erent from the way 

he usually looks?

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                      

     /6

     /20

B
The different faces of Johnny Depp

Johnny Depp is an actor from Kentucky, 
USA. His home is now in Los Angeles, 
USA, after many years of living in 

France.
He is nice, slim, but not tall (1.78 m). His 
eyes and his hair are dark brown. But 
Johnny’s appearance can vary widely 
between one �lm and another.
Take, for example, Pirates of the Caribbean, 
where Johnny plays Jack Sparrow. In this 
�lm, he is very untidy and has got very 
long, dirty, dark brown hair. He wears a 
white shirt and a black jacket –or is it a 
coat?
Then there’s Edward Scissorhands, in  
which he plays the title role. In this �lm he 
has got a white face, unlike Johnny’s real 
face, which is normally tan. As Edward, 
he has got brown eyes, long, dirty, black 
hair and he can cut lots of things with his 
�ngers (but he can’t pick things up very 
well!). He is very nervous, and not brave  
at all, and is not friendly to people.
In Alice in Wonderland, Johnny is The Mad 
Hatter. Here, his brown eyes and hair are 
replaced with green eyes and bright orange 
hair. He is not American like Johnny, but 
Scottish.
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Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.
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LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and complete the sentences with ONE word 
in each space.

1 Martin is wearing                                      jeans.

2 Dora’s fantastic boots are                                        .

3 Dora is                                         years old.

4 Barry’s channel is called                                Fashion.

5 Samson’s sweater is from the                                      .

6 Samson is a                                        .

7 Evie’s beautiful dress is                                        .

     /7
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long, dirty, dark brown hair. He wears a 
white shirt and a black jacket –or is it a 
coat?
Then there’s Edward Scissorhands, in  
which he plays the title role. In this �lm he 
has got a white face, unlike Johnny’s real 
face, which is normally tan. As Edward, 
he has got brown eyes, long, dirty, black 
hair and he can cut lots of things with his 
�ngers (but he can’t pick things up very 
well!). He is very nervous, and not brave  
at all, and is not friendly to people.
In Alice in Wonderland, Johnny is The Mad 
Hatter. Here, his brown eyes and hair are 
replaced with green eyes and bright orange 
hair. He is not American like Johnny, but 
Scottish.
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hear, including the punctuation.
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LISTENING

2  03 Listen to four short interviews about 
fashion and complete the sentences with ONE word 
in each space.
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Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2 

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sam: Have you got 0 some / any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1 one / some in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2 Do / Can I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3 fine / course.

Sam:  4 Are / Is there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5 they / it ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6 have / has your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Read the text. Choose the correct option.

The lunches at school 0 aren’t / isn’t very good, in fact 

they’re horrible! There’s always 1 a lot / a lots of salt 

and not 2 more / much pepper in the food! Oh, and 

there are 3 lots of / much vegetables as well. I 4 don’t /  

have got time to make a sandwich to take to school, 

but my mum is against this idea. She says my 5 school’s /  

schools food is fine. Anyway, I can’t go to the fast 

food 6 restaurant / pizzeria near the school, because 

it’s very 7 cheap / expensive and I haven’t got much 

money.

     /7

8 Choose the correct option to complete these short 
dialogues.

Speaker A Speaker B

0 How’s it going? A To the cinema.
B I’m fine, thanks.

1 My name’s Daniel. A Pleased to meet you.
B Nice to hear you.

2 Here you are, sir. A Scrambled eggs, please.
B Thank you very much.

3 How much is that? A It’s £32.50, please.
B It’s at 4 o’clock.

4 Can you  speak any 
foreign languages?

A Italy and Japanese.
B French and German.

5 Has Jennifer got a 
nice personality?

A Yes, she’s got blonde 
hair.

B Yes, she’s very friendly.

6 We haven’t got any 
ice cream.

A Just joking!
B Never mind!

7 Can you give me a 
hand?

A Sure.
B No, thanks.

     /7

9 Choose the correct option.

0 Ali is my ___ friend. 

A nice   B best

1 You have to ___ the onion before you fry it. 

A cut up  B beat

2 ___ is my favourite vegetable. 

A Celery  B Cheese

3 Goodbye. See you ___! 

A later  B before

4 There isn’t ___ butter in the fridge. 

A lots   B much

5 ___ Milly got a big brother? 

A Has   B Is

6 How many metres ___ you jump? 

A can’t  B can

     /6

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters.

0 I always eat d i n n e r with my family in the evening.

1 She  usually grows her hair long in the winter, but 

prefers to keep it  s          r     in the summer.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s F          n    h.

3 Luis loves being with people and talks to everyone 

– he’s very f          e    d    y.

4 Do you want some ketchup with your  

c    e    s    b    r          r?

5 It’s cold so wear your big b    o    s on your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her h    s    a    d 

and their two children.

7 I often wear s    n    l    s           s to protect my eyes 

when the weather is very good – they look cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with these words and 
expressions.

aunt biscuits blonde clever frying pan 
funny Japanese shorts

0 Roger always makes people laugh – he’s very funny.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                               .

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 I really want to learn how to speak                                

well but I think it’s a di�cult language.

7 When it’s hot, a lot of people wear                                 

rather than trousers.

     /7

3 Choose the correct option.

0 I always feel nervous / friendly before an exam.

1 Bacon / Butter is a kind of meat.

2 My mum boils / bakes a cake every weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice dark / old hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s so funny / 

brave.

5 The oldest person in my family is my daughter / 

grandmother.

6 It’s good to wear a nice big sweater / T-shirt when 

it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the dialogues with these words.

aren’t son can’t got Have have have 
Is there there

0 A: 0 Have you got any brothers or sisters?

 B: Yes, I 00 have.

1 A: 1 Are                                 any pizzas in the fridge?

 B: No, there 2                            .

2 A: Have they 3                                   a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                         ’s name?

 B:  He’s called Liam. He’s only a few months old, so 

he 6                             talk.

4 A: 7                             there a nice café in your town?

 B: Yes, 8                            is.

     /8

5 Choose the correct option.

0 There’s ___ cheese in the fridge.

 A any     B some

1 She ___ a new car.

 A ’s got    B got

2 Helen ___ swim or speak Italian.

 A can’t    B don’t can

3 ___ any milk in the bowl?

 A There’s    B Is there

4 I  ___ a big family.

 A haven’t got  B don’t got

5 His ___ house is quite big.

 A grandparent’s B grandparent

6 How many brothers and sisters ___?

 A has got he   B has he got

     /6
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6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Sam: Have you got 0 some / any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1 one / some in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2 Do / Can I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3 fine / course.

Sam:  4 Are / Is there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5 they / it ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6 have / has your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Read the text. Choose the correct option.

The lunches at school 0 aren’t / isn’t very good, in fact 

they’re horrible! There’s always 1 a lot / a lots of salt 

and not 2 more / much pepper in the food! Oh, and 

there are 3 lots of / much vegetables as well. I 4 don’t /  

have got time to make a sandwich to take to school, 

but my mum is against this idea. She says my 5 school’s /  

schools food is fine. Anyway, I can’t go to the fast 

food 6 restaurant / pizzeria near the school, because 

it’s very 7 cheap / expensive and I haven’t got much 

money.

     /7

8 Choose the correct option to complete these short 
dialogues.

Speaker A Speaker B

0 How’s it going? A To the cinema.
B I’m fine, thanks.

1 My name’s Daniel. A Pleased to meet you.
B Nice to hear you.

2 Here you are, sir. A Scrambled eggs, please.
B Thank you very much.

3 How much is that? A It’s £32.50, please.
B It’s at 4 o’clock.

4 Can you  speak any 
foreign languages?

A Italy and Japanese.
B French and German.

5 Has Jennifer got a 
nice personality?

A Yes, she’s got blonde 
hair.

B Yes, she’s very friendly.

6 We haven’t got any 
ice cream.

A Just joking!
B Never mind!

7 Can you give me a 
hand?

A Sure.
B No, thanks.

     /7

9 Choose the correct option.

0 Ali is my ___ friend. 

A nice   B best

1 You have to ___ the onion before you fry it. 

A cut up  B beat

2 ___ is my favourite vegetable. 

A Celery  B Cheese

3 Goodbye. See you ___! 

A later  B before

4 There isn’t ___ butter in the fridge. 

A lots   B much

5 ___ Milly got a big brother? 

A Has   B Is

6 How many metres ___ you jump? 

A can’t  B can

     /6

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters.

0 I always eat d i n n e r with my family in the evening.

1 She  usually grows her hair long in the winter, but 

prefers to keep it  s          r     in the summer.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s F          n    h.

3 Luis loves being with people and talks to everyone 

– he’s very f          e    d    y.

4 Do you want some ketchup with your  

c    e    s    b    r          r?

5 It’s cold so wear your big b    o    s on your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her h    s    a    d 

and their two children.

7 I often wear s    n    l    s           s to protect my eyes 

when the weather is very good – they look cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with these words and 
expressions.

aunt biscuits blonde clever frying pan 
funny Japanese shorts

0 Roger always makes people laugh – he’s very funny.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                               .

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 I really want to learn how to speak                                

well but I think it’s a di�cult language.

7 When it’s hot, a lot of people wear                                 

rather than trousers.

     /7

3 Choose the correct option.

0 I always feel nervous / friendly before an exam.

1 Bacon / Butter is a kind of meat.

2 My mum boils / bakes a cake every weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice dark / old hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s so funny / 

brave.

5 The oldest person in my family is my daughter / 

grandmother.

6 It’s good to wear a nice big sweater / T-shirt when 

it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the dialogues with these words.

aren’t son can’t got Have have have 
Is there there

0 A: 0 Have you got any brothers or sisters?

 B: Yes, I 00 have.

1 A: 1 Are                                 any pizzas in the fridge?

 B: No, there 2                            .

2 A: Have they 3                                   a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                         ’s name?

 B:  He’s called Liam. He’s only a few months old, so 

he 6                             talk.

4 A: 7                             there a nice café in your town?

 B: Yes, 8                            is.

     /8

5 Choose the correct option.

0 There’s ___ cheese in the fridge.

 A any     B some

1 She ___ a new car.

 A ’s got    B got

2 Helen ___ swim or speak Italian.

 A can’t    B don’t can

3 ___ any milk in the bowl?

 A There’s    B Is there

4 I  ___ a big family.

 A haven’t got  B don’t got

5 His ___ house is quite big.

 A grandparent’s B grandparent

6 How many brothers and sisters ___?

 A has got he   B has he got

     /6
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words.

0 I always eat dinner with my family in the evening.

1 She usually grows her hair long in the winter, 

but prefers to keep it s                                  in the 

summer.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s F                           .

3 Tony doesn’t say much – he’s very q                          .

4 Do you want some ketchup with your   

c                                 ?

5 It’s cold so wear your big b                                  on 

your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her  

h                                  and their two children.

7 I often wear s                                  to protect my eyes 

when the weather is very good – they look cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with these words and 
expressions. There are four extra words/phrases.

aunt biscuits blonde clever frying pan 
funny Germany Japanese oranges plate 
shorts uncle

0 Roger always makes people laugh – he’s very 

funny.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                                for five 

minutes.

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 I really want to learn how to speak                                

but I think it’s a di�cult language.

7 When it’s hot, people often wear                                

rather than trousers.

     /7

3 Choose the correct option.

0 I always feel nervous / friendly / funny just before 

an exam.

1 Carrots / Bacon / Butter is a kind of meat.

2 My mum boils / bakes a cake for us every weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice dark / small / old hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s so funny / 

brave / clever.

5 The oldest person in my family is my daughter / 

grandmother / son.

6 It’s good to wear a nice big sweater / trainers / 

T-shirt when it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the questions and short answers with 
these words. There are three extra words.

aren’t son can’t son’s got Have have 
have Is it there there they

0 A: 0 Have you got any brothers or sisters?

 B: Yes, I 00 have.

1 A: Are 1                               any pizzas in the fridge?

 B: No, there 2                            .

2 A: Have they 3                                   a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                          name?

 B:  He’s called Liam. He’s only a few months old, so 

he 6                             talk.

4 A: 7                             there a nice café in your town?

 B: Yes, 8                            is.

     /8

5 Write a�rmative, negative or interrogative 
sentences using these prompts.

0 some / the fridge / there / ’s / cheese / in / .

 There’s some cheese in the fridge.
1 a / ’s / car / she / new / got / .

                                                                                           

2 or speak / can’t / Helen / Italian / swim / .

                                                                                           

3 bowl / any / milk / there / the / is / in / ?
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WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

• use there is/there are, have got and can.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes. For example:

- big kitchen: table, chairs, cupboards, cooker

- cheese and milk in fridge

Write your task here. 

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                             room. There                     

a                       and                        . It                                   

                                         cupboards.                                                     

lots of food in                                                                  .

There                             some                                and 

                             in                                                              

and there                                                           biscuits  

and                              in the                          . There's   

                          bread near                                                .  

There                                                            apples  

and                             near the                                           .

I can                                lots of things. I can                                  

an omelette and                                                                    

                           of sandwiches. I can                                        

                                       , too.

     /20
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words.

0 I always eat dinner with my family in the evening.

1 She usually grows her hair long in the winter, 

but prefers to keep it s                                  in the 

summer.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s F                           .

3 Tony doesn’t say much – he’s very q                          .

4 Do you want some ketchup with your   

c                                 ?

5 It’s cold so wear your big b                                  on 

your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her  

h                                  and their two children.

7 I often wear s                                  to protect my eyes 

when the weather is very good – they look cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with these words and 
expressions. There are four extra words/phrases.

aunt biscuits blonde clever frying pan 
funny Germany Japanese oranges plate 
shorts uncle

0 Roger always makes people laugh – he’s very 

funny.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                                for five 

minutes.

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 I really want to learn how to speak                                

but I think it’s a di�cult language.

7 When it’s hot, people often wear                                

rather than trousers.

     /7

3 Choose the correct option.

0 I always feel nervous / friendly / funny just before 

an exam.

1 Carrots / Bacon / Butter is a kind of meat.

2 My mum boils / bakes a cake for us every weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice dark / small / old hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s so funny / 

brave / clever.

5 The oldest person in my family is my daughter / 

grandmother / son.

6 It’s good to wear a nice big sweater / trainers / 

T-shirt when it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the questions and short answers with 
these words. There are three extra words.

aren’t son can’t son’s got Have have 
have Is it there there they

0 A: 0 Have you got any brothers or sisters?

 B: Yes, I 00 have.

1 A: Are 1                               any pizzas in the fridge?

 B: No, there 2                            .

2 A: Have they 3                                   a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                          name?

 B:  He’s called Liam. He’s only a few months old, so 

he 6                             talk.

4 A: 7                             there a nice café in your town?

 B: Yes, 8                            is.

     /8

5 Write a�rmative, negative or interrogative 
sentences using these prompts.

0 some / the fridge / there / ’s / cheese / in / .

 There’s some cheese in the fridge.
1 a / ’s / car / she / new / got / .

                                                                                           

2 or speak / can’t / Helen / Italian / swim / .

                                                                                           

3 bowl / any / milk / there / the / is / in / ?
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WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

• use there is/there are, have got and can.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes. For example:

- big kitchen: table, chairs, cupboards, cooker

- cheese and milk in fridge

Write your task here. 

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                             room. There                     

a                       and                        . It                                   

                                         cupboards.                                                     

lots of food in                                                                  .

There                             some                                and 

                             in                                                              

and there                                                           biscuits  

and                              in the                          . There's   

                          bread near                                                .  

There                                                            apples  

and                             near the                                           .

I can                                lots of things. I can                                  

an omelette and                                                                    

                           of sandwiches. I can                                        

                                       , too.

     /20
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WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes. For example:

- big kitchen: table, chairs, cupboards, cooker …

- cheese and milk in fridge

Write your task here.

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                                        room. There is a  

                                     and a                                       and  

                                    . It has got                                               
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4 family / got / I / a / haven’t / big / .

                                                                                           

5 there / table / apples / the / any / on / aren’t / .

                                                                                           

6 got / many / sisters / has / how / he / ?

                                                                                           

     /6

6 Complete the dialogue with these words. There are 
four extra words.

any Are Can course Do fine has 
Have some there they

Sam: Have you got 0 any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1                       in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2                       I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3                      .

Sam:  4                       there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5                       ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6                       your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Read the text. Choose the correct option.

The lunches at school 0 aren’t / haven’t / isn’t very 

good, in fact they’re horrible! There’s always 1 a lots /  

a lot of / a lot salt and not 2 more / much / many 

pepper in the food! Oh, and there are 3 a lots / much /  

a lot of vegetables as well. I 4 don’t / ’m not / have 

got time to make a sandwich to take to school, but 

my mum is against this idea. She says my 5 school’s / 

schools / schools’ food is fine. Anyway, I can’t go to the 

fast food 6 pizzeria / restaurant / vegetarian near the 

school, because it’s very 7 small / cheap / expensive 

and I haven’t got much money.

     /7

8 Choose the correct option to complete these short 
dialogues.

Speaker A Speaker B

0 How’s it going? A To the cinema.
B I’m fine, thanks.
C See you later.

1 My name’s Daniel. A Pleased to meet you.
B Happy to see you.
C Nice to hear you.

2 Here you are, sir. A Scrambled eggs, please.
B Yes, it’s delicious, thanks.
C Thank you very much.

3 How much is that? A It’s £32.50, please.
B It’s in the fridge.
C It’s at 4 o’clock.

4 Can you speak 
any foreign 
languages?

A Italy and Japanese.
B French and German.
C Spanish and Poland.

5 Has Jennifer got a 
nice personality?

A Yes, she’s got blonde hair.
B Yes, she’s very pretty.
C Yes, she’s very friendly.

6 We haven’t got 
any ice cream.

A Just joking!
B Never mind!
C That’s great!

7 Can you give me 
a hand?

A Sure.
B No, thanks.
C I’m starving.

     /7

9 Choose the correct option.

0 Ali is my ___ friend. 

A nice   B best   C big

1 You have to ___ the onion with a knife before you 

fry it. 

A bake  B beat  C cut up

2 ___ is my favourite vegetable. 

A Celery   B Brownie  C Cheese

3 Goodbye. See you ___! 

A before  B now   C later

4 There isn’t ___ butter in the fridge. 

A lots   B much  C many

5 ___ Milly got a big brother? 

A Has   B Have  C Is

6 How many metres ___ you jump? 

A can’t  B can   C are

     /6

     /60
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WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes. For example:

- big kitchen: table, chairs, cupboards, cooker …

- cheese and milk in fridge

Write your task here.

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                                        room. There is a  

                                     and a                                       and  

                                    . It has got                                               
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4 family / got / I / a / haven’t / big / .

                                                                                           

5 there / table / apples / the / any / on / aren’t / .

                                                                                           

6 got / many / sisters / has / how / he / ?

                                                                                           

     /6

6 Complete the dialogue with these words. There are 
four extra words.

any Are Can course Do fine has 
Have some there they

Sam: Have you got 0 any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1                       in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2                       I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3                      .

Sam:  4                       there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5                       ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6                       your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Read the text. Choose the correct option.

The lunches at school 0 aren’t / haven’t / isn’t very 

good, in fact they’re horrible! There’s always 1 a lots /  

a lot of / a lot salt and not 2 more / much / many 

pepper in the food! Oh, and there are 3 a lots / much /  

a lot of vegetables as well. I 4 don’t / ’m not / have 

got time to make a sandwich to take to school, but 

my mum is against this idea. She says my 5 school’s / 

schools / schools’ food is fine. Anyway, I can’t go to the 

fast food 6 pizzeria / restaurant / vegetarian near the 

school, because it’s very 7 small / cheap / expensive 

and I haven’t got much money.

     /7

8 Choose the correct option to complete these short 
dialogues.

Speaker A Speaker B

0 How’s it going? A To the cinema.
B I’m fine, thanks.
C See you later.

1 My name’s Daniel. A Pleased to meet you.
B Happy to see you.
C Nice to hear you.

2 Here you are, sir. A Scrambled eggs, please.
B Yes, it’s delicious, thanks.
C Thank you very much.

3 How much is that? A It’s £32.50, please.
B It’s in the fridge.
C It’s at 4 o’clock.

4 Can you speak 
any foreign 
languages?

A Italy and Japanese.
B French and German.
C Spanish and Poland.

5 Has Jennifer got a 
nice personality?

A Yes, she’s got blonde hair.
B Yes, she’s very pretty.
C Yes, she’s very friendly.

6 We haven’t got 
any ice cream.

A Just joking!
B Never mind!
C That’s great!

7 Can you give me 
a hand?

A Sure.
B No, thanks.
C I’m starving.

     /7

9 Choose the correct option.

0 Ali is my ___ friend. 

A nice   B best   C big

1 You have to ___ the onion with a knife before you 

fry it. 

A bake  B beat  C cut up

2 ___ is my favourite vegetable. 

A Celery   B Brownie  C Cheese

3 Goodbye. See you ___! 

A before  B now   C later

4 There isn’t ___ butter in the fridge. 

A lots   B much  C many

5 ___ Milly got a big brother? 

A Has   B Have  C Is

6 How many metres ___ you jump? 

A can’t  B can   C are

     /6

     /60
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6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space. Use contractions where possible.

Sam: Have you got any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1                       in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2                       I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3                      .

Sam:  4                       there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5                       ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6                       your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Complete the text with ONE word in each space.

The lunches at school aren’t very good, in fact they’re 

horrible! There’s always a 1                                      of salt 

and not 2                                      pepper in the food! Oh, 

and there are lots 3                                      vegetables as 

well. I 4                                      got enough time to make 

a sandwich to take to school, but my mum is against 

this idea. She says my 5                                      food is 

fine. 
6                                      is a fast food restaurant near 

the school, but it’s very 7                                      and I 

haven’t got much money.

     /7

8 Complete the short dialogues with ONE word in 
each space.

Speaker A Speaker B

1 My name’s 
Daniel.

Pleased to                                 
                              .

2 Here you are, 
sir.

Thank                                                       
                                 .

3 How much is 
that?

                                  £32.50
,                                     .

4 Can you 
speak any 
foreign 
languages?

Yes. I grew up in Italy but my 
parents are from Japan, so I speak  
                                                                     
                                 .

5 Has Jennifer 
got a nice 
personality?

Yes, she’s                                       
                                       .

6 We haven’t 
got any ice 
cream.

Never                                     !

7 Can you give 
me a hand?                                ,                              !

     /7

9 Complete the missing words. 

1 You have to c                                  u                               

the onion with a knife before you fry it.

2 I love having a y                                     for breakfast 

because it’s made of milk but it isn’t too rich.

3 Goodbye. See you l                                    !

4 There isn’t m                                     butter in the 

fridge. Can you get some more?

5 H                                        Milly got a big brother?

6 How many metres c                                  you jump?

     /6

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words.

1 We always eat with a knife and                  in my 

country.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s                         .

3 Tony doesn’t say much – he’s very                    .

4 She usually grows her hair long in the winter, but 

prefers to keep it                      in the summer.

5 It’s cold so wear your big                      on your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her  

                            and their two children.

7 I often wear                                          to protect my 

eyes when the weather is very good – they look 

cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                                for five 

minutes.

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 Many people in the Netherlands speak good 

English as well as                               .

7 Can you think of any other vegetables that are 

orange, apart from                               ?

     /7

3 Complete the sentences with these words. There are 
five extra words.

Bacon bakes boils butter clever dark 
funny grandmother grandson shorts sweater

1                                               is a kind of meat.

2 My mum                                         a cake for us every 

weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice                                    hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s  

so                                           .

5 The oldest person in my family is my  

                                           .

6 It’s good to wear a nice big                                         

when it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the questions and short answers in these 
short dialogues. Use a maximum of THREE words.

1 A:  1                                               any pizzas in the 

fridge?

 B:  No, there 2                            .

2 A: 3                                               a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                                               name?

 B:  My son is called Liam. He’s only a few months 

old, so he 6                             talk.

4 A:  7                                               a vegetarian café in 

your town?

 B:  Yes, 8                           .

     /8

5 Write a�rmative (+), negative (-) or interrogative (?) 
 sentences. Use contractions where possible.

1 She / have / a new car (+)

                                                                                           

2 Helen / can / swim / or / speak Italian (-)

                                                                                           

3 there / be / milk / in the fridge (?)

                                                                                           

4 I / have / a big family (-)

                                                                                           

5 there / be / apples / on the table (-)

                                                                                           

6 how many / brothers and sisters / have / he (?)

                                                                                           

     /6
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6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space. Use contractions where possible.

Sam: Have you got any bread, Paul?

Paul:  Yes, I’m sure there’s 1                       in that 

cupboard.

Sam:  2                       I make a sandwich, please? I’m 

hungry.

Paul: Yes, of 3                      .

Sam:  4                       there any crisps? I like cheese and 

onion best.

Paul: Yes, 5                       ’re on the table.

Sam: And 6                       your mum got any cola?

Paul: In the fridge!

Sam: Thanks, Paul.

     /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Complete the text with ONE word in each space.

The lunches at school aren’t very good, in fact they’re 

horrible! There’s always a 1                                      of salt 

and not 2                                      pepper in the food! Oh, 

and there are lots 3                                      vegetables as 

well. I 4                                      got enough time to make 

a sandwich to take to school, but my mum is against 

this idea. She says my 5                                      food is 

fine. 
6                                      is a fast food restaurant near 

the school, but it’s very 7                                      and I 

haven’t got much money.

     /7

8 Complete the short dialogues with ONE word in 
each space.

Speaker A Speaker B

1 My name’s 
Daniel.

Pleased to                                 
                              .

2 Here you are, 
sir.

Thank                                                       
                                 .

3 How much is 
that?

                                  £32.50
,                                     .

4 Can you 
speak any 
foreign 
languages?

Yes. I grew up in Italy but my 
parents are from Japan, so I speak  
                                                                     
                                 .

5 Has Jennifer 
got a nice 
personality?

Yes, she’s                                       
                                       .

6 We haven’t 
got any ice 
cream.

Never                                     !

7 Can you give 
me a hand?                                ,                              !

     /7

9 Complete the missing words. 

1 You have to c                                  u                               

the onion with a knife before you fry it.

2 I love having a y                                     for breakfast 

because it’s made of milk but it isn’t too rich.

3 Goodbye. See you l                                    !

4 There isn’t m                                     butter in the 

fridge. Can you get some more?

5 H                                        Milly got a big brother?

6 How many metres c                                  you jump?

     /6

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words.

1 We always eat with a knife and                  in my 

country.

2 My teacher is from France – she’s                         .

3 Tony doesn’t say much – he’s very                    .

4 She usually grows her hair long in the winter, but 

prefers to keep it                      in the summer.

5 It’s cold so wear your big                      on your feet.

6 My older sister lives in Rome with her  

                            and their two children.

7 I often wear                                          to protect my 

eyes when the weather is very good – they look 

cool, too!

     /7

2 Complete the sentences with a suitable word.

1 Anna has got really nice                                hair.

2 She’s my dad’s sister so she’s my                               .

3 Loretta is the best at every subject – she’s  

so                              .

4 Cook the onions in a                                for five 

minutes.

5 There’s a packet of                                in the 

cupboard to eat with our co�ee.

6 Many people in the Netherlands speak good 

English as well as                               .

7 Can you think of any other vegetables that are 

orange, apart from                               ?

     /7

3 Complete the sentences with these words. There are 
five extra words.

Bacon bakes boils butter clever dark 
funny grandmother grandson shorts sweater

1                                               is a kind of meat.

2 My mum                                         a cake for us every 

weekend.

3 Martina has got really nice                                    hair.

4 Richard tells really good jokes – he’s  

so                                           .

5 The oldest person in my family is my  

                                           .

6 It’s good to wear a nice big                                         

when it’s cold.

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the questions and short answers in these 
short dialogues. Use a maximum of THREE words.

1 A:  1                                               any pizzas in the 

fridge?

 B:  No, there 2                            .

2 A: 3                                               a pet?

 B: Yes, they 4                            .

3 A: What’s your 5                                               name?

 B:  My son is called Liam. He’s only a few months 

old, so he 6                             talk.

4 A:  7                                               a vegetarian café in 

your town?

 B:  Yes, 8                           .

     /8

5 Write a�rmative (+), negative (-) or interrogative (?) 
 sentences. Use contractions where possible.

1 She / have / a new car (+)

                                                                                           

2 Helen / can / swim / or / speak Italian (-)

                                                                                           

3 there / be / milk / in the fridge (?)

                                                                                           

4 I / have / a big family (-)

                                                                                           

5 there / be / apples / on the table (-)

                                                                                           

6 how many / brothers and sisters / have / he (?)

                                                                                           

     /6
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SPEAKING – Student A

1 Work in pairs to role-play a dialogue in a café.

 Use the prompt cards to ask and answer questions.

 You are a customer in the café. Student B works in 
the café.

 You start the conversation.

 Student A:

• Say hello to Student B and ask to see the menu.

• Tell Student B that the food on the menu looks 
good.

• Ask Student B if they have any sandwiches.

• Tell Student B which sandwich you would like.

• Answer Student B’s question about drinks.

• Say you don’t want anything else and ask Student B 
how much it is.

• Give Student B the money (remember to say 
something, too!).

• Thank Student B for the change.

• Answer Students B’s question about the food.

     /10

2 Look at the photos. Describe and compare the two 
people you can see in the photos.

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes.

Write your task here. 

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                     room. There                                                                                                                          

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                             

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                             

     /20
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

SPEAKING – Student A

1 Work in pairs to role-play a dialogue in a café.

 Use the prompt cards to ask and answer questions.

 You are a customer in the café. Student B works in 
the café.

 You start the conversation.

 Student A:

• Say hello to Student B and ask to see the menu.

• Tell Student B that the food on the menu looks 
good.

• Ask Student B if they have any sandwiches.

• Tell Student B which sandwich you would like.

• Answer Student B’s question about drinks.

• Say you don’t want anything else and ask Student B 
how much it is.

• Give Student B the money (remember to say 
something, too!).

• Thank Student B for the change.

• Answer Students B’s question about the food.

     /10

2 Look at the photos. Describe and compare the two 
people you can see in the photos.

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2 

WRITING

 Write a description of your kitchen and the food you 
can find and make there.

 In your description:

• describe your kitchen and what you have got in it.

• write about what food there is in your kitchen.

• write what food and meals you can make.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 70 and 100 words.

You can use this space for notes.

Write your task here. 

My kitchen
My kitchen is a                     room. There                                                                                                                          

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                             

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                                

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                             

     /20
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Essential Grammar: Unit 1

POSSESSIVE ’S

1 Choose the correct option.

0 My mums / mum’s first name is Karine.

1 Charles’s / Charle’s hair is black.

2 His parent’s / parents’ dog lived a very long time..

3 We’re near my aunt and uncles’ / uncle’s house.

4 Alicia is in my sister’s / sisters class.

5 Where is Thomas’s / Thomas’ homework?

6 My brothers’ / brother’s cars are both red.

7 Your schools’ / school’s name is hard to spell.

8 Her husband’s / husbands’ name is Simon.

CAN

2 Complete the sentences with can or can’t and the 
verb in brackets.

0 Hanif can’t cook. (not / cook)

1 Hanif                                              well. (dance)

2 Hanif                                              (not / sing).

3 Hanif                                              a car. (drive)

4 Hanif                                              football. (play)

5 Hanif                                              German fluently. 

(speak)

6 Hanif                                              very fast. (not / run)

7 Hanif                                              (swim).

8 Hanif                                              underwater for  

two minutes. (not / stay)

3 Add can or can’t to complete these short dialogues.

0 X: 0 Can you play tennis? 

Y: Yes, I 00 can.
1 X: 1                       your parents swim? 

Y: Yes, they 2                      .

2 X: 3                       your sister run a long way? 

Y: No, she 4                      .

3 X: 5                       you speak Japanese? 

Y: Yes, I 6                      , but I 7                       speak 

Polish.

4 X: 8                       they dance?

 Y: No, they 9                       .

HAVE GOT

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
have got. The sentences can be a�rmative (+), 
negative (-) or interrogative (?).

0 I have got one brother (+)

1 Tony                                         long hair. (+)

2 My mum and dad                                     two cars. (–)

3 My aunt                                            three children. (+)

4 Linda                                            a job at the 

moment. (–)

5                                Ruth                                any 

homework today?

6 Anita and Jeremy                                            any 

brothers or sisters. (–)

7                             Jamie and Anthony                                 

a garage at their house?

5 Complete the questions and answers using the 
correct form of have got.

Kate: 0 Have you got a flat, Lucy?

Lucy: Yes, I 00 have. It’s near the station.

Kate: 1                           it                        a big kitchen?

Lucy: Yes, it 2                                        .

Kate: 3                       it                     a nice garden?

Lucy: No, it 4                                        .

Kate: 5                       you                    nice neighbours?

Lucy: Yes, I 6                                        .

Kate: 7                          they                       any children?

Lucy: No, they 8                                        .
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

SPEAKING – Student B

1 Work in pairs to role-play a dialogue in a café.

 Use the prompt cards to ask and answer questions.

 You work in the café. Student A is the customer.

 Student A starts the conversation.

 Student B:

• Say hello and give Student A the menu.

• Thank Student A and then ask what they’d like  
to eat.

• Tell Student A what sandwiches you have.

• Take Student A’s sandwich order and ask if they’d 
like a drink.

• Take Student A’s drinks order and ask if they’d like 
anything else.

• Tell Student A how much it is.

• Thank Student A and give them their change.

• Ask Student A if their food is OK.

     /10

2 Look at the photos. Describe and compare the two 
people you can see in the photos.

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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Essential Grammar: Unit 1

POSSESSIVE ’S

1 Choose the correct option.

0 My mums / mum’s first name is Karine.

1 Charles’s / Charle’s hair is black.

2 His parent’s / parents’ dog lived a very long time..

3 We’re near my aunt and uncles’ / uncle’s house.

4 Alicia is in my sister’s / sisters class.

5 Where is Thomas’s / Thomas’ homework?

6 My brothers’ / brother’s cars are both red.

7 Your schools’ / school’s name is hard to spell.

8 Her husband’s / husbands’ name is Simon.

CAN

2 Complete the sentences with can or can’t and the 
verb in brackets.

0 Hanif can’t cook. (not / cook)

1 Hanif                                              well. (dance)

2 Hanif                                              (not / sing).

3 Hanif                                              a car. (drive)

4 Hanif                                              football. (play)

5 Hanif                                              German fluently. 

(speak)

6 Hanif                                              very fast. (not / run)

7 Hanif                                              (swim).

8 Hanif                                              underwater for  

two minutes. (not / stay)

3 Add can or can’t to complete these short dialogues.

0 X: 0 Can you play tennis? 

Y: Yes, I 00 can.
1 X: 1                       your parents swim? 

Y: Yes, they 2                      .

2 X: 3                       your sister run a long way? 

Y: No, she 4                      .

3 X: 5                       you speak Japanese? 

Y: Yes, I 6                      , but I 7                       speak 

Polish.

4 X: 8                       they dance?

 Y: No, they 9                       .

HAVE GOT

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
have got. The sentences can be a�rmative (+), 
negative (-) or interrogative (?).

0 I have got one brother (+)

1 Tony                                         long hair. (+)

2 My mum and dad                                     two cars. (–)

3 My aunt                                            three children. (+)

4 Linda                                            a job at the 

moment. (–)

5                                Ruth                                any 

homework today?

6 Anita and Jeremy                                            any 

brothers or sisters. (–)

7                             Jamie and Anthony                                 

a garage at their house?

5 Complete the questions and answers using the 
correct form of have got.

Kate: 0 Have you got a flat, Lucy?

Lucy: Yes, I 00 have. It’s near the station.

Kate: 1                           it                        a big kitchen?

Lucy: Yes, it 2                                        .

Kate: 3                       it                     a nice garden?

Lucy: No, it 4                                        .

Kate: 5                       you                    nice neighbours?

Lucy: Yes, I 6                                        .

Kate: 7                          they                       any children?

Lucy: No, they 8                                        .
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SPEAKING – Student B

1 Work in pairs to role-play a dialogue in a café.

 Use the prompt cards to ask and answer questions.

 You work in the café. Student A is the customer.

 Student A starts the conversation.

 Student B:

• Say hello and give Student A the menu.

• Thank Student A and then ask what they’d like  
to eat.

• Tell Student A what sandwiches you have.

• Take Student A’s sandwich order and ask if they’d 
like a drink.

• Take Student A’s drinks order and ask if they’d like 
anything else.

• Tell Student A how much it is.

• Thank Student A and give them their change.

• Ask Student A if their food is OK.

     /10

2 Look at the photos. Describe and compare the two 
people you can see in the photos.

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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My family tree

✃

✃

My name is Helen and
this is my family.

My brother’s name 
is Sam. 

He’s � fteen. 

My mum’s name 
is Maggie.

My dad’s name 
is Jack. 

He’s Australian.

 My mum’s sister 
is called Emma. 

Emma’s husband 
is Phil.

Emma and Phil’s 
son, Dan, 

is three years old.

My grandma’s name 
is Daphne. 
She’s 83.

 Daphne’s husband, 
my grandpa, 

is Harold. 

My dad’s brother 
is called Nick.

Jack and Nick’s 
father’s name 

is Brian.

Jack and Nick’s 
mother’s name 

is Elise.

Elsie’s new husband’s 
name is Peter.

Nick’s wife’s name 
is Melissa.

Nick and Melissa’s 
daughters are called 

Lucy and Fiona.

 Nick and Melissa’s 
sons are called 

Aaron and James. 

17 ♂

10 ♂
+

11 ♀

6 ♀
+

7 ♂

9 ♂

2 ♂ 5 ♂
                       (1940–1993)

13 ♂

8 ♀

1 ♀ 3 ♀

4 ♀

Me:12 ♂

16 ♂15 ♀14 ♀
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Class:                                                  

NATIONALITIES, FAMILY, DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 Write the missing letters to complete the name of a 
country or a nationality.

Country Nationality

England 0 E n g l i s h

1 P                 d Polish

Ireland 2 I             h

3 I             y Italian

France 4 F                 h

5 A                 t         a Argentinian

the Netherlands 6 D     t     h

7 G             a     y German 

Spain 8 S     a     i     h

2 Look at the family tree and complete the sentences 
with these words.

brother dad daughter grandma grandson  
parents sister uncle wife 

Gina John Mateo Sally 

Lydia Paul Daisy 

Angelica Frank Jenny Jamie 

0 John is Paul’s uncle.

1 Gina is Mateo’s                                        .

2 Frank is John’s                                        .

3 Sally is Jenny and Jamie’s                                        .

4 Daisy is Lydia’s                                        .

5 Angelica is Paul’s                                        .

6 Paul is Angelica and Frank’s                                        .

7 Gina and Mateo are Daisy’s                                        .

8 Paul and Lydia are                                         and 

sister.

3 Complete the missing letters.

0 Sasha has got brown h a i r.

1 Daniel’s e    e     are green.

2 Penelope is very y     u     g – she’s only ten.

3 I’m quite fat but she’s very s         m.

4 My grandpa’s old – his hair is all g         y.

5 Her hair colour is very light – it’s b     o     d    .

6 I’m very short but my brother is the opposite – he’s 

very t         l.

7 Steve’s hair isn’t black, but it’s quite 

d     r    .

8 Tracy has got l     n     brown hair.

4 Choose the correct option to complete the 
conversation.

A: Who’s that in the photo next to you?

B:  You mean the girl wearing the blue 0 hat / dress on 

her head? That’s my sister. She’s older than me.

A: I love her big smile. She looks very 1 friendly / quiet.

B:  Yes, she is. She’s also really 2 brave / clever. She gets 

really good marks in all her school subjects.

A:  And who is that boy there? Why is he wearing a  
3 tracksuit / sweater? Does he play a lot of sport?

B:  No, he hates it! That’s my brother, Seb. He normally 

wears an ordinary T-shirt and 4 jeans / jacket.

A:  And why is he wearing 5 trousers / sunglasses inside the 

house? It isn’t a sunny day!

B:  I know. He’s a bit 6 nervous / brave and doesn’t like 

people taking his photo.

Essential Vocabulary: Unit 1
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RESOURCE 1 Unit 1 Lesson 1 Vocabulary

My family tree

✃

✃

My name is Helen and
this is my family.

My brother’s name 
is Sam. 

He’s � fteen. 

My mum’s name 
is Maggie.

My dad’s name 
is Jack. 

He’s Australian.

 My mum’s sister 
is called Emma. 

Emma’s husband 
is Phil.

Emma and Phil’s 
son, Dan, 

is three years old.

My grandma’s name 
is Daphne. 
She’s 83.

 Daphne’s husband, 
my grandpa, 

is Harold. 

My dad’s brother 
is called Nick.

Jack and Nick’s 
father’s name 

is Brian.

Jack and Nick’s 
mother’s name 

is Elise.

Elsie’s new husband’s 
name is Peter.

Nick’s wife’s name 
is Melissa.

Nick and Melissa’s 
daughters are called 

Lucy and Fiona.

 Nick and Melissa’s 
sons are called 

Aaron and James. 

17 ♂

10 ♂
+

11 ♀

6 ♀
+

7 ♂

9 ♂

2 ♂ 5 ♂
                       (1940–1993)

13 ♂

8 ♀

1 ♀ 3 ♀

4 ♀

Me:12 ♂

16 ♂15 ♀14 ♀
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

NATIONALITIES, FAMILY, DESCRIBING PEOPLE

1 Write the missing letters to complete the name of a 
country or a nationality.

Country Nationality

England 0 E n g l i s h

1 P                 d Polish

Ireland 2 I             h

3 I             y Italian

France 4 F                 h

5 A                 t         a Argentinian

the Netherlands 6 D     t     h

7 G             a     y German 

Spain 8 S     a     i     h

2 Look at the family tree and complete the sentences 
with these words.

brother dad daughter grandma grandson  
parents sister uncle wife 

Gina John Mateo Sally 

Lydia Paul Daisy 

Angelica Frank Jenny Jamie 

0 John is Paul’s uncle.

1 Gina is Mateo’s                                        .

2 Frank is John’s                                        .

3 Sally is Jenny and Jamie’s                                        .

4 Daisy is Lydia’s                                        .

5 Angelica is Paul’s                                        .

6 Paul is Angelica and Frank’s                                        .

7 Gina and Mateo are Daisy’s                                        .

8 Paul and Lydia are                                         and 

sister.

3 Complete the missing letters.

0 Sasha has got brown h a i r.

1 Daniel’s e    e     are green.

2 Penelope is very y     u     g – she’s only ten.

3 I’m quite fat but she’s very s         m.

4 My grandpa’s old – his hair is all g         y.

5 Her hair colour is very light – it’s b     o     d    .

6 I’m very short but my brother is the opposite – he’s 

very t         l.

7 Steve’s hair isn’t black, but it’s quite 

d     r    .

8 Tracy has got l     n     brown hair.

4 Choose the correct option to complete the 
conversation.

A: Who’s that in the photo next to you?

B:  You mean the girl wearing the blue 0 hat / dress on 

her head? That’s my sister. She’s older than me.

A: I love her big smile. She looks very 1 friendly / quiet.

B:  Yes, she is. She’s also really 2 brave / clever. She gets 

really good marks in all her school subjects.

A:  And who is that boy there? Why is he wearing a  
3 tracksuit / sweater? Does he play a lot of sport?

B:  No, he hates it! That’s my brother, Seb. He normally 

wears an ordinary T-shirt and 4 jeans / jacket.

A:  And why is he wearing 5 trousers / sunglasses inside the 

house? It isn’t a sunny day!

B:  I know. He’s a bit 6 nervous / brave and doesn’t like 

people taking his photo.
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RESOURCE 3 Unit 1 Lesson 3 Reading

Mime it!✃

 Mime it!  Mime it!

 Mime it!  Mime it!

 Mime it!  Mime it!

Your personality is:

quiet

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

brave

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

clever

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

friendly

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

funny

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

nervous

Show your personality  
in your mime.
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RESOURCE 2 Unit 1 Lesson 2 Grammar

I can … ✃

✃

Ability cards

Picture cards

You can:

❍ draw 

❍  speak Spanish  

❍  drive  

❍  shoot arrows 

You can:

❍ sing 

❍  speak Engish  

❍  swim  

❍  run fast 

You can:

❍ play football  

❍  speak French  

❍  cook  well

❍  dance 
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RESOURCE 3 Unit 1 Lesson 3 Reading

Mime it!✃
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Your personality is:

quiet

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

brave

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

clever

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

friendly

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

funny

Show your personality  
in your mime.

Your personality is:

nervous

Show your personality  
in your mime.
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RESOURCE 2 Unit 1 Lesson 2 Grammar

I can … ✃

✃

Ability cards

Picture cards

You can:

❍ draw 

❍  speak Spanish  

❍  drive  

❍  shoot arrows 

You can:

❍ sing 

❍  speak Engish  

❍  swim  

❍  run fast 

You can:

❍ play football  

❍  speak French  

❍  cook  well

❍  dance 
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RESOURCE 5 Unit 1 Lesson 4 Video

Welcome to my life!

Watch the video about Max’s life. Then complete the profi le for his video blog.

MAX GREGG Profi le

A
bo

ut
 m

e

 1 Age:                         

  2 From:                          

 3  Interests:                          

 4  Can:                          

 5  Can’t:                           

 6  Hair colour: 

 7     Eye colour: 

 8   Brother’s/Sister’s name: 

     9 Brother’s/Sister’s interests:                           

 10 Home town now: 

    11 Good things about home town:                          

 12 Bad things about home town: 

  13 Dad’s job: 

   14 Dad can’t: 
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RESOURCE 4 Unit 1 Lesson 4 Grammar

Find someone who …

Find someone who: Name

 1 has got a pet dog.

 2 has got a brother.

 3 has got a blog.

 4 has got a pet cat.

 5 has got a sister.

 6 has got a laptop in their bedroom.

 7 has got a pet but not a dog or a cat.

 8 has got a brother and a sister.

 9 has got a friend or family in the USA.

10 has got a photo of their family on their phone.

11 has got five or more cousins.

12 has got a birthday in November.

13 has got a teddy on their bed.

14 has got a guitar at home.

15 hasn’t got a brother or sister.
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RESOURCE 5 Unit 1 Lesson 4 Video

Welcome to my life!

Watch the video about Max’s life. Then complete the profi le for his video blog.

MAX GREGG Profi le

A
bo

ut
 m

e

 1 Age:                         

  2 From:                          

 3  Interests:                          

 4  Can:                          

 5  Can’t:                           

 6  Hair colour: 

 7     Eye colour: 

 8   Brother’s/Sister’s name: 

     9 Brother’s/Sister’s interests:                           

 10 Home town now: 

    11 Good things about home town:                          

 12 Bad things about home town: 

  13 Dad’s job: 

   14 Dad can’t: 
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RESOURCE 4 Unit 1 Lesson 4 Grammar

Find someone who …

Find someone who: Name

 1 has got a pet dog.

 2 has got a brother.

 3 has got a blog.

 4 has got a pet cat.

 5 has got a sister.

 6 has got a laptop in their bedroom.

 7 has got a pet but not a dog or a cat.

 8 has got a brother and a sister.

 9 has got a friend or family in the USA.

10 has got a photo of their family on their phone.

11 has got five or more cousins.

12 has got a birthday in November.

13 has got a teddy on their bed.

14 has got a guitar at home.

15 hasn’t got a brother or sister.
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RESOURCE 7 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Speaking

Have you got my words?✃

Section A 
Read the dialogue and guess the missing words. Ask Student B if he/she has got the  
words you need.

Sam: Hi! 1  are you?

Layla: I’m 2  , thanks. How are you?

Sam: I’m Sam.

Layla: No, I said, ‘How are you?’, not ‘Who are you?’

Sam: Oh, 3  . I’m fine, 4  .

Layla: Good! My name’s Layla.

Sam: Nice to 5  you, Layla. Oh, this is 6  friend, Alex.

Layla: Hello, Alex. 7  to meet you.

Alex: Nice to meet you too. Oh look at the time! 8  you later.

Layla: OK, bye.

Words for Student B

 going fine name nice this too worries later  

Section B 
Read the dialogue and guess the missing words. Ask Student A if he/she has got the  
words you need.

Tom: Hi, how’s it 1  ?

Laura: 2  , thanks. How are you?

Tom: I’m good, thanks. My 3  ’s Tom.

Laura: Oh, my brother’s called Tom too. I’m Laura.

Tom: 4  to meet you, Laura.

Laura: Oh, Tom, 5  is my friend, Abi.

Tom: Hi, Aggie. Pleased to meet you.

Abi: Nice to meet you 6  , but my name’s not Aggie. It’s Abi.

Tom: Oh sorry!

Abi: No 7  . Oh it’s late. See you 8  , Tom.

Words for Student A

 how good sorry thanks meet my pleased see  
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RESOURCE 6 Unit 1 Lesson 5 Listening

Find my clothes

Find these words in the word search. Then write them in the gaps.

Nine types of clothes or other things we can wear (not footwear):

j t t s s t

h t s s b s      

t  t s r t s

Three types of footwear:
s s b s t s 

J A C K E T M H A T

O L D E B R E A M R

T A L K O A T S U A

R O P A O C A K J I

O N A L T K L I E N

U D R E S S S R A E

S W E E T U H T N R

E G I R O I O T S S

R S W E A T E R O A

S U N G L A S S E S
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RESOURCE 7 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Speaking

Have you got my words?✃

Section A 
Read the dialogue and guess the missing words. Ask Student B if he/she has got the  
words you need.

Sam: Hi! 1  are you?

Layla: I’m 2  , thanks. How are you?

Sam: I’m Sam.

Layla: No, I said, ‘How are you?’, not ‘Who are you?’

Sam: Oh, 3  . I’m fine, 4  .

Layla: Good! My name’s Layla.

Sam: Nice to 5  you, Layla. Oh, this is 6  friend, Alex.

Layla: Hello, Alex. 7  to meet you.

Alex: Nice to meet you too. Oh look at the time! 8  you later.

Layla: OK, bye.

Words for Student B

 going fine name nice this too worries later  

Section B 
Read the dialogue and guess the missing words. Ask Student A if he/she has got the  
words you need.

Tom: Hi, how’s it 1  ?

Laura: 2  , thanks. How are you?

Tom: I’m good, thanks. My 3  ’s Tom.

Laura: Oh, my brother’s called Tom too. I’m Laura.

Tom: 4  to meet you, Laura.

Laura: Oh, Tom, 5  is my friend, Abi.

Tom: Hi, Aggie. Pleased to meet you.

Abi: Nice to meet you 6  , but my name’s not Aggie. It’s Abi.

Tom: Oh sorry!

Abi: No 7  . Oh it’s late. See you 8  , Tom.
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Find my clothes

Find these words in the word search. Then write them in the gaps.

Nine types of clothes or other things we can wear (not footwear):

j t t s s t

h t s s b s      
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Three types of footwear:
s s b s t s 

J A C K E T M H A T
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RESOURCE 9 Unit 1 Lesson 7 Writing

1 Complete the sentences with the words below. There are two options for each gap.

 

 a son about forty American big blonde blue brave Brazil friendly  
  friendly Milan in Italy my uncle pretty short sing slim speak Japanese  
  speak Japanese the singer Ella Davies three children

 1 My hero is ( job/family relationship)  /  .

 2 He’s/She’s (nationality/age)  /  .

 3 He’s/She’s from  /  .

 4 He/She can  /  .

 5 He’s/She’s married and has got  /  .

 6 He’s/She’s tall and  /  .

 7 He’s/She’s got  /  hair and  /  eyes.

 8 I think he’s/she’s a  /  person.

2 Write about your own hero. Complete the sentences using your own ideas. 

 1 My hero is  .

 2 He’s/She’s (nationality/age)  .

 3 He’s/She’s from  .

 4 He/She can  .

 5 He’s/She’s married and has got  .

 6 He’s/She’s tall and  .

 7 He’s/She’s got  hair and  eyes.

 8 I think he’s/she’s a(n)  person.

3 In pairs, take it in turns to read your sentences to your partner. Can he/she guess your hero?

 

My hero
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✃

RESOURCE 8 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Audio

She’s famous✃

  Complete the dialogue with the sentences from the cards.  

Max:  Hey, Sol. That girl in the red T-shirt! 
Sol:    1                          
Max:  That’s Clare Philips. She’s famous. She’s a TV presenter. Come on! … Excuse me! Hi! 
Girl:   2                          
Max:  How are you? 
Girl:   3                          
Max:  I’m good. I’m Max. 
Girl:   4                          
Max:  This is my friend, Sol. 
Sol:   5                          
Girl:  Fine, thanks, but … 
Sol:  Nice to meet you. 
Girl:   6                          
Max:  Oh, this is really cool. 
Girl:   7                          
Max:  The famous Clare Philips in the park in my town! I think you’re wonderful. 
Girl: 8                          

My name’s Jenny Dobbs. I’m not famous. 
Max:  Oh. I’m sorry. I … 
Girl:   9                          
  Max:  Bye … Sorry! 
  Sol:  Oh, Clare! You’re wonderful!   

What about her?

Pleased to 
meet you. I’m …

What is?

Hello.

Hi. How’s it going?

Thanks, but I’m 
not Clare Philips.

I’m � ne, thanks. 
How are you?

Yeah, nice to 
meet you too.

No worries! See you.
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RESOURCE 9 Unit 1 Lesson 7 Writing

1 Complete the sentences with the words below. There are two options for each gap.
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 2 He’s/She’s (nationality/age)  /  .

 3 He’s/She’s from  /  .

 4 He/She can  /  .

 5 He’s/She’s married and has got  /  .

 6 He’s/She’s tall and  /  .

 7 He’s/She’s got  /  hair and  /  eyes.

 8 I think he’s/she’s a  /  person.

2 Write about your own hero. Complete the sentences using your own ideas. 

 1 My hero is  .

 2 He’s/She’s (nationality/age)  .

 3 He’s/She’s from  .

 4 He/She can  .

 5 He’s/She’s married and has got  .

 6 He’s/She’s tall and  .

 7 He’s/She’s got  hair and  eyes.

 8 I think he’s/she’s a(n)  person.

3 In pairs, take it in turns to read your sentences to your partner. Can he/she guess your hero?

 

My hero
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✃

RESOURCE 8 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Audio

She’s famous✃

  Complete the dialogue with the sentences from the cards.  

Max:  Hey, Sol. That girl in the red T-shirt! 
Sol:    1                          
Max:  That’s Clare Philips. She’s famous. She’s a TV presenter. Come on! … Excuse me! Hi! 
Girl:   2                          
Max:  How are you? 
Girl:   3                          
Max:  I’m good. I’m Max. 
Girl:   4                          
Max:  This is my friend, Sol. 
Sol:   5                          
Girl:  Fine, thanks, but … 
Sol:  Nice to meet you. 
Girl:   6                          
Max:  Oh, this is really cool. 
Girl:   7                          
Max:  The famous Clare Philips in the park in my town! I think you’re wonderful. 
Girl: 8                          

My name’s Jenny Dobbs. I’m not famous. 
Max:  Oh. I’m sorry. I … 
Girl:   9                          
  Max:  Bye … Sorry! 
  Sol:  Oh, Clare! You’re wonderful!   

What about her?

Pleased to 
meet you. I’m …

What is?

Hello.

Hi. How’s it going?

Thanks, but I’m 
not Clare Philips.

I’m � ne, thanks. 
How are you?

Yeah, nice to 
meet you too.

No worries! See you.
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Complete the table

RESOURCE 11 Unit 1 Revision Grammar

✃

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Max can drive. 

 1 Only one person can’t sing but she 
 can dance. 

 2 Two people can dance. 

 3 One girl and one boy has got 
 a brother. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Sara has got four cousins.

 1 Only one person can drive. 

 2 The boy who can’t dance has got 
 a brother. 

 3 The boy who can’t drive has got 
 two cousins. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Two people have got sisters. 
They are both boys. 

 1 The person who can’t sing hasn’t got 
 any cousins. 

 2 The boy with a brother and sister has 
 got three cousins. 

 3 The girl with a brother can dance. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Agata can’t sing.

 1 The boy who can’t drive can sing 
 and dance. 

 2 One person has got two cousins. 

 3 The girl with four cousins hasn’t got
 a brother. 

A B

C D
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RESOURCE 10 Unit 1 Revision Vocabulary

Find the letters✃

Section A 
Circle the letters you need to find the words. The first letter is correct.

e.g. uncle and …     a t u d s n i t h           

 1  sister and …  b a t r o i e t c h a o e d r s            

 2  your father is your mum’s …  h a n u d s t a b a e m n p f d r            

 3  a personality adjective  b l o r e n a w f v i e r t             

 4  a nationality  G o e t r p l n m a o n y s t            

 5  footwear  b a i o t o s h t p m s r t             

 6  an item of clothing  j e t a r c p k n o e r t d             

 7  an adjective of appearance  s i h m l p o i n w m v r            

 8  not old  y a s o f u b m d n r e g a t            

 9  a country  I s l t r y e o p l e a m e n t d g            

10  someone who is 13–19 is a …  t o p e n e l n e r a j e g r e p y r              

Section B 
Circle the letters you need to find the words. The first letter is correct.

e.g. uncle and …     a t u d s n i t h           

 1  your aunt and uncle’s child is your …  c a i o s u l e s o i d n e m             

 2  son and …  d o a t u r t g c l h t o r e a y r e             

 3  a personality adjective  f o r p e i l e g n k s a d o l i y x              

 4  a nationality  J a k l a p e a y t n i e c r s o t e            

 5  footwear  s r z h e p o a u e l d s y b             

 6  an item of clothing  t e f r u o u e t c s o e d y r m s d              

 7  an adjective of appearance  p u t r s a e l t y d f t e a y b n             

 8  not clean  d e o i r d a h t c j k y p l m             

 9  a country  F e t r c i a b m n g p s c u e s             

10  a husband and wife are …  m o a f r i e r p o i l a e f s d t               

aunt

aunt
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Complete the table

RESOURCE 11 Unit 1 Revision Grammar

✃

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Max can drive. 

 1 Only one person can’t sing but she 
 can dance. 

 2 Two people can dance. 

 3 One girl and one boy has got 
 a brother. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Sara has got four cousins.

 1 Only one person can drive. 

 2 The boy who can’t dance has got 
 a brother. 

 3 The boy who can’t drive has got 
 two cousins. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Two people have got sisters. 
They are both boys. 

 1 The person who can’t sing hasn’t got 
 any cousins. 

 2 The boy with a brother and sister has 
 got three cousins. 

 3 The girl with a brother can dance. 

  Max    Agata    Sara    Simon  

 brother 

 sister 

 cousins 

 sing 

 dance 

 drive 

Agata can’t sing.

 1 The boy who can’t drive can sing 
 and dance. 

 2 One person has got two cousins. 

 3 The girl with four cousins hasn’t got
 a brother. 

A B

C D
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RESOURCE 10 Unit 1 Revision Vocabulary

Find the letters✃

Section A 
Circle the letters you need to find the words. The first letter is correct.

e.g. uncle and …     a t u d s n i t h           

 1  sister and …  b a t r o i e t c h a o e d r s            

 2  your father is your mum’s …  h a n u d s t a b a e m n p f d r            

 3  a personality adjective  b l o r e n a w f v i e r t             

 4  a nationality  G o e t r p l n m a o n y s t            

 5  footwear  b a i o t o s h t p m s r t             

 6  an item of clothing  j e t a r c p k n o e r t d             

 7  an adjective of appearance  s i h m l p o i n w m v r            

 8  not old  y a s o f u b m d n r e g a t            

 9  a country  I s l t r y e o p l e a m e n t d g            

10  someone who is 13–19 is a …  t o p e n e l n e r a j e g r e p y r              

Section B 
Circle the letters you need to find the words. The first letter is correct.

e.g. uncle and …     a t u d s n i t h           

 1  your aunt and uncle’s child is your …  c a i o s u l e s o i d n e m             

 2  son and …  d o a t u r t g c l h t o r e a y r e             

 3  a personality adjective  f o r p e i l e g n k s a d o l i y x              

 4  a nationality  J a k l a p e a y t n i e c r s o t e            

 5  footwear  s r z h e p o a u e l d s y b             

 6  an item of clothing  t e f r u o u e t c s o e d y r m s d              

 7  an adjective of appearance  p u t r s a e l t y d f t e a y b n             

 8  not clean  d e o i r d a h t c j k y p l m             

 9  a country  F e t r c i a b m n g p s c u e s             

10  a husband and wife are …  m o a f r i e r p o i l a e f s d t               

aunt

aunt
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Multinational families✃

Section A 
Can you match the people with their family backgrounds? 

Section B 
Can you match the people with their family backgrounds? 

RESOURCE 13 Unit 1 Culture

 

 

★
★
★

★
★
★

★
★
★
★
★
★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

 1 Keanu Reeves, actor

 2 Robert de Niro, actor

 3 Dwayne ‘The Rock’  
  Johnson, actor

 4 Tiger Woods, golfer

 5 Beyoncé, singer

 6 Shakira, singer

 1 Johnny Depp, actor

 2 Van Diesel, actor

 3 Eminem, singer

 4 Cameron Diaz, actress

 5 Bruce Lee, actor

 6 Barack Obama,  
  politician

 a African-American, Dutch, Chinese, Thai,  
  Native American

 b African-American, French, Irish,  
  Native American

 c English, Irish, Portuguese, Native Hawaiian,  
  Chinese, Canadian-American

 d Colombian, Italian, Lebanese

 e African-American, Samoan,  
  Canadian-American

 f Italian, Irish, English, German, French,  
  Dutch

 a Kenyan, American, English, German,  
  Irish, Dutch

 b German, Irish, French, Native American

 c English, German, Cuban, Native American, 

 d African-American, Italian-American

 e Scottish, English, German, Swiss, Polish, 
  Luxembourgian 

 f Chinese, German-American

Section B answers:
1 b 2 d 3 e 4 c 5 f 6 a

Section A answers:
1 c 2 f 3 e 4 a 5 b 6 d
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What’s missing?

RESOURCE 12 Unit 1 Culture

✃

✃

✃

Chinese

7

38

71

240

12

41

83

555

15

50

99

678

21

66

125

987

brother

Japanese

sister

Mexican

mother

American

father

English

son

Polish

daughter

Italian

cousin

Spanish

aunt

Argentinian

uncle

French

grandpa

German

grandmother

Russian

mum

Scottish

dad

Irish

husband

Canadian

wife

Australian

parents
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Multinational families✃

Section A 
Can you match the people with their family backgrounds? 

Section B 
Can you match the people with their family backgrounds? 

RESOURCE 13 Unit 1 Culture

 

 

★
★
★

★
★
★

★
★
★
★
★
★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

 1 Keanu Reeves, actor

 2 Robert de Niro, actor

 3 Dwayne ‘The Rock’  
  Johnson, actor

 4 Tiger Woods, golfer

 5 Beyoncé, singer

 6 Shakira, singer

 1 Johnny Depp, actor

 2 Van Diesel, actor

 3 Eminem, singer

 4 Cameron Diaz, actress

 5 Bruce Lee, actor

 6 Barack Obama,  
  politician

 a African-American, Dutch, Chinese, Thai,  
  Native American

 b African-American, French, Irish,  
  Native American

 c English, Irish, Portuguese, Native Hawaiian,  
  Chinese, Canadian-American

 d Colombian, Italian, Lebanese

 e African-American, Samoan,  
  Canadian-American

 f Italian, Irish, English, German, French,  
  Dutch

 a Kenyan, American, English, German,  
  Irish, Dutch

 b German, Irish, French, Native American

 c English, German, Cuban, Native American, 

 d African-American, Italian-American

 e Scottish, English, German, Swiss, Polish, 
  Luxembourgian 

 f Chinese, German-American

Section B answers:
1 b 2 d 3 e 4 c 5 f 6 a

Section A answers:
1 c 2 f 3 e 4 a 5 b 6 d
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What’s missing?

RESOURCE 12 Unit 1 Culture

✃

✃

✃

Chinese

7

38

71

240

12

41

83

555

15

50

99

678

21

66

125

987

brother

Japanese

sister

Mexican

mother

American

father

English

son

Polish

daughter

Italian

cousin

Spanish

aunt

Argentinian

uncle

French

grandpa

German

grandmother

Russian

mum

Scottish

dad

Irish

husband

Canadian

wife

Australian

parents
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1 Some people like to eat chips with  

m                                    , while others prefer ketchup.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really  

b                                    !

3 Our teacher takes the r                                  every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s b                                 .

5 Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   .

6 My uncle is a professional c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a  

m                                    .

     /7

2 Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 
gap.

1 A:  What 1                                                        do people 

in Japan speak?

 B: Oh, they speak 2                                                       .

2 A:  I want to 3                                                        friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

 B:  Why don’t you 4                                                        a 

party and invite them all?

3 A:  I’d love to play the electric 5                                     

like some of those great rock musicians.

 B:  Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                    

to music than to play it.

4 A:  Do you do any 7                                                    , 

such as aerobics or cycling?.

 B:  No, but there’s a new running 8                                 

near the sports centre that I might try.

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

1 I remember when I                                      my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

2 My favourite subject at school is Information  

                                       .

3 Nigel is an amazing actor. When he stands on the  

                                     in the theatre, you can’t take 

your eyes o� him.

4 Santiago                                      a goal in nearly 

every match he plays!

5 We                                      our match 3–0 last 

Saturday. Let’s hope we do better next Saturday.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct a�rmative 
or negative form of these verbs. Use contractions if 
possible.

be be enjoy hate meet see try watch

1 We 1                                                                        a film 

right now, but I 2                                                          it.

2 There 3                                                               any food  

that I liked at the party last night, but there  
4                                                    lots of people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5                                                                       

her boyfriend on Saturdays, but she 
6                                                                       him today 

– she’s on holiday.

4 He 7                                                                     noodles  

at the Chinese restaurant yesterday, but he  
8                                                                       them.

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with ONE or TWO words in 
each gap. Use contractions if possible.

1 I can play the guitar but not the piano – it isn’t  

as                                               as the guitar!

2 There isn’t                                milk in the fridge – we 

need to buy some more.

3 I                                judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much                                interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby                                £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she 

                               talking to him at the moment.
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Name:                                                                                                   Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    .  I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the  e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has  a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so  
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning. A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning. A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day. A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it! A play   B do
4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day. 

A study   B get up5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the park. 
A works   B exercises    

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed. 
A browses  B prefers7  My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework. A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
the weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London. 

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock. 
(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                 

2 I watch TV in the evening. (TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                                                
3 My best friend comes from Italy. (Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                                                                                                
4 My sister goes to school by bus. (to / your sister / go / school / does / How) 
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End of Year Test
Name:                                                  
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Real World 1 • End of Year Test

USE OF ENGLISH1 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.
Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.
Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

2 Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem of 

course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

1 What would you like to 
eat?

A burger, please.

2 I can’t stand Maths.
I don’t like it,                          .

3 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

4 I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                             .

5 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .

6 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet 
you.

     /5

3 Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

0 These are the words that you 
know in a language.

v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces 

of bread.
s       d            

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a                o      

3 A teacher uses this to show 
things to all the pupils.

p       j    c         

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s       t       n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u          m         

     /5
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1 Some people like to eat chips with  

m                                    , while others prefer ketchup.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really  

b                                    !

3 Our teacher takes the r                                  every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s b                                 .

5 Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   .

6 My uncle is a professional c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a  

m                                    .

     /7

2 Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 
gap.

1 A:  What 1                                                        do people 

in Japan speak?

 B: Oh, they speak 2                                                       .

2 A:  I want to 3                                                        friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

 B:  Why don’t you 4                                                        a 

party and invite them all?

3 A:  I’d love to play the electric 5                                     

like some of those great rock musicians.

 B:  Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                    

to music than to play it.

4 A:  Do you do any 7                                                    , 

such as aerobics or cycling?.

 B:  No, but there’s a new running 8                                 

near the sports centre that I might try.

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

1 I remember when I                                      my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

2 My favourite subject at school is Information  

                                       .

3 Nigel is an amazing actor. When he stands on the  

                                     in the theatre, you can’t take 

your eyes o� him.

4 Santiago                                      a goal in nearly 

every match he plays!

5 We                                      our match 3–0 last 

Saturday. Let’s hope we do better next Saturday.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct a�rmative 
or negative form of these verbs. Use contractions if 
possible.

be be enjoy hate meet see try watch

1 We 1                                                                        a film 

right now, but I 2                                                          it.

2 There 3                                                               any food  

that I liked at the party last night, but there  
4                                                    lots of people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5                                                                       

her boyfriend on Saturdays, but she 
6                                                                       him today 

– she’s on holiday.

4 He 7                                                                     noodles  

at the Chinese restaurant yesterday, but he  
8                                                                       them.

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with ONE or TWO words in 
each gap. Use contractions if possible.

1 I can play the guitar but not the piano – it isn’t  

as                                               as the guitar!

2 There isn’t                                milk in the fridge – we 

need to buy some more.

3 I                                judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much                                interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby                                £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she 

                               talking to him at the moment.
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PHOTOCOPIABLE 146

Review Test 3: Units 1–6

Complete the sentences with the correct word.

Some people like to eat chips with 

, while others prefer ketchup.

I need to find something to do – I’m really 

                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

b                                 .

Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   

c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

Each person in the winning team receives a 

     /7

Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 

                                                       do people 

                                                      

                                              friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

                                                      

party and invite them all?

I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

                                             

such as aerobics or cycling?.

No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

                                     my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

My favourite subject at school is Information 
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Name:                                                                                                   Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    .  I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the  e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has  a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so  
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning. A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning. A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day. A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it! A play   B do
4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day. 

A study   B get up5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the park. 
A works   B exercises    

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed. 
A browses  B prefers7  My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework. A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
the weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London. 

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock. 
(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                 

2 I watch TV in the evening. (TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                                                
3 My best friend comes from Italy. (Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                                                                                                
4 My sister goes to school by bus. (to / your sister / go / school / does / How) 
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Name:                                                                                                 
Class:                                                         

Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.I’m using it no problem of 

Pleased to Thanks for What aA burger, pleaseplease.
I don’t like it,                          .                       good idea!

 good idea!Sorry, but                             .Sorry,                             .                             meet 

     /5

Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.
o c a b u l a r yy

 d         

     o     

 c       

 n

 m       

     /5

End of Year Test
Name: 

Class: 

Real World 1 • End of Year Test

Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.
either I’m using itPleased toWhat would you like to 

I can’t stand Maths.

                          

Let’s go to the cinema.             

I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                         

Can I borrow your book? Sorry, 

This is my friend Hattie.                             you.

Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

These are the words that you 
v o

A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces s      d 

The time between the morning 
a       

A teacher uses this to show 
p      j  j    c 

A place where you can catch a 
s      t     

A competition, usually with lots 
t    u        m 
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Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I oftenoften go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

 – this film isn’t interesting. 
(drobe)

5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 
 goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 
I feel very w                                     about it. ( about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get upLaura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

A

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t playmorning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usuallythe weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?
 Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.

(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                
2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   
4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

End of Year Test
Name:                                                  

 
                                                

Class:                                                         
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USE OF ENGLISH1 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.
Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.
Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

2 Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem of 

course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

1 What would you like to 
eat?

A burger, please.

2 I can’t stand Maths.
I don’t like it,                          .

3 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

4 I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                             .

5 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .

6 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet 
you.

     /5

3 Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

0 These are the words that you 
know in a language.

v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces 

of bread.
s       d            

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a                o      

3 A teacher uses this to show 
things to all the pupils.

p       j    c         

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s       t       n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u          m         

     /5
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1 Some people like to eat chips with 

m                                    , while others prefer ketchup.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really 

b                                    !

3 Our teacher takes the r                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s b                                 .

5 Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   .

6 My uncle is a professional c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a 

m                                    .

     /7

2 Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 
gap.

1 A: What 1                                                        do people 

in Japan speak?

B: Oh, they speak 2                                                       .

2 A: I want to 3                                                        friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

B: Why don’t you 4                                                        a 

party and invite them all?

3 A: I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

B: Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

to music than to play it.

4 A: Do you do any 7                                                    , 

such as aerobics or cycling?.

B: No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

1 I remember when I                                      my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

2 My favourite subject at school is Information 

                                       .

3 Nigel is an amazing actor. When he stands on the 

                                     in the theatre, you can’t take 

your eyes o� him.

4 Santiago                                      a goal in nearly 

every match he plays!

5 We                                      our match 3–0 last 

Saturday. Let’s hope we do better next Saturday.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct a�rmative 
or negative form of these verbs. Use contractions if 
possible.

be be enjoy hate meet see try watch

1 We 1                                                                      a film 

right now, but I 2                                                          it.

2 There 3                                                               any food 

that I liked at the party last night, but there 
4                                                    lots of people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5                                                                   

her boyfriend on Saturdays, but she
6                                                                       him today 

– she’s on holiday.

4 He 7                                                                     noodles 

at the Chinese restaurant yesterday, but he 
8                                                                       them.

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with ONE or TWO words in 
each gap. Use contractions if possible.

1 I can play the guitar but not the piano – it isn’t 

as                                               as the guitar!

2 There isn’t                                milk in the fridge – we 

need to buy some more.

3 I                                judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much                                interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby                                £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she

                               talking to him at the moment.
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Complete the sentences with the correct word.

Some people like to eat chips with 

, while others prefer ketchup.

I need to find something to do – I’m really 

                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

b                                 .

Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   

c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

Each person in the winning team receives a 

     /7

Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 

                                                       do people 

                                                      

                                              friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

                                                      

party and invite them all?

I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

                                             

such as aerobics or cycling?.

No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

                                     my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

My favourite subject at school is Information 
© Pearson Educación, S.A., 2019 • PHOTOCOPIABLE
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Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get up5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
the weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.
(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                

2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             
3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   

4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)
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Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I oftenoften go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

 – this film isn’t interesting. 
(drobe)

5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 
 goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 
I feel very w                                     about it. ( about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get upLaura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

A

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t playmorning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usuallythe weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?
 Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.

(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                
2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   
4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

End of Year Test
Name:                                                                                                 

Class:                                                         
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USE OF ENGLISH1 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.
Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.
Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

2 Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem of 

course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

1 What would you like to 
eat?

A burger, please.

2 I can’t stand Maths.
I don’t like it,                          .

3 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

4 I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                             .

5 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .

6 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet 
you.

     /5

3 Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

0 These are the words that you 
know in a language.

v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces 

of bread.
s      d         

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a            o     

3 A teacher uses this to show 
things to all the pupils.

p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s      t      n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u        m       

     /5
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ETEXTETEXTETEXT

WORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLD

Andalusia

edition

With a complete andalusian section

PTE GENERAL

With a complete andalusian section

Numbers 

and tourism

Why do millions of people come to Andalusia 

for their holidays every year? One important 

reason is that there is plenty of sun and the 

climate is usually warm. In addition, there are lots 

of activities you can do all year round. But the 

summer is especially good for the beach, that’s 

when the majority of people come. Visitors stay 

in hotels, go camping, or visit family and friends. 

There are four major coasts in Andalusia: la Costa 

Tropical, Costa del Sol, Costa de Almeria, Costa 

de la Luz. Each coast has its special appeal to 

travellers with different types of resorts. 

foreign visitors
seven point eight million

national visitors twenty-eight million

hotels
over seven thousand

blue flag beaches seventy-eight

money spent per 

visitor

ninety-seven Euros a day

average stay
eleven days

restaurants
almost twenty thousand

restaurants with 

Michelin stars
nine

golf courses
ninety

1 Write the correct numerical value in the gap 

from the table.

1  visitors from other countries come to 

Andalusia every year.

2 Almost Spaniards visit Andalusia every 

year.

3 There are more than hotels in Andalusia.

4 People can enjoy any of the blue flag 

beaches.

5 If someone wants to eat out, they can 

choose from nearly restaurants.

2 Read the information in the text and the 

table to answer the questions. 

1 How can you translate the names of the four 

major coasts in Andalusia?

2 What’s the difference in number of foreign 

visitors versus national visitors?

4 Are there more hotels or restaurants in the 

community?

5 How long do visitors usually stay in 

Andalusia?

5 If you want to go to a very fancy restaurant, 

how many options have you got?

climate (n) clima

resorts (n) centros turísticos
GLOSSARY

PROjECT

3 Copy and complete the table about tourism 

in Andalusia with approximate numerical 

information. Use the Internet to help you.

Number of visitors 

from two di� erent 

foreign countries

Kilometres of coast 

Money spent by 

tourists per year in 

total

Number of hotel 

rooms in Andalusia

Days of sunshine per 

year

Andalusia Time

162

Maths

A
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 E

d
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n

Andalusia edition

Rod Fricker 1
TEACHER'S BOOK

WORLDWORLD

Rod Fricker

WORLDWORLD
Andalusia edition

TEACHER'S 
RESOURCE FILE

1

www.pearsonELT.es/realworldandalucia

PTE GENERAL
This course can be used as part of the preparation 
for the Pearson Test of English General.

www.pearsonpte.com/pte-general
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Real World 1 • Language Test

Name:                                                 
                                                

Class:                                                 

Language Test: Unit 3VOCABULARY1 Reorder the letters to make words.

0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)2 I wake up early in the m                                    . 

I really like breakfast! (nomring)

3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the 

e                              . (negvein)

4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)5 My sister is very e                                    . She has 

a new cat! (dtecixe)
6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)
7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 

I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on 

Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. 

(essimotem)

     /8

2 Choose the correct option.
0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.

A works       B does
1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.

A chats   B listens
2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.

A goes   B has
3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with 

their friends – they love it!
A play   B do4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after 

school every day.A study   B get up
5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the 

park.
A works   B exercises   

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 

to bed.
A browses  B prefers

7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.
A make   B do

     /7

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the Present Simple.

0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.

2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on 

Saturdays?3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelettes.

4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.

5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.

6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the 

evening?7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 

morning.8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 

the weekend?

     /8

4 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 

with the answers.0 I live in London.(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?

1 I get up at 7 o’clock.(up / get / What / time / you / do) 

                                                                                                               

2 I watch TV in the evening.
(TV / do / watch / When / you)

                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.

(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                                                                                   

4 My sister goes to school by bus.
(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

                                                                                                         

5 I have a party for my birthday.
(party / have / do / a / When / you)
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Name:                                                 
                                                

                                                

Language Test: Unit 3VOCABULARY

My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

     /7
Choose the correct form of the Present Simple. bread every weekend.

 her friends every weekend.
 on 

 to the radio.

 your dad sometimes watch TV in the 

 with her dog in the 

 at 

     /8

Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
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                                                Class:                                                 

USE OF ENGLISH
3 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.

Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get very 6 ___ homework, not like me.Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my family – there are too many of them!

0 A about   B around   C of1 A is    B were   C was2 A old    B ago    C past3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest4 A do    B make   C know5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t6 A many   B much   C any7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

4 Complete the short dialogues with these words 
and expressions. There are three extra words and 
expressions.
don’t agree either I’m using it no problemof course please Pleased to Thanks for What a
0 What would you like to eat? A burger, please.

1 I can’t stand Maths. I don’t like it,
                          .

2 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!3 I think we need to do all we can to help animals.
Sorry, but 
I                             .

4 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .5 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet you.

     /55 Read the definitions and complete the words.
0 These are the words that you know in a language. v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or other food between two pieces of bread. s      d         

2 The time between the morning and the evening. a            o     
3 A teacher uses this to show things to all the pupils. p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a bus or train. s      t      n
5 A competition, usually with lots of matches in it. t    u        m       

     /5
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USE OF ENGLISH
3 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.

Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get very 6 ___ homework, not like me.Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my family – there are too many of them!

0 A about   B around   C of1 A is    B were   C was2 A old    B ago    C past3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest4 A do    B make   C know5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t6 A many   B much   C any7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

   

4 Complete the short dialogues with these words 
and expressions. There are three extra words and 
expressions.
don’t agree either I’m using it no problemof course pleaseplease Pleased to Thanks for What a
0 What would you like to eat? A burger, pleaseplease.

1 I can’t stand Maths. I don’t like it,
                          .

2 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!3 I think we need to do all we can to help animals.
Sorry, but 
I                             .

4 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .5 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet you.

     /55 Read the definitions and complete the words.
0 These are the words that you know in a language. v o c a b u l a r yy

1 A meal made with cheese or other food between two pieces of bread. s      d         

2 The time between the morning and the evening. a            o     
3 A teacher uses this to show things to all the pupils. p      j  j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a bus or train. s      t      n
5 A competition, usually with lots of matches in it. t    u        m       

     /5
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Choose the correct option.

0 Monika’s wearing a really nice trainers / skirt today.

1 Some people like to eat chips with mayonnaise / 

cereal.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really excited / 

bored.

3 Our teacher takes the register / poster every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s brilliant / terrible.

5 Marcela plays the cello in an audience / orchestra.

6 My uncle is a professional swimming / cyclist.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a medal 

/ league.

     /7

2 Complete the missing letters in the dialogues.

0 A: What do you want to cook the onions in?

 B: A 0 f r y i n g pan.

1 A:  What 1 l     n         a     e do people in Japan 

speak?

 B: Oh, they speak 2     a         n     s    .

2 A:  I want to 3 m         e friends with my new 

classmates. What can I do?

 B:  Why don’t you 4 h         e a party and invite them 

all?

3 A:  Can you play the 5 g     i     a     or any other 

musical instrument?

 B:  No, I prefer to 6 l         t     n to music than to play 

it.

4 A:  Do you do any 7 e     e     c     s    , such as 

aerobics or cycling?

 B:  No, but there’s a new running 8 t     a     k near the 

sports centre, so I might try that.

     /8

3 Choose the correct option.

0 Do you want some salt and ___ on your food? 

A pepper   B celery

1 I remember when I ___ my best friend for the first 

time – we were four!. 

A knew   B met

2 My favourite subject at school is Information ___. 

A Chemistry  B Technology

3 We went to see a great ___ yesterday. 

A concert  B flute

4 Santiago ___ a goal for his team in nearly every 

game he plays! 

A scores   B does

5 We ___ our match 3-0 last Saturday. 

A watched  B lost

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

0 Carmen 0 loves / is loving living in England, but  

she 00 isn’t liking / doesn’t like the weather there.

1 We 1 watch / ’re watching a film right now, but  

I 2 ’m not enjoying / don’t enjoy it.

2 There 3 wasn’t / didn’t be any food that I liked at 

the party last night, but there 4 was / were lots of 

people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5 is seeing / sees her boyfriend on 

Saturdays, but she 6 isn’t meeting / doesn’t meet 

him today – she’s on holiday.

4 He 7 tries / tried noodles at the Chinese restaurant 

yesterday, but he 8 hated / is hating them.

     /8

5 Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

0 There aren’t many / some sweets left in the bag – 

only two.

1 I never go to the swimming pool – I don’t can / 

can’t swim!

2 A guitar isn’t as heavy as / as heavy that a piano.

3 I did / did do judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much most / more interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby found / finds £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she doesn’t / 

isn’t talking to him at the moment.
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